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17 ARMENIANS,
FATE OF
DEPORTED FROM
U. S., MURDERED
m

STOCK INDUSTRY

HIEaICu

If

ANGLO- -

Washington. Pec. 10. The
murder at Constantinople In
of 17 Armenian
September
women and children who came
to the Vnited States sceklner
safety, hut who were deported,
was i ported to the house immigration committee todny by
C. V. Knightly, counsel for a
welfare organization at lloston.
These were deported as being
In excess of the quota nllowed
from their country.
Details of the killing were
obtained, Mr. Knightly said,
from nil American student at
Roberta college, Constantinople, in a letter to an Armenian student at Rostont ivIiosr
mother and sister arc among
those killed.
I'Yom the best information
obtainable, he declared , the
women mid children were first
outraged by Turks and then
murdered Itecniiso 1hro was
no means of their upkeep, and
"they were considered in tho

PACES DISASTER

Sfl! WITNESSES
State

in

of

Unfavorable
Range Condition and Poor
Markets Are Blames,

Affairs,

educationalists
TOO

HIGH--MECHE-

Is Impossible

M

for Any Sheep

Raiser to Make Expenses
Now, Bond, tuning and
Miller Testify.
JOUNL)

-

OF 0 A I L

Nothing Tangible Has Developed to Indicate How
Members Will Vote on
Ratifying the Treaty.
RELATIVE

CAN'T

BREAKS

jL

....

bj

SERVICE IS

PROJECT

INTERESTED

SAYS DIRECTOR

Survey of Valley Irrigation and Drainage
Needs Is Made By Director A. P. Davis,
Who Discussed the Possibilities of Reclamation Here at a Meeting at C. of C.
ley in Colorado will add considerably to the regular water supply
of the Rio Grande here and this
addition, the director believes, will
prove sufficient if the irrigation
Is unified
and cement
svstem
Socorro.
This is tho gist of the talk given ditches built.
rec"With the irrigation will, of neby A. P. Ravis, director of themorncessity, come drainage," the direclamation bureau, yesterday
meeting held tor declared, "for tha two go hand
ing at the drainage commerce
par- In hand."
at the chamber of
Pirector Pavls would not comlors. Pirector Davis arrived here
and dur- mit himself as to whether a storparly yesterday morning
age dam at White Rock canyon
ing the day made an Inspection of would
be economically possible.
the land condition from Bernalillo
"I do not know if sufficient water
to Islet a.
be developed from the
could
storpower
"Regardless of whether a
proposition to make it a paying
age dam is built at White beRock
seventure from that standpoint, and
canyon, plenty of water can
know if enough water
cured by conservation and scienti- I do not stored
up to do any mafic methods to irrigate the vatley could be
for the valley. Howfrom the canyon to Socorro and to terial Igood
do not think that the recadd at least 40,000 acres of arid ever,
of the valley arid and
land to tho agricultural assets of lamationlands
the state." Pirector Pavls stated.val- - swamp dam." depends on this proposed
The drainage of the San Luis

The federal government is seriously considering a reclamation
project for the middle Rio Grande
valley from White Rock canyon to

WEATHER

j

FORECAST.
'
Penver, Colo., Pec. 19. New
Mexico: Tuesday and Wednesday,
snow
generally fair, except possibly
somewhat
northwest
portion;

colder.

Arizona: Tuesday and Wednesday, unsettled, probably rain west
and south central and rain or snow
not much
northeast
portion!
,
change in temperature,
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
6?
Highest temperature .',
-

-

.

'
,

'

Lowest
Range
Mean
Humidity att

1I,I,1H

i Precipitation

8
ft

a. m.
n tyi

'Maximum wind velocity
direction of wind
"
Character of day . .

i

liureau Has Data.
The federal bureau has already
made Beveral surveys of the possibilities of the valley and these are
now on file at Washington. Should
tho project be taken up, Pirector
Pavls stated that there was little
possibility of the 'government concerning Itself with river protection
problems'.
"Tliese problems do not really
come within the jurisdiction of the
he said.
reclamation service,"
"They are more local than national
In their scope. They have to be
worked out as they present them-- , NEARLY 10 INCHES OF
solves."
RAIN NEAR ANGEL CITY
Scouting the idea of drainage
itself by dredging
through the river claimed
such
that
it, Director Pavis
(By Tlia Amnrtnttxi Prat.)
work would be very expensive and

that it would probably not last one
season, even with a dam at White
Rock, as the streams between there
35 and Socorro would bring enough
In one flood
2.1 gravel and dirt down
46 to entirely fill up the dredged part
68 of the river.
.
The probable cost of reclama4.1
was
None tion in this part of the valley
said
12 not tated by the director, who
would
tin
probestimate
South that such
Cloudy
(Continued on Faga Two.)

.......

minds.
Collins and Puggan
Griffith,
were, he said, for the signature,
and Gavan Puffy were
but h
against it. He held out that that
placed the responsibility for war
on him; so he signed It rather than
commit the Irish people to war
without consultation.
"And so," he exclaimed, "I now
fulfill my undertaking and recommend to you this treaty."
followed his
Loud vapplause
speech, coming partly from the
opponents of the treaty and partly
from tho supporters of the treaty.
Mr. Puffy is expected to speak
tomorrow, and his attitude Is eagerly awaited.
Rlggest Oratorical Effort.
The biggest oratorical effort was
that of Mr. Griffith, whose speech
was directed towards Justifying his
signature, and was especially nohe attable for the Importance
tached to the opportunity given by
the new constitution for developing Irish resources and preventing
further penetration by England
into Irish business through the acquisition of Irish banks, railroads,
shinplng and factories.
The main objections to the treaty revealed In the speeches of Mr.
de Valera and Erskine Childers,
wero tho absorption of Ireland in
the British empire, the belief in
continued British control through
the governor-generand military
and naval control
The choice of Commandant John
Joseph McKeown, to second Mr.
Griffith's motion for ratification,
was resented In some quarters as
an attempt to exploit MeKeown's
military record with the Irish republican army In favor of the treaty. He Is a great popular hero.
Women members were to a
largo extent against the treaty.

'

Los

Angeles,

nee.1

19.

Nearly ten inches o,f rain fell
in six hours today at Mount
Wilson, near hero. In tlio most
severe storm thnt lias vlsltcrt
this section tn years. Two and
a half Indies of tho fall occurred In mm hour. Unusn- ally lienvy" rains wero experienced nil over southern California. Railroad traffic is
hanipered and eonsiilerablo
damage lips been done. ,

SUPREME

T

GO

anti-tru-

Department of Justice officials
IS ARRESTED IN
commenting upon the decision said
It would form tha basis for tho
ST. LOUIS WHO SAYS
policy towards hunHE STOLE $44 HERE government's
dreds of associations maintained by
various
industries
to enchango
(Hy The Aanorlnted I'rosn.)
St. Louis, iln., .Doe. 19. A man price and other trade Information.
who says he is William O'Neill, ar Activities f these associations have
been under observation for soinn
rested nero today, coniosseu,
to tha police, to eight hold- - time, but definite formulations of
in
this vicinity, policy. It has been stated by Attorps and robbrries
find a number of robberies In San ney General Daugherty, awaited toMAN

-

II S.

PORTUGAL

law.

'

I

IIP

last

1

to

mi

Mc-Ken- na,

n

'

BIT

Anti-Tru-

(By The Asnoclnted TrcM.)

'

HARD

(Ry The Anwlutcil I'rfsi.)
Competition Arrangement of
London, Dec. 20. A revHardwood, Association
olution has broken out in
Held
to Be in Violation
disto
a
Portugal, according
st
of
Act,
patch to the Daily Chronicle
from Paris. It began with
cannonading
along the WILL FORMBASIS
Tagus river and severe
FOR POLICY OF U. S.
casualties have resulted to
both sides in the controv- Federal Tribunal Divides Six
ersy.
to Three, Justices
The hospitals are crowded
Brandeis
and.
with wounded and dying.
Holmes Dissenting,
The dispatch adds that
Cunha Leal, who formed a
Hly The AAorlatcfl fret.)
temporary ministry
Washington, Dec. 13. The open
in
the competition plan of the American
week, was attacked
Carlos barracks and he and Hardware Manufacturers' associahis followers were compell- tion was declared by the supremo'
ed to retreat. The fate of court today a restraint on trade in
the premier is not known. violation of the Sherman

K7ard a "Guess as to

jP

OUT
BY

o r

1

EXCHANGE

PLAN

I

STRENGTH
BE ESTIMATED

Side Will Event-Gaia Majority.

c

REVOLUTION

"":

;

-

f

Sinn Feiners Will Not Even
,

y-

Dal); hr Carrier or Hall, 85c a Month
Single triplet 5o

"Oasis" tor Thirsty Americans

T AT

(J"'? '.blin, Pec. 19 (by the Associat- Santa Fe. Doc. 19. Extravawhpn tha dull clreann
afstate
of
In
management
IS
gance
Journed tonight after two lengthy
unfavorable
with
fairs, together
to debate,
mar0$ t Ublic sessions.IUI. devoted
.1 .,.1
rt
1.
range conditions and poor
nau
ucvdiuu
livestock
tangiuie
'noining
the
kets, have brought
would vote
members
Indicate
how
A
the
to
ASKED
Mexico
industry in New
on ratifying the treaty setting up
vergo of bankruptcy, it was
the Irish free state.
fled today at the opening session
Mrs. Sheehy
Peputy Puggan,
of annual conference of tax offi- secreMINERS' GHILFS Skeffington, Tom Johnson,
cials with tho state tax comtnistary of the Irish liberal movement,
slonand Colonel Maurice Moore, when
Governor Meclicm, In a brlcl
., .... ,.
frx ono
declared,
mhtress,
interviewed, declared It was imcosts
Claims
Counsel for Howat
thins, Ihat educational
to make any estimate of
possible
lie
said
Ititrli.
IIo
nro much too
His Administration Was the relative strength of those favorfavored ascertaining noeuriite-l- y
and those opposing the treaty,
tho total revenue available,
Duly Elected By the Lo- ing
or to hazard a guess as to which
then making tho appropriacal Unions in Kansas.
tions to fit, rather than first
side would eventually Bain a maittnklng the appropriations and
jority.
afterward trying to raise the
(By The Afwoeiated Pro0
Uncertainty of Leaders.
revenue.
The uncertainty of even promiKansas
City, Pee. 19. Redmond
Frank
oath,
result
Testifying under
S. Brennan, counsel for the deposed nent leaders regarding the
Bond, of Espanola; Fred Huning,
reflected on one side In Millnwat administration of was
ho
that
declaration
of Valencia county and Prater Aloxander
Collins'
chael
miners, In arguthe
Miller, president of tho Wool the Kansas district
might never again address
Injunca
member
for
permanent
ing
and
association
Charles
today
Growers'
on the other by
Lewis, inter- dail, and pointed statement that he
of the Sheep Sanitary board, all tion against John L.
president, and other offi- Burgess'
declared it is impossible for any national the
was
"still in office."
United Mine AVorkers
to make
expenses cials of
The proceedings are certain to
sheep raiser men
of
control
of
assuming
America,
were
questioned
now. These
many
through tomorrow, as
the district, asserted that tho How- last
have Indicated
by Laurence F. Lee of Albuquerhad been duly minor membersof speaking. Some
que, as counsel for the Cattle and at administration
unions to serve their intention
Horse Growers' association and the elected by the22.local
may even
and that all con- think that the debate
Ques- until March
"Wool Growers' association.
the week.
the continue throughout
tions were asked also by a num- tracts now existing between
A feature was the attempt hy
were conber of assessor and other Inter- district and operators administrathe peace delegates to deprive Mr.
cluded by the deposed
ested parties.
do Valera of his claim of adhertion.
Average TOss on Sheep,
republican principle by
Mr. Brennan was emphatic in his ence to the publication
Bond said the average loss on
of his plan
demanding
international
the
that
cents
54
declaration
was
1920
per
for
settlement, which, It
for
alternate
sheep
disto
no
expel
had
officials
power
head and that in 1921 the operatrevealed, had been submitted
trict officials legally elected by the was
at last week's private sessions,
ing costs ara proportionately
marunions.
local
with
lighor, by comparison
argument was that the nation
Charles O. ringer, attorney for The
ket prices. In answer to a queshad a right to know what were the
tion he said no BVtecpman Is now tho international representatives.
two
policies they ware expected tfl
that In the flcclared that the present contro
earning expenses,noand
decide on, and that lis a matter of
was
coal
fields
In
the
Kansas
man
livestock
versy
last three years
was republican.
tho result of tne past activities of fact, neither
lias mado expenses.
Resists Publication.
resisted publicaTelegram From Mcjley. con- Howat.
Valera
do
Mr.
In"Hownt has openly defied thevioChairman Paint read t" the
tion of his alternative - plan, exofficers
and
union
R.
ternational
from
W,
a
ference
telegram
put forward only in
and laws of the in- plaining it was secure
Morley, of Magdalena, describing lated the rules
unanimity in
union and his own dis- an attempt to was
now irrelevant.
the situation as even worso. Mor-le- y ternational
and
tho
dail,
declared,
he
trict,"
wired:
He promised, however, later to
"Cattle, slieep, grnzlrur lands
In his own way the alternatand ranch property liavo dePROHIBITION WON'T
ive proposal.
to 75 per cent In
Mr. de Valera, Griffith, Collins.
preciated 60 TTnless
tax values
two years.
BE REVOKED IN U. S. Chllders and several other prominro cut accordingly stockmen
nent men, in tho councils of the
cannot pay their taxes. Edu(By The Asoortoted Prs.)
party spoke today, but it Is gener1 9.
Constitucational and highway agenpec.
Washington,
ally agreed that the most sensacies must stop wild orgy of
tional prohibition will not be re- tional and most impressive contrisame
of
and
prnctico
spending
bution was Robert Barton's narravoked, notwithstanding efforts
economy taxpayers liavo to
under
Robert A. Widenmann of New tive of the circumstances
will
or
destruction
court
to
the
have
supreme
practice
which he and other delegates were,
York,
follow. It Is up to your comcompel tho secretary of state an-to according to his statement, forced
mission to stop extravagance
withdraw the proclamation
to sign the treaty without referring
and save tho livestock Indusit back to tho cabinet.
nouncing Its ratification. The ofcourt
the
decision
the
try"
affirmed
Onth to the Republic.
todny
Miller said the sheep Industry courts of the Pistrlct of Columbia,
Mr. Barton said his oath to tha
Is not escaping taxation in any which held Widenmann had no in- republic was the most sacred bond
liarticular. He reported that last terest which would benefit if his on earth, and he had broken it as
the lesser of two alternative outrequest was granted.
(Continued on Pago Two.;
rages forced upon him, and because be was compelled to choose
Immediately.
RECLAMATION
Mr. Orlflith, ha explained, had
sought to have the
repeatedly
terms referred back to the dail, but
1
FO
this, Tremlcr Lloyd Ocorge negaIN A
The signature of every
tived.
member of the delegation was necor
war would follow, and
essary,
?
DAV
VALLEY,
tho premier gave tho delegation
until 10 o'clock to make up their

IJUNCTI

-
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STILL UNKNOWN

way.'
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Fire Destroys Half of Mexican

fn.v The Awtclnlctf rpM,,)

Extravagance

"

' I"

1

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, December 20, 1921.

VKAU

General view of section wiped out by fire.
were
ican town could not be used by tho nection with them there
dance halls, cabarets and rooms.
modern equipment, so no call wat
a curio
made in the last two fires. T- A restaurant, a grocery,
a stage office and a Mexican
ijuana is without a fire department shoo,
located
were
also
customs ofilice
of its own.
Built after the manner of the on tho side of the street cleaned
out by the fires.
old '49 camps in California, tho
were tindor to
Plans are being made to rebut' 1.
Tijuana structuresuses
and more substantial buildings aro
the fires. Their '49 wer much
camps also. probable.
the same as of tho
One life was lost in tho fires.
In the block of building? burned The
body of an unidentified man
were, five saloons, flaunting the
was found in the ruins of ono of
partment sent apparatus over, but names of Klondike. Black Cut,
con
the rooming places.
In
Elite and Savoy.
tho small fire hydrants of the Mex

San Picgo, Calif., Pec. 19.
Two fires in a week,
(Special)
starting at night and sweeplns
through flimsy wooden buildings,
destroyed one side of the business
section of Tijuana, Mex., tourist
thirst quenching village south of
this city. Several months previously tho municipal building and
largest hotel in theVlllnge burned.
At that time the San Piego fira de-

a.

LAW
E
IN CALIFORNIA
DECLARED VALID GOWTRAGT

ANTI-ALIE-

KARL 'SKIPPED

FORGOT TO PA

In-

cles of clothing anil a revolver,
thnt he took various articles In four
hotels and roomrng houses In Ics
Angeles, thnt be looted an apart
ment at Venice and that ho robbed
a man of $14 in Albuquerque, N.
M.

N

Act to Prevent Those

Dingo, Venice, Los Angeles, Lain.,
anil AllHKjucniue, N. M.
O'Neill said, according to tne
police, that lie robbed a room in
a Snn Pie','o hotel of sever.il arti-

T
r.llrt., Knonfild
.... riOt show
..w..... ,tn
j.un.-vj.l.(ll
n'iiii-i,.n.r.,
rrVniii linw lippn ar
rested here during tho past few
monlns, nor mai such u ruunru

tn

l.ann

PL

IRK

t

lll'Dart- -

Yl

ment for some time. Very few rob
beries nave laiicri piuce in
for a number of months.
of approxiTho only robbery
has been
$14 which
mately Vii.vrt
was that
time
Rnmrt
fnr
Grlego, 1409
if Mrs. Natlvidad
North Arno street. Mrs. Oriego re10, her
ported that on October man
aim
purse was snatcneu ny a
approximately
continued,
it
that

OF REPAIR
to
Citizenship
eligible
HIS BOARD BILL
or
From Owning
Leasing
Land Upheld By Court.
and Efficiency
Economy
Are
Governments
Allied
(Bt Tbs A.sortaird Titm.)
the
Were
Only, Motives
Wonderina Who Is Going
Sun Franrliun. Pec. 1
Behind Its Adoption, Railof the California
to Settle the Account of
road Labor Board Told. FOREIGN POLICY OF
aliens ineligible to citizenship from
the Former Emperor.
or
land,
CHINA WONT CHANGE
agricultural
leasing
owning

re--f- ,1

i.

was upheld lato today by a court
of three federal judges.
Several other states have enacted
board
Charles'
to pay
bill?" Is Hie problem the allied lawa patterned on the California
governments are trying to solve. act.
The decision was given in a case
So far no country has corao for
the leasing feature of
ward and offered to pay the bills involving
the act. It said:
left behind in Switzerland or the
is an interest
"Such
exexpenses which will follow tho
in
agricultural land and nothing to
ile of the former monarch to Ma- in
the treaty with Japan secures
deira.
subjects residing in this
The former king has expensive Japanese tho
right to possess, actastes. This is evidenced by the countryor
enjoy agricultural land or
fact that tho Swiss retreat cost quire
an Interest therein."
nearly 2,000,000 francs a year to
keep going. In a hurry to reach
his old throne, Charles forgot sevDOVER IS NOMINATED
eral substantial obligations. These
POST
FOR TREASURY
and the cost of maintaining
Charles and his large family at
allied
the
Madeira are occupying
Pec. 19. Elmer
Washington,
ambassadors' council. The total pover of Tacoma, Wash., wius
Swiss bill will exceed several milto the senate todny by
nominated
lion Bwiss francs apart from the President Harding to be assistant
establishment set up at Madeira secretary of the treasury. Mr.
for the former ruler of
Dover for many years was associated with tho republican national
It Is believed that the Hungarian committee.
Puring tho laft presiof
most
tho
government will pay
dential campaign he acted as westbills and the members of the llttla ern manager.
entente, to whoso existence tho
Commissioners Hall of Colorado
adof monarchlal
suppression
and Aitchlson of Oregon, were rea
bear
ventures is essential, nay
nominated for new fcrms on the
part of the burden. The annual
interstate commerce commission
expense at Madeira probably will today by President Harding'. Both
be provided through . a pension, men are senving terms which exwholly or partly paid by Hungary. pire Pecember 31, 1921.
In this the little entente may also
have a share.
NEW GOVERNMENT.
The fact that Charles and his
Washington, Pec. 19. A new
family still have firm friends In government was formed last night
Hungary is evidenced by the pur- at Lisbon, Portugal, the Btate dechase of a 2,000,000 crown bed and partment was advised today, with
bedroom suite for the
by Cunha Leal as prime minister, and
Budapest royalists. The bed was Julio Falkas, formerly minister of
d
with brocade
made of
as minister of
The money publlo Instruction,
and gilt decorations.
affairs.
was raised by popular subscription. foreign
The authorities have refused to
permits display in public, fearins
royalist riots, so the bed will be
Sent immediately to Madeira.
SILVER DOLLARS
(By The Associated Pmm.) .
Paris, Pec. 19. "Who Is going

f

Austria-Hungar-

y.

satin-woo-

NEW'SERIESOF

MEXICAN COTTON CROP
DECREASED THIS YEAR

WILL BE MINTED
fl

(By The AstoclntM Fren.
Mexico City, Pec. 19. Mexico's
cotton crop this year will not bo
more than 80,000 bales as compared to a normal annual crop of
125,000 bales, according, to recent
The decrease Is said to
estimates.
bo the result of the determination
of growers In the Laguna district,
where the bulk of the crop Is produced, to not cultivate their fields
until market prices are higher.

ACrnsss

at

Washington,,

.

,.

EMPTY STOCKING FUND
The following contributions
were received yesterday to be
distributed by the Salvation
Army and the Bureau of
Charities to give tho .poor of
tho city a Merry Christmas:
.. 1.00
J. T. Knyles ,. . ,
C. W Thorn
5.00
2.00
Mrs. Fred Hamm ......
2.00
Dr. John Pctterson
3.G0
Mrs. W. E. Whttcnian..
1.00
Howard Ilcyn

....

Friend

1.00

,.,

,.........,$

15.50
Total ..
Previously reported .,..$297.40
Total

to date

(.112.90

Pre.n.l

Pec. 19.

'

'

January

The

-

THE FINAL SPURT!
Yesterday saw the final count
of credits by The Salesmanship
Club Pcpartment of The Mornand the standings
ing Journal, members
as they
of the club
this
morning will not be.
appear
changed again until the final

1.

Tho hew dollars which were
Pe
designed
by Anthony
Francisl of New York, will
have the usual head of Liberty
on the obverse side while the
reverse will have a large figure of an eagle perched on a
broken sword,; and clutching
an olive branch bearing: the
word "Peace." Further depicting the dawn of a new era the
background will show rays of
ft rising sun.
The usual "K
Pluribus tmira" and "In God
We Trust" will also bo on the
coin.
This Is the first time since
1878, Mr. Baker said, that a
new design has been adopted
for the silver dollar. Under
existing law the director of tho
mint Is authorized to make a
change in coinage, .with the approval of the fine arts commission, every 25 years and the
decision to make a new coin
emblematic of the arms con- t erence was approved by both.

President Harding and Secre-tary of the Treasury Mellon,.

Washington, Pec. 19 (by the Associated rress.) The Chinese delegation to the Washington conference today received official notification that the Peking cabinet
had resigned mid thnt Dr. W. W.
of
Yen, minlHtcr of foreign affairs as
the retiring cabinet remains
acting premier.
The delegation said that China a
un
foreign Dollcy will remain
changed.
Declaring they still "represent
China in truth" despito the res'g-.,ati.- n
of the Pekintr cabinet, the
Chinese delegation in a statement
today declared that unless me
demands enforced by
twenty-on- o
t.,nnn mi China in 1915 "aro can
celled, tho principles adopted by
the Washington conierence amount
to nothing more than a scrap of
paper."

iha

nnpn

romnetitlnn

Tilan.

MODIFYING DRY AMENDMENT TO

PERMIT THE SALE OF BEER AND
VInE HINTED AT BY OFFICIALS
Would Add Half a Billion Dollars Yearly to
the Federal Revenues; Bootleggers Now
Get the Money Which Might Otherwise Be
Going Into the Treasury, Is Claim.
(BY TIIK ASSOCIATED PRESS.)

LIFE IMPRISONMENT.
Washington, Dec. 19. Modifica
Brighton, Colo., Pec. 19.of Wil- tion of the national prohibition
slayliam Riley Hill, convicted
amendment to permit the sale of
stepdaughter, beer and wine would mean an ading his
was
Helon Maxine Short, today
to the government's revenues
sentenced to life imprisonment in dition
a year,
the penitentiary. The child's body of half a billion dollars
officials said today.
was found in an Irrigation ditch high treasury
Estimates In connection with pronear here last summer.
the sale
to

The design of the new. dollars was approved by President
Harding todav on lis submission by Raymond T. Baker,
director of the mint, following
approval, by the fine arts commission. Pirector Baker said
about 700,000 of the new dollars would be coined before

DIES.

Holmesburg.,

AMorlnlpd

Ttet.

iind

but by frequent meetings and questionnaires.
Action to Raise Prices.
Meeting's of the members resulted In concerted action, Justico
Clarke states, to raise prices regardless of conditions, and the plan
wais termed by him "misleading
and a misnomer." and "an old evU
in a new dress and a new name.".
He added that Instead of a plan
to promote opn competition. It op- -'
It
crated to restrict competition.
was futile, he Raid, to argue that
Infurnish
to
was
the plan
merely
formation which could not be otherwise obtained. The secretary of
the association, through an expert
statistician, he asserted, utilized re
plies to questionnaires, and other
information furnished by the members as tho basis for bulletins and
he said,
advices. These replies,
also were utilized In predicting and
promoting advances In prices, by
withholding of products from ths
market awaiting higher prices.

v

arms conference will be reflected in a jnew series of silver dollars, minting of which
will bo started Immediately.

Philadelphia, Pec. 19. Ada Oilman, 67, ova, of the best kpown
actresses on the American stage for
nearly half a century, died yesterday at the Edwin Forest home for
actors

Th

(By The Associated

Chicago, Pec. 19 (by tho Associated Press). Economy and efficiency wero the only motives behind adoption of the contract system of car repair work established
by the Indiana Harbor Belt railroad, Georgo Hannauer, vice president and general manager of tho
road, told tho labor board today in
the opening of the test of the right
of tha carriers to "farm out"' work
to contractors not under Jurisdiction
of the boar. Twelve cases of a
similar nature affecting nine railroads and about one million workers are before the board.
Mr. Hannauer was a witness for
both sides In the controversy.
Through testimony by the general
manager, Frank P. Walsh, attorney for tho railroad unions, who
filed tho complaint, attempted to
establish that the contract system
was a fraud to dodgo provisions of
the transportation act. Through
the same witness, S. C. Murray,
counsel for the railroad, sought to
establish the legality of the system.
Through the testimony of Mr.
Hannauer, which took up practically all day. Attorney Walsh attempted to establish as the basis
for his attack, that tho contractors
were mere tools of the railroad In
Its alleg'cd violation of the trans
portation act; that foremen now
employed by tne contractors were
formerly employes of the roud and
were etill working under the road's
orders.
With the completion of the testimony arguments were set for tomorrow,

day's decision.
Sustnlns T.owcr Court.
In tho decision, the court
six to three, Justices
Holmes and Urandeis, disIt sustained tho United
senting.
States district court of western
Tennessee, which. In April, 1920.
granted an Injunction restraining
the association from entering into
under the
further agreements
plan, forbidding further distribution of statistical information under the plan and directing abandonment of all "efforts whatsoever
having the purpose or tendency to
enhance or maintain prices."
The opinion of the court was delivered by Justice Clarke, who described the organization of tho association's statistical bureau, explaining In detail Its methods for
both obtaining and
Information concerning the trade
and asserting It was a clear combination to restrict production and
to increase prices. Concerted action among tho members was obtained, he stated, not only by tho
distribution of the reports issued

I

'

outcome is announced.
Tho campaign from now until the close is blind in all that
the term implies NO ONE will
know what progress the various
club members are making these
final days and hours of tho big
lnter-stat- e

marathon,

The last four days or tne
in
campaign club members final
person will deposit their
collections in sealed envelopes
in the locked and sealed box
which reposes In the vaults of
The Citizens National Bank.
These envelopes will be opened
by the campaign Judges next
night of
Saturday night tho
the final count to determine
the winners of the five automobiles and other prizes. In this
way the race 1s absolutely
BLIND NO ONE not even
the publishers or the manager
of the Salesmanship Club department have tho slightest
Idea of what progress those In
the campaign may make these
last few days.
The campaign Is BLIND
the candidates aro "up on their
toes" and may the Best ones
win.

legalizo
posed legislation
of beer and wine have revealed,
officials said, that $,100,000,000
yearly would be collected In taxes
from thus source.
While no indication of the treasury's attitude toward such legislation was disclosed. It was stated of-- 1
ficially, however, that the treas-- !
sury would not opposo such a step.
Officials discussed today The posIn the
sibility of such a measure
event of the necessity of providing
funds for a soldiers' bonus,
Concerning the possibility of a
tax on wine and beer, a high offl-- !
eial declared that at present "the
the
were
getting
bootleggers"
money which might otherwise be
going Into the treasury,
Revenue from liquor during the
present fiscal year is expected to
of the receipts
be r.bout
during the last year, according to
'an estimate made public tonight by
the prohibitl n bureau,
Last year's total was about $140,-- ;
000,000, as compared with nearly
In 1910.
$209,000,000

S

$10,000,000 ASKED
TO EXIOKCK PRO LAW
Washington, Dec. 19. Km-- 3
plr.ymcnt of 750 additional1m
agents will
prohibition
possible if congress approprlates $10,000,000 for enforce-mcof tho Volstead law lur
ing the flscnl year beginning
nt

July

S

8
S
8

Prohibition

1,

t'omniis-Blott-

er

Haynes totlay told the
house committee, which will
draft the annual supply bill

for the treasury department.

An aggregate, of $7,500,000
lilts lieeii appropriated for pn-- $
forceuietit of prohibition dur- ing tho current fiscal year.

j

More

pay

j

one-ha-

lf

j

TO
RETURN TO MAT GAME

FARMER-WRESTLE- R

(Br The AMoelntrd Trem.)

Wakefield. Kans., Dec. 19. Alan
Eustace, Kansas
has announced he will return to the
mat game the first of the year.
Because of nn infection of the eye
from a cinder lodged In It, Eustace
has been under medical attention
for several months. . He has been
doin n gocd deal of road work and
keeping himself in physical condition, however.
farmer-wrestle-

r,

'

1

:.;

LAST COUNT OF CREDITS

PRESENT

STOCK

s

.

OPPOSED

DUTY

IN

INDUSTRY
NEW MEXICO
FACES DISASTER

E COLISEUM

(Continued from Page One.)
year there were 1,700,000
sheep
dipped, while 1,600.000 were re
turned for taxation.

20, 1921.

December
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RECLAMATION OF THE
VALLEY OF INTEREST
TO FEDERAL BUREAU

10 BE ERECTED

TREAS6DE

Continued from Page One.)

KOOSi

GIFTS

OF

able be useless under the present
changing business conditions,
Indian tand Provided For.
ALSO
The two spacious floors of Strong
H. F. Robinson,
supervisor of
STATE TAX OFFICIALS
the Indian irrigation service, stated
Brothers Furniture Store may truly
that estimates made two years ago
ASSEMEi,l3 AT CAPITAL
be called a treasure house of gifts.
for the reclamation of the Indian
0
0
and
for
Against
Here are the usefully beautiful
Arguments
lands in this section had placed the
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19. Tax Approximately
$22 an acre.
Retention of the Tempor- officials and others Interested In
Has Been Raised ana cost et approximately
things sensible people are giving
Indian
the
of
the
survey
Following
the improvement of the present sys
this year.
Heard
Are
Will
middle
in
a
Rate
By
lands
Start
Work
the
report
vaUey,
Soon;
ary
tem of taxation, gathered from all
was made to congress and provisover New Mexico, ars here attend
Will Seat 75,000.
Senate Tariff Framers.
ion made for tio expense of reStandings as Published Today Last Count To Be Made
ing tho annual conference, under
On the first floor is everything
claiming the Indian lands, which
state
commission.
call
tax
of
the
By The Anocliilcl Irea.)
Sir. Robinson stated amounted to
I,ns Angeles. Calif.. Deo. 19.'
from the sturdy toys you would
Judges Wafililneton.
C. Mcchem is
By Salesmanship Club Department-Campai- gn
Dec. 19. Extend Governor Merritt
been about 40 per cent of the total
The Annroxlmatoly $800,000for has
expect, to find here to such indifor and against re among those In attendance.
the pur
lands In this section.
Will Take This Count as the Basis on Which Final ed arguments
conference will end Wednesduy raised in Ixs Angeles
vidual gift pieces as Royal easy
tention of tlia present temporary afternoon.
a
coliseum,
ot
huge
Money for the wdrk has been aperecting
pose
Is
of
the
the
It
opinion
UU
on
cents
a pound
two
in Big Race Now Blind duty of 1.6
Count Will Be Made-Ballo- ting
that this conference with a seatlna- capacity of 76,000, propriated during the past
chairs, foot stools,. sewing calfinets,
.
ban raw sugar were presented to commission
years.
held at Exposition park here, according
will be the most
Eeconrt Street
important
framers.
to.
senate
tariff
a
of
dav
fancy baskets and art objects.
Basis
head
and
on Even
Bright.
new to William May Garland,
Prospects
Blnce
In All That the Term Implies-A- II
thus
a
many
great
far,
At
Copper
"I believe the prospects for reSpokesmen for American sugar matters, under the revised revenue community development associa
Cuba
de
are very
Finish for companies operating in
will have to be taken up and a tion, which has organized to pro clamation in this valley
On the second floor are arranged
Every Indication Points to a Neck and Neck
clared that the rate would prevent code
Director Davis stated.
mntA thn nrolect.
bright,"
definite policy decided upon.
of
to
the
rehabilitation
and
I
in rooms, so you might view them
Industry
expect
a
Fall
In
lios
Angeles "Secretary
The money la
Position of the commission was
the Big Motor Cars and Other Gifts; Big Campaign there, while representatives of the outlined
the
at the first session In a bank and work on the big struc make another tripand through time
as they would look in your own
at that
sugar industry In this coun- paper
been valley next spring
10 O'clock. beet asserted
by J. E. ture will start soon, it has comEnds Thursday Night, December 22nd,
prepared
carefully
Telephone
Underto
a
the
return
conclusions
will reach more definite
home, bed room, living room and
try
announced. The task will be
commissioner.
The
last
chief
Saint,
7
wood rate of one cent a pound legislature authorized
in peted, it is believed, early in 1923. regarding It.
room suites, in all upholsteri$1,200
dining
would prevent development of that
"When the time for the project
'
In travel- When completed the coliseum will
and
$'1,200
compensation
and
finishes.
ng
It.
If
it did not destroy
limited
laws
be
will
It
Industry,
by
arrives,
pameets,
athletio
assessors
used
for
be
for
deputy
ing expenses
American in
Those representing
as any other simand
funds.
Just
and
conventions
commission
ON
The
each
geants,
county.
parades,
CLUB
companies in Cuba declared that holds that this sum ought not to be other publlo events.
ilar project, and special legislation
more than a tariff question was
will be necessary, to make it posmore than rour years s
to one oeputy to remain on
For
paid
of
involved; that the rehabilitation
for the entire yeavbut should Angeles has been working on plans sible."
Cuba depended on the sugar In- duty
The director concluded by saybe divided so as to employ several for the coliseum. Careful study of
United
States
and
the)
that
this
of
Journal
dustry
Salesmanship was
The published standings
deputies between January 1 and similar structures throughout the ing that the reclamationbeofmuch
morally bound to aid that May 1, when practically
of the valley would
has
been
and
all
part
the
of
United States
Europe
the
this
morning represents
Club members as published
country. They alyo argued that assessment work is done.
mado and the new coliseum will easier than the lower part, due to
of
thero were $1,000,000,000
for the
embody many fine points contained the greater fall of the river. He
last count to be made by the campaign department and American capital Invested In ths Pleaofis a made
law similar to chapter in similar structures erected previ- also pointed out the fact that the
V6. i--m
urn
as against
government could only start and
115, laws of 1919, which was re- ously, as well as many
original
as the standings appear today so will they appear Cuban Industry
in the Industry In this pealed
complete a drainage project when
by the last legislature. This features.
act authorized the commission to
Wood and concrete will be used It had become necessary through
Wednesday and Thursday mornings. The race is BLIND country.
on
American
,Tix
People.
of grazing lands, )n the construction, but eventually irrigation work done by the
fix the value
the term
from now until the close blind in all
It was also argued that the duty which
was dona by dividing the It will all be of concrete. Tho big
proposed to be made "permanent" state into districts according to coliseum will be elliptical In shape,
"Drainage can only be done by
implies.
by the Fordney bill was the highest rainfall, moisture, etc. ""The classi- a combination of amphitheater and the bureau when It Is a part of an
Open Evenings Until Christmas
On "Home Stretch."
in
that
and
imposed
thirty yean
fication now fails upon the county stadium. The field will be thirty irrigation project," he reminded
$162,000,-00- 0 assessors.
a
It
tax
of
represented
which
those
who
attended
the
scats
the
meeting.
feet below the ground lovel,
With only TWO days after today in
annually on the American
valuing of merchandise stocks is will extend back from the field to However, as irrigation always ne
$81,000,000 of which would exhaustively treated, and assessors a height tit
cessitates
hustling CLUB members in The Morning Journal's Sales- people,American
this
presents
tho
above
feet
drainage,
go to
sugar producers. are urged to be impartial, and yet ground, andfifty
trees, flowers and no stumbling block in the way of
manship Club campaign may entrench themselves behind Attention
wit- j,to use their best Judgment in every shrubs will be
was
called
also
by
reclamation
of this
the
on
the slopcomplete
enough credits to win, such a gigantic,' tireless through nesses that Cuba Imported last instance in an eirort to see tnai tne ing exterior. planted
of the valley through federal
part
folks
are
these
as
Amercanvass for subscriptions
energetic
year $515,000,000 worth of
state receives a fair return. OffiThe playing field will be 680 feet assistance.
products and, that since the cial notice is taken of the fact that long and
Resolutions were pasncd at the
344 feet wide and around
making these last final, fateful hours, has never been ican
deeconomic life of tho island
In some sections large areas are it will be a
meeting endorsing the
running track 1,663y chamber
Inqnlre
seen in this state.
on its sugar crop, much producing fine crops on "dry farm- feet
y
pended
bill: thanking Distralght-nwaa
with
long,
most
the
of
trade
between
this
would be lost unlen ing lands," and ought not longer to
It is truly a wonderful race
on one side. There will rector Davis for his visit to the
track
the United States helped rehabilit- be assessed as
lands. be sufficient space inside the track city and offering the reclamation
popular and the most capable representatives of the ate) the Cuban sugar
It Is the Judgment cf the commis- for baseball, football, soccer and bureau the closest
industry.
Bnle.
in
IS Day tilcycl
ever
been
that
inaugurated
d
T.artren ttock of
people of this community
Finally it was argued that tho sion that heretofore these lands (other gamesf Lights will be in working out the proposed project
Bleyclei
m
aver
the Fordney bill permit have been sadly undervalued.
ahnwn la Albuquerque, at reduced
clause
In stalled to permit use of the struc- in this part of the valley.
in thia sprfinn nf thft nld U. S. A.
prlcfs.
conclusion, the paper saya:
C.
ture at night.
All of this district- -in fact all of the entire state is
BROAD niCTCXE ft TKAniNO CO.,
The rate of taxation so
enJournal Want Ads bring results.
There will be eighty-si- x
220 Soutb Second Blrtct
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each
for
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iui
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vvuuucuug
high
nuouing
trances
exits
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from a big
and
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watcning
REFRACTION
that it 'has about reached the
pound of domestic sugar refined
main entrance or peristyle, which
their favorite club members.
irom beets or cane was a violation
Heretofore
107 S. Fourth.
point.
Phono I057-breaking
will
mission
be
built
the
at
along
stake
of
value
the
And when the great
prizes
of the spirit, if not the letter of
the assessors have been charged
Journal want ads act results
'mfovry??) .
A tunnel thirty-eigfeet
are taken into consideration is there any wonder? the reciprocity treaty with Cuba with neglect of duty toandseventy-f-the lines.
wide and twenty-eigfeet high
a preferential rate of 20
claim made that fifty
will provide entrance for parades
HONOR, GLORY and a SMALL FORTUNE AWAIT the giving
ive
millions
of dollars
cent below the full rate on Imper
and
pageants.
WINNERS NEXT SATURDAY NIGHT.
taxation
ports from that country.
escaped
through
Under nn agreement among the Skill and learning are in demand.
It also was contended that thlsJ omissions and undervaluations.
GLASS, PAINT,
ot Los Angeles, the county of Awkwardness and ignorance com
city
LAST PUBLISHED COUNT TODAY.
was a discrimination In favor of
This coming year under the
mand nothing in the way of
Los Angeles, Rnd the Community
CEMENT.
InPLASTER.
we
new
a
certain
American
radical
law
Interests
expect
and
the CLUB
An analysis of the credit standing
Development association, the last earning power.
change In the method and efjurious to others.
This
School
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SKIT.LFTTI.
named
build
will
coliseum.
the
LUMBER
COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE
as published for the last time today,
Smoot Takes KxcPptlons.
ficiency of assessing property.
; members,
The city and county for an annual EXPERIENCED. SPECIALIZED
428 NORTH FIRST KTREFT.
Senator Smoot, republican, Utah,
Let us get all the property on
The courses
are
before the final count by the Judges, shows an inrental will hnvo equal rights of TEACHERS.
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it
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complete.
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round
men who appropriate the
the statements ot the witnesses
teresting situation as the
ten years, at the end of which Our students are in demand and
under "whip
money to reduce the ccst of
turn and go into the "home-stretch- "
presenting the case for the Amerithe coliseum
becomes the sole are being placed as fast as they
concan
He
declared
companies.
government."
and spur."
complete our courses.
property of the city and county.
ditions in Cuba were no worse than
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
The best entries of Albquerque and the entire
those In this country and announced
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
he favored the protection of
state of New Mexico are on the score card the that
coat much.
American capital Invested in this
members
first prize is equal to $2,300.00. The Club
country as against American capital invested in other countries.
are rounding the turn for the last
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Spokesmen for the industry In
of enthusiastic friends are cheering
"pulling"
the United States testified that the
Unlltrmakrra
and W eidera.
beet sugar InCustry had been defor their favorites and the wire is almost in reach.
S100 8. Second St.
Tel. 1947-states: that
veloped in seventeen
MAY THE BEST CLUB MEMBERS WJN.
there was Invested In It $200,000,-00- 0
factories.
with ninety-fiv- e
It is now producing annually one
million tons of sugar, or nearly
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbof the domestic consumption
J. C. HAI KU!. K f.UMIIKR CO.
Phone 251
L. J. MILLER, Pres.
and is reclaiming waste land be42! South 1'lrat Street.
1'hnne 403
cause the beets will grow where
Of Candidates v in The Journal Salesmanship Club
other produce will not. The acreage now is SS0.000 and the farmers
ALUMINUM
Campaign, up to noon Monday, Dec. 19.
raising the Prop number 100,000,
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Miss Dorothy Bowman".
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G. Albert Linder
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(By The Ancoclatrd Trmi.)
Manhattan, Kans., Dec. 19.

C.

Arthur

H.

2,560,100
2,113,300
2,049,900
1,793,200
1,724,600
1,434,600
1,081,300
1,025,000
614,000
556,200
329,000
301,500
169,100

Gallup, Chamita, N. M

Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M
DISTRICT

.......

CREDITS

A glance at the Credit Schedule will show the big
credit values of
For example,
subscriptions.
one
subscription counts 180,000 credits while a
subscription counts 6,000 credits. In other
words, one
subscription is many times more
valuable than a
subscription.
Figure this out for yourself it is easy to see that
the Club members who are the most successful this
week will be the ones who get the greatest number of
long-tersubsubscriptions. In fact, a few six-yescriptions turned in from unexpected sources would
make a new leader in the race. Keep in mind, too
that every $27.00 CLUB of subscriptions turned in
entitles you to 100,000 EXTRA FREE CREDITS, besides the regular number of credits allowed on the
subscriptions.
So, remember to keep after the
subscriptions which are biggest in credit value. That's the way
to win the prize of your choice.
six-ye-

one-ye-

ar

ar

ar

six-ye-

ar

one-ye-

ar

m

ar
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six-ye-

T
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Christmas. The re- - 1 Hfo3
cipient KNOWS
Mirro if she reads
the women's magazines. She
knows that Mirro Aluminum is
the best aluminum

f

--

fefa

Mm

m

.

tamiliar through
V
the
national adver- ,Y
.
s! '"ril
tisements, with the
many points of superiority that
make Mirro stand for convenience, economy. She is familiar
with the attractive designs. She
knows about the Mirro guarantee
of lasting for a generation; of the
hardest kind of wear. The following pieces of Mirro are packed in
Holly decorated gift boxes all
ready for giving.
Colonial Double Boilers. .. .$4.00
Colonial Tea Kettle
$6.00
Colonial Coffee Percolator. .$3.50
Colonial Tea Pots ......,..$4.50
.Colonial Tea Pots
....$2.50
Salt Shaker, Pepper, Tooth.50
pick holder, tray
Ifl'1

W

1S

CHARGE

For Colds, flrtr or Influenza.
and ns a preventive, tnke Laxative
BROMO QUININE Tablets. The
bears the signature of E.
W. Orovo. (Be sure you get

.

A flood Coiigli Medicine.
',
It spenke well of a cough medicine, when druggists use it In their

own families. In preference to any
other. J. Goldsmith, druggist, vn.iv
Kthen N. Y writes: "T have sold
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
yearif. with complete satisfaction to
myeelf and customers. I have always used It in my own family,
both for ordinary coughs and colds
and for the couch following tJ.e
efficacious."
grip, and, find

HERE

IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE
First and Copper Phone 74

Give

Ueful Gifts of Hardware

for Christmas

Third

N.

A Chain of

And put your saving in the bank; 15 cents
will deliver 100 pounds anywhere in Albuquerque. The saving on one item that you
buy here will deliver the entire order. '

EOSS

Look

at the price, per doz. ,65c

and

Creamery Butter.
Only per lb

Power Is
Unequaled

Large Queen Olive?, qt. glass. 77c
Old Monk Brand,
glass. 13c
Ripe Olives, pt. tins
30c
Old Moiik Brand, Stuffed,
glass
37c
z.

KLES

Hollywood
. . . ,:.

.45c

A big assortment of Heinz goods
just received Such as Sweet
and Sour Pickles, India Relish,
Apple Butter, Spaghetti, Chow
.

Chow.

A

Uh

GRANGES

Heinz Plum Pudding
Small

Plenty of Oranges. Per dozen
25c to 70o

--M1I.CE MEAT- -

tins

Small

tins.
tins.

--7

.... ... . . . .". . .17c
41c
80c
33c

......600

,

Extra large tins
Heinz Fig Pudding
Large

Such, .
Heinz, 1 lb. glass.
Heinz, 2 lbs. glass..
Heinz, 1 lb. tin.
Heinz, 2 lb. tin

6W

z.

BUTTER
Brookfield

675 Stores
Our Buying

OLIVES

Strictly Fresh, Home Ranch Eggs

None

Baabe
clMauger,
"IF
IT"

ft

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
(

.

a

livery

In Albuquerque
10S N. First St.

Aluminum

Ex-

fPr Th Ao-tn(Preta.1
Hlllshoro. 111., Dec. 19. Constable B. F. Fattleson of Greenville,
wan in Jail here today, following
the Issuance of a warrant yesterday charging him with hnrgiary In
connection wlthMhe 3,000 robbery of the Pnnk of Panama ot
Panama last week.

80c.

The Mirro Aluminum' people have
have put up in
7hty boxes
some of
gift
their most wanted pieces of Aluminum. You cannot go wrong if
'
;
you give Mirro

families. The genus homo comes
in for its share of attention.
Girls attending college who are
under weight are of special lnter
est to the women food dieticians
of the home economics department; also members of girls' clubs
In various counties organized under auspices of the field agents of
the college. Miss Ethel Prelner of
the home economics department
reports a case of an Anderson
county girl who added six pounds
to her weight In a single month
by adding a pint of milk a day to
her diet.

BROMO.)

....
rwAi'.A

mkmm

pert food rationing as taught at
the Kansas State Agricultural college Isn't confined to the livestock

ON BURGLARY

six-ye-

TWO STORES

G

Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M.
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M
L; J. Stone, Clovis, N. M. .
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home, Portales.
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M.
.

TO

A. C. M. Ox

HOUSF WILL TAKE UP
BILL
2,647,800
2,459,100
(By Tbe AmmeMrH Irn.)
2,425,000 "Washington, Dec. 19. After a
bitter
fight the house tonight vot2,182,800 ed to take
tip the Dyer
1,846,400
bill under a rule limiting gento ten hours. Leaders,
debate
eral
1,565,600
have agreed that the
1,495,600 however,
measure will not be pressed to a
314,300 final vote before the Christmas
289,400
195,400 COMSTAPLE IN JAIL

NUMBER THREE

T. H.'Bowland, Belen, N. M
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
F. C. Burgess, Socorro, N. M

HOW

HOUtlKHPINS

l',118',90O EXPERT RATIONING OF
885,300 F000 FOR HUMANS IS
TAUGHT ATK. S. A. C.
172,800

'.

DISTRICT NUMBER TWO
Martinez, Gallup, N. M
Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M
Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M
Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M
Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M
Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M,
L.J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M..
J. F. Jamison, Raton, N. ML
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M
Mrs.
F. C.
Miss
Rene
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.

Kxpnnsion Is Possible.
'
Given proper protection, the witnesses argued, the industry would
2.776.1CO expand where It could supply most
the domestic demand and in case
2,723,000 of
of war make the country Independ2,685,025 ent of foreign countries. It also was
that the raising of beets
2,664,500 contended
form lands.
2,576,650 improved
As to the tax on the people repre2,528,600 sented In the duty, It was contendthat this amounted to only $1.44
2,305,300 ed
for each inhabitant each ypar and
1,821,600 that the Industry was worth such
l,53S,6COj3n expenditure.
i Ana Ann

2,796,800
2,787,800

James Ross, Jr
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
i i
n r d

In Gift Boxes

cooo

85,000.

$11.25

COWY

one-four- th

ditional

."

EGG

AZTEC FUEL

STANDINGS

Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Mrs. Margaret F, Barnes
Miss Lillian Yrisarri
Miss Edna L. Williams
Miss Helen Gurule
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
Mrs. R. M. Marx
Miss Ada Philbrick

REDUCED
TRY OUR

$1.25 PER TON.

timethousands
and

DISTRICT

PRICES

COAL

.23c
8Sc
23c

49c

. . ,

fJUTS

Bordo Brand, in glasses
Shelled Walnuts, 3!4-oz- ..
Shelled Walnuts, 4i2-oz- ..
Shelled Almonds,
Shelled Pecans,
Shelled Pecans,
Jumbo Salted Peanuts,

Prices Quoted By Us Are Good Until the

"

1--

.
..

..

z..

Market

.34c
;45c
. . .45c
. . .2Sc
48c
. .

z..

23c

Changes.

Ft

December 20, 1921.
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BlSSlfJESS COSBITIOKS
II OIIITEO

BOTH
STICKS TO TALE

STATES fifiD ABROAD

INDWS OOP GAF'P

GOMPERS OF INDIA
ARIZONA ACT OF
SAYS HIS NATION
ASKS FREE STATE
1913 UPHELD BY

STATE WITNESS

TR M MENAUL BY
SCORE 0F 31 TO

A

ocen Rule

26

In a fast game the Albuquerque
Indian school defeated Mena'il
The Indians dislast night,
played excellent pass work an 1
pood team work. However at firm
they were unable to connect with
the goal and Menaul made the
first scores.
At the end of the first period
l,
but In the
the Indians led,
last half the Mennulltes scored 20
points to tho Indians' 16.
The contest was played In the Indian school gymnasium.
In the first part of the game
neither team could find thi basket, but the ball was in the Indian's possession most of the time.
Ahmie made a goal from the center of the floor and the Menaul
forwards made their points from
quick shooting under the basket.
In the last half, Menaul cann
back with a rush and played the
Indians off their feet.
The
MenniiL"
Indians.
Mrstas
F
Candelarlai
Martinez!
J. Anallo
P.,
C
Ahmle
Cruz
(3
Palsano
Vasquez
G
Lash
Slow
Field goals: Indians Mestas, B:
J. Anallo, 3: Paisano, 2; Slow, 2;
Ahmie, 1; P. Anallo, 1. Menaul:
Candelarla, 6; Martinez, S; Cruz, 2;
Laeh, 1.
Fouls: Mestas, 3: Candelarla. S.
Substitutions: Prleto for Candelarla: Candolaria for Martinez;
Pellman for Slow; F. Anallo for J.
Anallo.
Heferce: Moore.

AN OLD

31-2- 6.

IN BURGH CASE

Although No Immediate Boom Can Be Fore-- 1
cast, a Slow But Sure Recovery is to Be Expected, Treasury Officials Say; War
nance Corporation is Aiding Farmers.
nY TI1K 4SSM1.TKI PRESS.)
i i' Washington, T op. 19. Continued mercial rates had dropped evidenc
Improvement In business conditions ing a better feeling in the money
I both in this country and abroad market.
iwere foreseen today by treasury
!n
Readjustment
prices and
tlie world's wages were given as some of the
Discussing
; business
outlook, they declared natural causes leading to improvef marked Improvement could be seen ment, hut, It was asserted, because
and that although no immediate of falling prices, the purchasing
boom could be forecast, power of the farming element had
f business
a slow but sure recovery in condi- been greatly reduced.
was
to be expected.
tions
Until this purchasing power reSuch improvement as has taken covers, there will, In the opinion of
.place, officials declared, hr.s been officials, be no Immediate or redue to natural causes and in the markable business recovery, but It
continued operation of natural re- was asserted the gradual Improveadjustment a general betterment ment in conditions could be expectwould be experienced.
Improve- ed to work Itself out without the
ment in foreign exchange, partic- intervention
of any unnatural
ularly the riso In the pound sterl- agencies for stimulation.
was
of
as
on
cited
example
ing,
Improvement abroad and, it was
wild that whilo the situation in FUNERAL SERVICES OF .
many European countries was
IX F. GILL TO BE HELD
it could not now b consid- ered as desperate.
AT 2:30 P. M. TODAY
In this country, officials asserted,
clamor for assistance in the cotton
The funeral services of Dee F.
ji sections
had ceased while efforts
ranch home on
of the war finance corporation was Gill who died at hiswill
be held at
morning
fj believed
to be materially relieving Sunday
2:30 o'clock this afternoon from
conditions in the agricultural and C.
T. French's chapel.'
The Rev.
i livestock industry. At the same Hugh
A. Cooper,
pastor of the
time, it was pointed out, federal
officiate
will
church,
rate and com- - Presbyterian
preserve
at the chapel and the Masons will
at the
have charge of services
grave. Burial will take place In
r BULLION RECOVERED
f

s,

v

!,

FROM SUNKEN

-

(Ry The Asgoriuted

LINER
.)

London, Dec. 19. Nearly
worth of bullion has been
recovered from the liner Laurentic,
which was sunk in January, 1917,
off the north coast if Ireland bv
a German submarine.
Operations have been suspended
for the winter, but they will b3
resumed again in the spring when
an effort will bo made to recover
the remaining $10,000,000 to
worth of bullion which is
said to be still at the bottom of the
sea.
Great difficulties have been
by the salvage crew, for
after three years pounding by this
Atlantic swells the liner has been
transformed into a heap of twisted
debris. Her decks, which settled
down on the sea bottom, cover an
area of several hundreds of feet.
The wreck was practically covered
with gravel and silt, as it s in a position by which it received the full
force, of the Atlantic gales.
This obstruction had to be removed, as far as possible, by powerful pumps placed in pojliion by
rthe divers, as the gold was nt the
bottom of the huge mass of

Falrview cemetery. The pall bearers will be D. H. Boatrlgfit, E. K.
Booth. John Maor, Neill Ferguson,
A. M. Bailey and Clarence La Font.
Mr. Gill lived In Albuquerque for
the past 20 years coming here with
his family from Chicago. He was
circulation manager of the Morning Journal for several years. He
was engaged in the real estate business here and about ten years ago
moved on a ranch south of the city.
He in survived by his widow and
one daughter, Mrs. Albert Scherer.
He was a member of the Masonic
order.

Accusgd of Murder..
(By The Ao lulert Treoa.)

Log Angeles, Dec. 19. Efforts to
of state witimpeach the testimony
nesses in the- - trial of Arthur C.
Burch for the alleged murder of J.
Belton Kennedy characterized the

opening of Burch's defense today.
The attacks were directed at
statements of Mrs. Elizabeth Be- santy, that she saw Burch In Bev
erly Glen both before and after
Kennedy was shot to death there,
and C. S. Summar that he saw
Burch at a point near the Pacific
ocean, eight miles from the Glen,
soon after the tragedy. Both persons, according to defense witnesses, made statements outside ot
court, at variance with their testimony.
Mrs, Besanty was called to the
stand in order to have questions
put to her that would lay the foundation for tho attempt at Impeachment. She was asked if she had
not stated to several persons that
she heard two shots fired, both before she left her house for the
scene of tho tragedy. She denied
having made Buch a statement,
told ot.
sticking to the story she was
that
direct examination, which
she left the house after the first
shot. She also denied that she said
Mrs. Madalyne Obenchain
of Burch, acted Just after
the shooting "like a woman who
hd had a friend killed."
Mrs. Besanty admitted having
talked with the Itev. H. J. Hartsell,
a defense witness and a resident of
Beverly Glenn on December 6, but
denied she made statements to him
at variance with her testimony.
"Mr. Hartsell said Burch was an
only child," Mrs. Besanty testified.
"I suid 'yes, Kennedy was an only
child, too, and it's too bad ail the
way around.' "
C. BVKCH TRIAL HAS
ICNTEKKO FIFTH WEEK

RAILROAD EMPLOYES
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 19.
trial ol
TO GET A "VACATION" Tho fifth week cf the with
tne
Arthur C. Burch, charged
murder of J. Belton Kennedy, be
Bt The Associated PrcM.)
tohere
the superior court
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 19. All gan InThe
defense was prepared to
day.
Chatof
forces
the
Nashville,
shop
onen its case, but the state secured
tanooga and Rt. Louis railway, exto offer another witness,
cept those engaged on running re- permission it naa resieu msi
et.
pairs necessary to keep the equip- altnougn
state's new witness was
Before
the
ment being used in good condition,
MerB.
H.
Colonel
however,
called,
wtl! be laid off from December 24
States
to January 2, it was announced at sey, chief of the United
weuthcr bureau here, took the stand
the road's effice here.
be
he
so
that
might
defense
for
the
The heavy decrease In tonnage
from further attendance.
during December was the reason excused
deto
Colonel Mersey was asked
assigned for the action.
scribe from his official records the
sort of weather and light conditions
Journal Want Ads bring results. that existed on the nights of August 4 and 5 of this year. Witnesses
had placed Burch in Beverly Glen,
the place of the shooting, on both
ot these evenings. The shooting ocnight. Colcurred August 5, late atmoon
set at
onel Horaey Bald the
4 and
7.5 tho evening ofofAugust
the fifth. He
at 8.08 the evening
said both nights were clear. His
In
examination

was continued

late

the forenoon session.
After Colonel Hersey was excused, the state called its final witness, J. M. Stevenson, an employe
of the district attorney's office. He
testified he was in the county Jail
when a physician extracted ino-jefrom the knee of Burch. The
had been identified
object already and
evidence introas a thorn,
duced to prove that a bush bear
ing similar thorns grew wnm i"

We have just received a limited supply of
Fine Imported Cigars

et

CAROLINA
ROMEO

&

PERFECTO,

25 in

box

JULIET PERFECTO 25 in box

persons who shot Kennedy stood
to d,o the shooting.
The defense attorneys then pro
ceeded to offer motions mmeu
against various parts of the prosecution evidence. First they moved
to strike out all conversations to
n'hlh ttnrrh was not a pany
then they movea npi;ii-'"'- j
strike out conversations between
Mrs. Madalynne Obenchain, Burch 8
ana Mrs. janm.
was a casual acquaintance oi
,
beautv par- mot in
evidence of
out
the
strike
to
lor;
Mrs. wnuiow, a
aha had with Mrs.
...fir,
,
and to strike out an
,v,iioin telegrams
between Mrs,
ittor nd and
Kennedy, the man
Obenchain
is on trial.
Burch
murder
for whose
All motions were denied.
Counsel then suggested that each
side name a commission of physicians to examine Burch as to his
onitv and n creed that one man
their
from each side testify as to
it was exfindings, for the purpose, before
the
time
of
saving
plained,
The prosecution declined to
Uirv.
an
tn this. The defense
nounced that its evidence about
Burch's sanity or lack of it would
presentake two weeks, and other about
a
tation of the evidence

PARTAGAS PANETELLA 25 in box

(STURGES CIGAR STORE)
PHONE 298

miii

,t...v.i'a

Mimraiiii

E3

SPECIAL TERMS OJV
FEDERAL ELECTRIC
WASHERS

uait'i

"mm.

Rowena Wright and the
ot
Rev. H. J. Hartsell, residents
darkBeverly Glen,, testified that half to
ness sets In there about
of an hour earlier
Glen is
than In open country. The mu
in a canyon with nign
Mr.
either side. The Reverend
Hartsell said he recalled that the
night of August 6 wai hequite
could
dark one," but he thought at
a dishave recognized a person
tance of fifteen feet.
Chester Hansen, a newspaper
concerning a con
Sepversation he said he had lastProsetember with C. S. Summar, testified
Summar
cution witness.
he saw Burch seated in a roadster
miles
near Santa Monica, eight shoot
the scene of the
Han
5.
of
August
night
ing on the summar
iom
sen said
"could not b sure" the person he
.
saw was tsurcn.
Defense
attorneys
v,
wnnM call Mrs. ElizaDetn
afterBesanty to the stand In the for the
noon. Mrs. Besanty testified
state she saw Burch in the Glen
the night of the shooting. was The
to
purpose of recalling her
put questions that would form the
foundation for other testimony, it
was stated..
three-quarte-
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-
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a special Inducement to place the famous Federal Electric Washer
In mors
homes this Christmas we have
to make terms of 5.00 down and arranged
balance in small monthly payments. the
Every.
body knows about the 'points of superiority possessed by the Federal Electirc; and
ts a beautiful machine as well as efflc- -'
lent and economical one.
Sold on the terms we offer for Christmas'
you can own a Federal Electric Washer
Machine for about what you pay your
washerwoman each month.
As

star

tFiMrvRS. co.

llW, OOLO Ave.

PMQMt,

.
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CONTEST IS HELD TO
LOCATE THE UGLIEST
INDIAN

I

E

1

UP

Efforts Are Made to Impeach Woman's Testimony At Trial, of Man

IN .MEXICO

(Br The Associated Pmt.l
Mexico City, Dec, 19. Beauty
contests are held frequently but
students at the national university
recently held a contest to discover
the ugliest Indian In Mexico. Jesus
Memlje won without a struggle.
Despite his handicap he is said to
have received countless dozens of
proposals of marriage- - from "admiring readers" ever since his photograph was published In the Mex
ico City newspapers, '

M. Barman
M. Barman

Pestonjl Wadla.
Pestonji Wadia,

,
or-

ganizer of the first labor union in
India and now a powerful newspaper man and leader of the Nationalist party, has come to the U. S.
He is a strong advocate of independence for the British colonial
possessions, but says that his people at present ask only as much as
Ireland received. He was interned
at the beginning of the war by the
British because of his attacks
against the empire.

1

F.

OF

AVERAGE-CIT-

E CITY

SIZE

Questionnaire Shows Fifty
Towns Selected at Random From Central West
Have Greater Paved Area
i

Attempting to find where Albu
the other
querque ranked with
cities of smaller size in the country
with reference to paving, the Morn
ing Journal compiled figures from

fifty cities located in the middle
west and found that Albuquerque's
percentage of paved streets is 10
while the average is over 40 pa.
cent.
Questions received from advertising agencies frequently afik how
many blocks of city streets there
are in the city and how many are
paved. This information goes to
national advertisers who wlah to
know the character of the market
they are thinking of "working.''
Seekins? to see how Albuquerque
stood, requests for statistics were
sent to the leading newspapers in
cities the tizo of Albuquerque. The
list of fifty was marto up from
cities of about 20,000 in the middle
west. In fairness to Albuquerque.
New England or coast towns were
were:
not used. The cities
Kort Smith, Ark.; Pine. Bluff,
Ark.; Alameda, Calif.; San Bernar
dino, Calif.; Texaikana, Ark.; Boise,
Idaho; Alton, 111.; Belleville, 111.;
Bloomington, 111.; Galesburg, 111.;
Anderson, Ind.; Elkhart, Ind.; La
rayette, Ind.; Jyogansport, inu.;
Michigan City, Ind.; New Albany,
Ind.; Burlington, in.; Clinton, la.;
Ottumwa.
la.; IVducah, Ky.,
Baton Rouge, La.; Ann Arbor,
Mich.; Calumet, Mich.; Port Huron,
Minn.; Jackson,
Mich.; Winona,
Miss.; Meridian,
Miss.; Sedalla,
Great Falls,
Mo.;
Mo.; Joplin,
Mont; Fargo, N. P.: Alliance, Ohio;
Ohio;
Ohio; Mansfield,
Elyrla,
Marion, Ohio; Micldletown, Ohio;
Sandusky, Ohio;
Newark, Ohio;
Warren, Ohio; Zanesville, Ohio;
Muskogee. Okla.; Sioux Falls, S. P.;
Bristol, Tenn.; Ogden, Utah;
Wash.; Everett, Wash.;
Parkersburg, W. V.; Belolt, Wis.;
Eau Claire, Wis.; Oreen Bay, Wis.,
and La Crosse, Wis.
The following results were obtained:
Average number of blocks
of streets in fifty cities
the size of Albuquer1002
que
blocks of
Number
of
streets in Albuquerque. . i64
Percentage of streets paved
in fifty cities the size of
40.4
Albuquerque
Percentage of Albuquer- 13.8
que streets paved
The number of blocks of streets
in Albuquerque as listed is a little
but
larger than the actual ofcount,
the highIncludes those sections
If
settled.
lands which are thickly
limits
only the area within the city above
is used, thenumber Is still
800 and the percentage is only
slightly over 14.
co-pi-

.

OFFICIAL TASTER OF
FORCES
PROHIBITION
THROWS UP HIS JOB
The official taster of the prohl-tio- n
forces resigned his Job yesterday.
His decision came when the offi
cers returned from Tucumcari with
fluid
a bottle of yellowish-gra- y
oil
which smelled like
mixed with decomposed horse
radish, and demanded that he sam
ple the beverage.
The liquor is said to he pumpkin mash, the first that the prohi
bition officers here have ever seen.
It was found on the ranch of Am- broslo Ortega, about thirty miles
galfrom Tucumcari. Seventy-fiv- e
lons of the mash were found, and
all but a small quantity destroyed
Ortega was not at home wnen tne
raid was made.
re:
At present the evidence
mains untasted, though everyone
it.
within half a mile has smelled

(By The Afaoclatrd Prw.)
Washington, Dee. 19. The Arizona act of 1913, prohibiting issuance of injunctions
restraining
picketing was, in effect upheld by
the supreme court today, so far as it
prevents interference with" peaceful
picketing.
In the case of William Truax and
others, under consideration by the
court. It was held, however, the
methods of picketing used were Illegal and should have been enjoined.
Justices Holmes, Pitney, ISrandeis
and Clark dissented.
The supreme court, through its
majority opinion, held that such a
broad prohibition as attempted by
the Arizona statute could not be
sustained.
Its decision, from the
lines laid down in the recent decision in the Granite City (Illinois)
case held In effect that the question of whether the method of
picketing was legal must govern
the application of the statute.
The minority held that a state
could prohibit the granting of an
iniunction in cases of picketing,
Justice Holmes stating that he could
not understand it would be unconstitutional for a state to authorize
picketing by Btatute when the
same results have been reached by
courts without statute. If the legislators believe there is more danger that en injunction will be productive of more evil than would
follow picketing, he contended, it
is within the power of the legislature to prohibit injunctions in
such cases. He opposed tnstruc
tlons to tho state courts to issue an
injunction in the present case when
the legislature of that state which
created the courts prohibited in
lunctlons In such cases.
William Truax, restaurant pro
prietor at Blsbee, Ariz., sought to
dur
enjoin labor leaders, picketing con
ing a strike of his employes,constl
tenriin
that the picketing
tilted a. secondary boycott. The
lower courts dismissed the case,
aiistfllnln
the state statute which
permitted "peaceful" picketing and
prohibited judicial lnieriereiiio.

line-up-

.

im Edition

now ready for free
distribution

McCall, Riley & Co.
Mombcn CocoHtftt4
Stock Exoiungi at fi'W York

20

Broad St.,

New York

The Ideal
Christmas Gift
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Camhridgp, Mass., Pec. 19. As
a result of his remarkable dramatic work at Harvard and his hign
average in these studies during
his three years at wimbridge.
H. Chrlsmnn,
a prominent
man of Albuquerque, N. M., and
a Junior at Harvard,
has been
elected at the dramatic club and
will be officially admitted to that
club at their final fall meeting on
Saturday evening. Great care is taken In selecting members for this
club and only those whose work at
riirnsrov fnds
Harvard show marked results In
BATTLE IN THE
the dramatlo lino are chosen for
membership.
Blsbee. Ariz., Dec. 19. The deci honors looked One of the great
the
sion of the United States supreme students at the forward istoto by adbe
college
court, handed down today, ended a mitted to
of this club
legal battle started in this city five and above membership
all to be chosen for a
years ago. Tne ntigntion,
In
the
Harvard
club
Dramatic
part
Case."
known as "The Truax
to participate in the annual
started in April, 191C, when the suon
Rhakespearenn
put
by the
perior court of Cochise county re club at the closeplay
of each year. Mr.
" Chrlsman's election
fused to enjoin reprcBenuuivc
rela
the
a labor organization from picket- sult of six weeks'
he
ing a restaurant owned by William being chosen from competition,
fourteen
Truax.
The case was then appealed to
the supreme court of Arizona and
Boswell II. Chrlsman Is the son
later, by writ of error, to the Unit- of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Chrlsmnn
ed States supreme court, to test former residents W
of Albunuerque.
the constitutionality of paragraph Ho Is a
graduate of the Albuquer
464 of the revised statutes of Arischool.
zona, commonly known as the que high
law."
"Oompers
Counsel for Truax claimed that LOAN AGENCY BODY
this statute was a glaring example
of claRS legislation and that it vioTO CONSIDER LOANS
lated the constitution of tho United States by taklnir from some citiA
of tho executive com
zens a right freely accorded to mitteemeeting
of the agricultural loan
them the
others, thus denying
will
be
held this morning
agency
equal protection of the law.
on a number of applications
to
In furtherance of the ptrike an-- for pass
loans which have been received
boycott, Truax claimed, the strik- rently.
ers stationed a number of pickets
The
committee Is
of
on the sidewalk In front of the res- .T. 13. Herndon and A. composed
Fimms o'
taurant at Blsbee. The pickets Albuquerque and Lee O.Mnldwin
of
walked back and forth In front of Socorro. The
meeting will be held
the door, carrying banners, distrib- In the loan agenev's
office In the"
uting circulars, accosting patrons N. T. Armijo building.
and passers by and calling out In
lan
oud tones and vocirerous
The peasants of Germany believe
not to
guage their admonitions
that If the fire burns brightly on
a
resuH
As
patronize his business.
Christmas
morning It betokens
of this conduct, there was a great prosperity
during the year; if it
and a
falling off in Truax's
Serious danger that his business smoulders, adversity.
it was
would bo destroyed,
Itos-we-

$2.25 Infants Bath Robes, in blue and pink nursery
patterns; sizes
Special

tM.Utq

1-- 2.

$4.95 Children's Bath Robes, in pink,
copen, grey, etc. Sizes
Special.

ll

Willis

$3.79

$7.95 Children's Bath Robes; sizes 8, 10 and 12,
tan, copen, pink, grey, etc., satin
QPf
bound collar, cuffs and front. Special. .

tfr

in

CHOSEN A MEMBER OF
THE DRAMATIC CLUB
'PtClAi

SPIRIT

OBES

s:

R0SWELL CHRISMAN IS

.

SYore

ALBUQUERQUE. N MCA.
STORE WITH A NEW

ATH

15-f-

JjDtD

$10.00 Misses1 and Women's Bath Robes, sizes 14 to
42. Made of Beacon robing, satin bound, color
combinations of blue and tan, copen and tan, rose
and grey, navy, etc.
.
Specially priced.tp f OU

r

Jrr

-

Women's Corduroy Bath Robes, sizes 14 to 44, in
copen, cnerry
T0
and rose

$7.50

Open Evenings Until

8

$10.50

p. m. for Xmaa Shopping.

pern-rall-

Christmas Dainties

Order Early

Brick

HEROIC TELEPHONE
EMPLOYES HONORED
H. Tb AMorlnted
Neb., Dec. 19.
1,000 persons gathered

Homer

than

-

.V-

-

T

t(,

A

1920.

More

91

Governor Samuel H. McKelvIe
of Nebraska paid a glowing tribute
to Mrs. Lothrop, the mother of five
sons. She remained at her po-- t
as telephone operator and although the flood waters rose t"
waist deep in the telephone office
Mrs. I,othrop did not leave th
switchboard until every subscrlb
er on the line had been notified
of the flood in Omaha creek.
Mr. Forrest, a lineman, hastened
from Dakota City to Homer an'i
kept the wires working while Mrs.
Lothrop completed her task.
Silver medals were presented to
each on behalf of the American
Telephone and Telegraph company by W. B. T. Belt, president
of the Northwestern Bell TeleMrs. Lothron
phone company.
also was awarded $1,000, while
Mr. Forrest received $250.

superstitious belief in some
is that it Is unlucky to
carry anything from the house on
Christmas morning until something
has been brought in.
A

Cream

Also a large variety of Flavors
in ICE CREAMS.

No Christmas Dinner Is Complete
Without a Brick of Cream

MILK. CREAM. WHIPPING CREAM

iaffkw

Casry & Supply Co.
Phone

420

:

at tho

held hern
impressive ceremonies
yesterday In honor of Mrs. Mildredand
Frank Forest, teloIjOthron
nhone company
employes wh'
were awarded the Theodore N
Vail medal for heroic services dur-

Ice

All kinds, Including Fancy Center
Molds of Christmas Trees, Christmas Bells, Hearts, Etc.

1
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U
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Our
Phone

Only Five

Service
Unexcelled

'1

us
r

ill

Days Left

r

I

This is Christmas Week and the time we generally
gin to think of the folks at home!

be- -

Make this a sensible Christmas and come to the store
where he buys everything. We can tell you what he likes.

countries

Bate Robes
Hose

House Coats

Ties

Mufflers

Gloves

Pajamas

Auto Robes

Handkerchiefs

Open Evenings Until Christmas

TOELTA RATNROW ORCHKS- TRA TONIGIIT.I COLLFCR INN.
EATS SWEETS DANCING.

TEXT BOOK of
WALL STREET

Three

Pacre

MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED FREE
Beauty of Skin
EnhancedbyCuticura
When used for every day toilet purpose Cuticura keeps the complexion fresh and clear, hands soft and
white and hair live and glossy. The
Soap to cleanse and purify, the Ointment to soothe and heal and the
Talcum to powder and perfume.
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Briand as head of the French
delegation.
Delicacy of Position.
The delicacy of the position in
which the French delegation found
themselves was Increased by announcement of the results of the
London conference In press disof the
patches which came ahead
premier's Instructions. In the flurry
at delegation headquarters, some
lesser French officials talked of
the possibility of a cabinet crisis
In France, should it prove true that
thrown
M. Briand had suddenly
over the 850,000 ton plan for which
stoutwere
his representatives here
ly contending.
would not go into de, Delegates
tails regarding the premier's message, but there were Indications
that they had not found It dis-be
tasteful.
It was declared to
and
rather in the nature of counsel was
advice than a mandate, and
xo
decision
real
the
to
leave
snid
those on the ground here. Whether
ton plan Is to be
the 350,000
pressed again when the committee
tomorrow, was not
assembles
15
of
revealed.
Snnmnrlnn Strength.
There were many Indications
that with any recession on the
capital ship question, the French
would attempt to associate some
form of assurance that they will
be given the privilege of increasThere
ing their submarine strength.
Is no tendency to link the two Into
is apit
but
one formal agreement,
want It
parent that the French
made clear that whatever ratio
shsli
they accept for capital ships craft.
not arply al" to auxiliary
Tlnn.
Xavnl Holiday
T
rmi tmnrnhntilA that the
French representatives alsoof will
the
want such a modification
tur an twill thermit
i iiti,..,
obsolescent
them to replace their
battleships withsovesselsasor me can
far
they
type
huild them within the specified
war,
tonnace limit. Because of the
the French ! naval experts aecmre
haiv in need of pro-re
A replacement
placements.
vision would not be a surprise in
the final French program accepted
by the other powers.
Increasing Complications.
The submarine problem which Is
to be taken up when the
ratio for capital ships is settled,
complications.
presents increasing to
abolish the
Oreat Britain wants
to preasked
has
and
submarine
sent her case against it at a public session of the conference. There
!i no expectation even by the British, however, that they will carry
M.

BELIEVE FRANCE

HELD

WILL

II

OH

IL PROBL
Mud-

Situation is Somewhat

dled But Her Ultimate
Acceptance of U. S. Pro-

posals Is Predicted.
(Br The Anonrlntrd rrrm.)

Washington, Dec. J 9 (by the Associated Press). France has taken
steps to reconcile her vleWs on the
naval ratio problem with those of
the other powers but her precise
attitude now the crucial Issue of
the arms negotiations remains In
doubt.
Unofficial advices from abroad
Brland
today Indicated Tremipr Amerihad decided to accept the
can proposal for a French capital
ship fleet of 175,000 tons In place
of the. 350,000 ton plan drawn by
the French delegation.
Secretary Huches, tin chairman
of the arms conference, also received from the premier, n communication construed at. the state department as meaning that the
French group had been directed to
accede to the American program.
Mossasro of Instruction".
But the French delegates dirt not
so construe a long mcwwge of instructions received from the premier. They described it as advising
them to go as far toward meeting
the American views as they could
without sacrifice of French national Interests. It was said not to
embodv a specific decision nor to
make reference to any specific ton
nage plan.
With the negotiations In that sit
t,
uation, Mr. Hughes and Albert
head of the French delegalute
conference
a
held
long
tion,
today. It was said only that tne
conversations were proceeding and
that there was a mutual expectation Of mutual agreement.
Note of Optimism.
In other quarters, also, there
was apparent a distinct note of optimism, despite tTie day's mystifyAmong Ameriing developments.
can officials, an almost unanimous
belief prevailed that France eventually would take the American
figure for her capital ship allotment, even though she Insisted on
an increase of submarine tonnage
as an offset. For the moment the
negotiations are concerned solely
with capital
hlps, and to many
agreement
delegates, a
on that subject does not seem far
away.
It is pointed out by the Americans that even an effort by the
French to adopt a concllatory attitude towards the views of the
United States may be regarded as
a long step toward settlement. The
American position has been that
ratios should be adjusted on the
basis of existing strength, while
the SKO.OOO ton proposal of the
French was predicated on the national needs. So if the French
premier has done nothing more
than approve the American "status
quo" principle, he has contributed
a great deal, in the view of American officials, toward final agreeSar-rau-

five-pow- er

ment.

Apprehension Quieted.
The message to Secretary Hughes
was a sequel to last night's conference between M. Briand and
'Ambassador Harvey, at London,
which press reports say resulted in
the premier's acceptance of the
American plan. Today there were
signs that the situation might develop further complications because
of the direct methods of negotiations adopted by Mr. Hughes, but

Am

yuri-Jutla-

five-pow-

EVERY

JOINT IN

HER BODY AGHED
"It's Just wonderful the way
has helped my rheumatism.
Why, it has done for me what all
the medicines I took in ten years,
Including a six weeks' treatment
at the Springs failed to do," said
Mrs. N. W. Hatch. J 65 La Martine
6t.. San Francisco. Cal.
"Every time I go down town now
I am thankful to this wonderful
medicine, for before I took It I
was hardly able to get around the
house. Every Joint In my body
hurt me and my ankles and hands
were badly swollen. My hips gave
me a good deal of pain, too, I
suffered so I couldn't get much
reBt at night as it was almost impossible for me to get in a comfortable position In bed.
'Tanlao helped me right from
the start. My father was a doctor and I've had considerable experience withall.medicine but Tanlac
beats them
I never hoped to
get the wonderful relief I have received. I tm free from aches and
pains and the swelling has almost
entirely gone from all my Joints.
Every day now I do my housework
and take long walks that I couldn't
have done before and I feel stronger and sleep better than I have in
years. My appetite is ,'ust splendid, in fact, Tanlao haa benefited
me in every way."
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and ail
other leading druggists everywhere.
Tan-la-

.Adv.
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There are many mothers
nervous and rundown in
vitality, to whom.

Scott's Emulsion
a crreat boon.
It s the very genius oi
wnnlH

Vie?

t.mul$ion
Scoff
build
to

Seott

strength.

Bowne, BloomflUld, N. A

ALSO MAKERS OF

ftMlOIDS
(Tabtata or Granules)

po" INDIGESTION
--

151c

DAY

.TO

HOTDJAMVASS
All

Workers to Lunch at
Tea Room; But
Needed
to
$114,575

Doris

Complete Hotel Fund.
With the most workers prom
lsed for today of any day since the
renewal of the Albuquerque hotel
drive, the biggest luncheon of the
campaign will be held this noon
when the campaigners and others
Interested in the hotel will meet
at the Doris Tea room to report.
Every person who Is sufficiently
interested In the erection of the
hotel to devote even a few hour9
of time toward Its promotion is
urged to attend the luncheon.
A check of the subscriptions last
night revealed the fact that but
$114,575 remains to be raised for
the Albuquerque hotel. ' The
of the drive has already netted more than $35,000.
Interesting data gathered from
lists show that
the subscription
there are more subscriptions of
more than $200 than there are of
There are 459
less than $100.
buvers of rtock in amounts rang
ing from $100 to $450 each. Eighty
have purchased
Albuquerqtteans
stock in blocks of from $500 to
$900. Blocks of stock ranging from
$1,000 to $2,000 have been purchased by 43 persons. Five buyers have subscribed for amounts
ranging from $2,000 to $5,000: four
persons have bought from $3,000
to $5,500 worth of stock each and
has invested
one Albuquerquean
The total
$10,000 in the project.
amount now raised Is $235,425.
Real estate offices In the city will
AU of the realtors
close today.

Safe TltUk.

will be working on the hotel drive.
Twenty-thrc- j
other workers have
pledged themselves to work today
and the prospects are that a large
part of 50 other men who were
asked to work will report for duty.
This will make the largest force of
campaigners who have tackled the
drive In any one day since ite renewal last week.
As a stimulus to the drive and
to other building in the city, the
offer of a number of Albuquerque
architects was accepted today and
ten large sign boards will be put
up In various parts of the city
ten building projects
showing
which will be started soon in Albuquerque ns a logical result of the
erection of the new hotel.
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GREAT ELKS TREE IS
ILLUMINATED' BY 225
MANY COLORED LIGHTS

AT FIRE SALE PRICES
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GOLD
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DESTItOYS HANGERS.
Newport News Va.. Deo. 19.
Four large frame hangers at Lang-le- y
Field were destroyed by fire
this morning, entailing a loss of
more than $200,000. The origin of
the fire Is unknown. One Martin
bomber and most of the tools at
the station were destroyed.
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half the submarine tonnage ten
and Substitutes
suggested tor ino
tatively
States." Great Britain and Jasan In
American
the
plan.
Rich milk, malted grain ertrset In Powder
Britain ForInfnt.taBd ndQrow1niClin!ren II No
Under this plan, Great subma-Dlf.tibU
Nourl.hlnf
.
AS Age.
Cooking
For
OrWod
In
The
would have 90,000 tons
. tv,. TTnit.rt Mates 80.000 andraFiguring out the
Japan 54,000.
nA innn
tlo on the same oasis a ns,
France
capacity ship fleet a forsubmarine
would allow her
would
tonnage of 80,000 tons. That
be very far below tne nsure are
nnnlnllv If thev
k
t
to accept the' American figures on
ships.
capital
n.i
in restrictA..(r
illO
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
closely submarine construction ison conwueinot
rest
to
said
oniy
.:
11UIIH Utt V..mnr,ltir
""ill 'J tlllf rtfl TlTtndDleSj
used
of national difference. Whenunuer-wattne
against merchantmen,
WHITNEY HARDWARE CO.
craft also constitutes a men- ace to the maritime naumis m
in.
most
the
is
Britain
which Great
fluential.
Can Curtnll Activities.
In view of the American and
experts, however,
French V naval
tun-alasi at T'llV ftnrf
activities of the sub- Japan
. ' the i
t.
Bi1nn1nf
.aI.
marine ngituini. hitiwiiii.
can be curtailed by an agreement
on new rules of warfare, leaving
only purely military considerations
Involved.
a. tya A.nttfli atiln riroulem
We Have One
verges toward a decision, the naval
mur
experts are giving more anasubmaof their attention to the
Blue En-
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brooches sue scarf fuss

CHESTS OF STERLIMG SiLVERWM

Journal Want Ads bring result.

Food-Drin- k

TOILET SITS

IVORY
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"old-tim-
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SILVER VANITIES

TEDLIKG

The red, blue, green, yellow and
purple lights on the huge Christmas tree erected by the Elks club
at Fifth and Gold number 225.
The power, lights, wiring and arof the illuminating
rangements
system were donated by the Albuquerque Gas and Electric company.
The tree will be lighted every
night until 12 o'clock, except Sunday night, when It will be lighted
all night. The tree will glow all
day Sunday and Monday night.
At 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
a parade including theElks club
and an
members, the Shrlners
sleigh with bells and a
team of horses will assemble. The
Apollo club will sing several songs,
and after tho parade, the gifts will
be handed out.
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the American delegates repeatedly
had sought to impress on th3
French delegates In informal conferences, the necessity for a recession from the 850,000 tons plan.
In these behind the scenes consultations, the French were ontolda
that they were proceeding.,
false basis, which should be destroyed before It would be possible to erect any sound structure
to shelter the conceptions of relief
of the world from the heavy burdens of competitive naval increase.
It was pointed out that there was
.a tonn.lHAn vlifltflvAp hv Amur
lea to question the right of Franca
to build any number of ships she
cared to construct to meet the
needs of naval defense. America
did not challenge
that Inherent
right if France chose to exercise
was
It
explained.
it,

Primary Purpose,

But on the other hand, It was
rrtArtoa Via I t a t1f?ht
nnlntarl
to recall to the French mind the
primary purpose or tne conrerence
aIf man mmA v, n nn,
'PI.
to fix what should be the naval
strength of the various nations, but
nlmnlv in it at tham in orrM in
slop the ruinous race for naval suIt was pointed out that
premacy.
America had voluntarily undertak
en to scrap snips io tne value oi
ntn rtnn nnn
rnn. n- -l n (
A

Vl

nl,-nn-

FOUR GOLFERS LEFT
IN MATCH FOR STATE
NATIONAL BANK PRIZE
Four players survive In the tournament for the State National trophy who will compete In the semifinals which will be played on the
These
Monday after Christmas.
are McDonald. Prager. P. 5.
McDonand Herkenhoff.
ald won from Cornish, Jr., Sunday,
threo up and two to go; Prager
won from Otero, five up and three
to go; McCanna defeated Strome,
three tip and two to go; and Herkenhoff won from Murphy, one up
on nineteen holes.
McDonald, Prarer and TThlte
were the winners of the turkeys at
the Country club Sunday, with
scores respectively as follows: 77,

and 72.
Martin Szarflnskt, profesaional
golf player, who has been in San
Diego for the past three months,
and who was formerly with the
Country club here, will return
shortly to reassume
his position
with that club. He will take
charge of the course here, preparing It for the exhibition match between Jock Hutchinson and Jim
Barnes, champion players, who will
be here in February.
71

DELTA RAINBOW ORCHEB-THTONIGHT. COTiT.EOK INN.
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price.
This stove was
slightly damaged
from water in
the hotel above
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ALL TYPES OF dOVELTY NECKLACES
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but is absolutely
new and fully
guaranteed. .

SB

The Exchange
Buy Sell or Trade.
120 West Gold.
Phone 1111.

Special
Excursion Fares
On Sale December
1921
Final return limit January 4, 1922
22-23-2-

4,

Fares will apply where one-wa- y
rate is $25.00 or less. The minimum excursion fare being $2.50

Here is your opportunity

iMJO!!

--- grasp

Let me give you details, actual rates, and

ret your

reservations.

R. W. HOYT, Agent
-

Albuquerque.
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STERLING SILVER asid PLATED CIGARETTE CASES
AT FIRE SALE PRICES

In the Second Floor Gift Shop
COTTS,

HOUBIG ANT'S,

HUDMT'S,

PALMERS', P1VERS' AW MAM
OTHER PERFUMES, TOILET WATERS
AND EXQUISITE GIFT SETS

-- AT

Holiday

Phone 204

AT FIRE SALE PRICES

AT FIRE SALfc PRICES.

Only
ameled Moore
Range at $40.00
off the regular

had met this proposal by agreeing

what sacrifice was France to make
to compensate these concessions.

1M
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A GREAT BOON

ENTIRE
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Avoid Imitations

the apprehension of the French rine question, as one likely to predelegates appeared to be quieted
troublesome knot.
when it was explained that the sec sent aNecessity
for Hroession.
retary had acted as chairman of Although the French capital ship
the conference and had addressed discussion's simmered down at their
crucial stage to direct exchanges
between Mr. Hughes and Premier
Briand, it was learned today that

IT SEEMED LIKE

REALTORS

FIRE SALE PRICES

XTO!

TOYS!

''.'
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Leading Gift Store
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CREAMS.

COLD

E

At one time it was much less expensive to make cold creams at
home, but since then the prices of
separate Items In the drug stores
havo gone up so much that I lind
P"iH"t,i j

m.jbwi'11

U

'

'

l

-

iDnmnj

-

V

Willi
lIomc-m.Kl- c

Cold ('minis Aro
Visually Host.

,

sometimes practically no difference.
The biff concerns which
manufacture creams buy In such
quantities and often control the

LAIS .?7

By WALT MASON.

I

i.

source of their supplies so that
thoy do not feel the rising prices
as keenly as the little woman who
purchases' 60 cents or a dollar's
worth of materials.
But even so it 19 muchless expensive to make your owiTnourlali-in- g
or flesh building cream. For
a quality similar to the cream I
am giving today you have to pay
several dollars. This cream contains almond oil which has become very expensive in recent
years. Its formula is:
Rose water 4 ounces.
Almond oil 4 ounces.
1 ounce.
Spermaceti
White wax 1 ounce.
Benzoin 1 drachm.
To make a particularly white
nice cream add 30 grains of pow
dered borax. This cream Is also
cleansing but too fine and too ex
pensive to be used for ordinary
purposes.
Cleansing
cleansing
creams are made with mineral oil
which Is still quite cheap but
which Is not nourishing and of no
use at all if you are trying to
smooth out wrinkles or make a
chapped skin soft.
If you use four ounces of olive
oil. instead of the almond oil, you
will have a cream that Is practically as nourishing and probably
less expensive. But bo sure that
the olive oil is of very good quality.
Marcelle B.; Both lemon Juice
and baking soda are bleaches for
blonde 'hair because both are drying, and It Is the oil In the hair
which makes It turn brown. This
method, however, will not make
brown hair blonde. To do this a
strong bleach would have to be
used, and this, of course, is not
advisable.
It will not hurt your
hair, however, if you put a small
spoonful of baking soda, or. the
juice of half a lemon in the last
rinse water, when the hair is
If you can dry your
shampooed.
hair In the sun, it will make it that
f
much prettier.
Mrs. W. A. B.: The brown spots
on the skin are probably the result
of a sluggish liver. Have your doctor give you a tonic.

Tuesday.
P. E. O. will hold Christmas party at home of Mrs. H. I Hogrefe
at 2:30 p. m.
C. and B. club will meet with
Mrs. Emily La Belle at Woman's
club at 2:30 p. m.
Christmas party at Phi Mu sorority house at 3 p. m.
Elks auxiliary will fill stockings
at club at 2 p. m.
Tuesday club will meet with Mrs.
R. W. D. Bryan at 2:30 p. m.

BLACK VELVET IN
SIMPLE DESIGN

MELANCHOLY.
The winter days are colder than
any days should be; in one week, I
grow older than I should grow in
three; oh, sorrow seems my potion,
I'm full of Bad emotion while rubbing Jimpson's lotion upon my
starboard knet. I see tho young
ones playing and whooping with a
will; they're skating and they're
sleighing upon the icy hlllj ah,
would that I could follow and in
the snowdrifts wallow! but I sit
here and swallow Doc Ginger's Duplex Pill. Play on, oh youthful
friskers, your youth will not endure!
Soon you'll be wearing
whiskers, and grief will dog your
spoor; like you I once was playing; adown the hillside Bleighlng;
and now you see me spraying my

limbs with Spavin Cure. Once I
was young and stalwart, no blemish did I own except a rather
small wart fernlnst my collarbone:
but youthful years go flying, and
now you seo mo sighing, consuming pills and trying to can the dotard's groan. My sorrow seems a
fixture, in vain I try to smile,
whilo tnking Johnson's Mixture of
Tar ami Castor He; I'm old and
tired and gloomy, my eyes are
weak and rheumy, and pharmacists
come to mo and bear away my
pile. But when the clouds aro
parted, and sunshine's streaming
through, I won't be broken-hearteI won't be sad and blue; It's
when tho heavens clear up you see
the old hoys cheer up; and now for
Jenkins' Pyrup of ocklcburs and

FFISIH3T HQSSEBEEFB1G
By LAURA A. Kl Bit MAN.
ANSWERED

LKTrEHS.

"This
Housekeeper:
Christmas I am going to servo
roost goose instead of turkey, but
don't know of any way to make
s.
Please
a hot dish of the
to
print such a recipe, as I likemost
know just how to muko the
it.
food
a
before
of certain
buying
i Know now xo roast
tui course,
Also give menu containing
it.)
roast goose."
Answer: Tomorrow I will print
a menu for a roast goose dinner
for Christmas day, giving three recipes to go with it. Tho day after
Christmas I would adviso you to
serve the goose cold and sliced
Just as you would cold turkey. But
the following day try this delicious dish for dinner:
Kechauffe of Goose: Cut the remaining meat from the carcass of
the goose in neat slices (although
small) and lay In a eaucenan with
a sprinkling of minced ham and
onion between the slices. Cover
with the left-ovglblet gravy and
heat slowly to the' boiling point.
Remove thq, meat to a hot platter,
add to the gravy a tablespoon of
red current jelly and a tablespoon
of Worcester sauce, and let it cook,
stirring constantly for 3 minutes.
Then pour this gravy over the meat
and serve at once.
I admire' your thoroughness in
planning yoar meals ahead and
learning how to use an unfamiliar
food before putting your money
So many housekeepers
into it.
neglect such planning and then
wonder why their food budget is
10 high!
Church Worker: "In planning a
turkey supper for a church, how
many turkeys would be requirej
to serve 125 persons?"
turAnswer: Three
bird
keys. You see, one
40
so
serve
will
three
people,
will bo just about right.
Mrs. G.: "Can you give me a
recipe for dressing made with sour
cream to serve oq cold slaw?"
Answer
Sour Cream fialad
Dressing: Mix 1 cup of sour cream
1
with
slightly beaten egg, and
Now sift together
cup vinegar.
1
2
teaspoons of salt, 2 teaspoons
of sugar, 1 teaspoon of mustard, a
dash of pepper, and add a very little juice from a raw, grated onion. Add this second mixture to
the first and let it cook over the
fire until it coats a spoon. Coo',
and thin with more sour cream if
necessary.
A Young Girl: "I surely did ap

Thrifty

left-over-

preciate your recent article on
making chocolate creams, and am
writing you to ask if you won't
print sxime more good candy directions?"
Answer: Rend a stamped,
envelope and I will gladly spikI you a candy article I have
just had printed up to send out to
any render who wants It. This article Is called "Six Good Home-Mad- e
Cundles," and contains rerl-po- s
for Chocolate Creams, Coffi';
Penoche, Chocolate Bonbons, Uncooked Peppermint Bonbons, Almond Marf:hmalIow Fudfeo and
Cream Candy.
But don't forget
the stamped, addressed envelope!
d
Bride: "Is there any
greenery that I can grow myself,
a
for
centerpiece for my dining
table?"
Answer: Ye, riant grapefruit
peed thickly in rich earth, in a
g
piece of pottery. This
gives a refreshing hit of greenness
and Is most satisfactory.
low-price-

Many yards of black velvet are
used to make this very simple
frock of French design. Soft gray
fur edges the cuffs and long full
By JANE PHELFS
skirt and novel embroidery in dull
gold braid marks a low waist line
gives a divided effect to the
AGAIN MARGARET EXPLAINS
Margaret Hayden smiled at and
THINGS TO JOAN.
Joan's remark, then her eyes grew front of the skirt
somber, reminiscent. Had she been
fair to herself? She had let Joan
Mrs. Walters was not content grow up thinking her life was I shut myself away from human
with telling Margaret she should ended in all save motherhood.
To companionship.
Mrs. Walters la
dress in more youthful fashion: Joan she was Joan's mother
older than I, yet sho seems years
ahe helped her select materials nothing more. Not that her daughbecause she keeps in
younger
and styles becoming to her. This ter did not love her she did, de- touch with life and people. I am
necessitated many shopping excur- votedly. But she loved the mother sure she Is
doing right, that I
sions, from which Joan was barred, in Margaret, not the woman.
have been wrong not to have lived
both because Mrs. Walters realized
"You see, dear," Margaret starta different life. But it isn't too
after talking matters over with ed, "when you were little you late. You won't feel old at 36. I
Margaret that it was Joan's idea needed all my time and care, I shouldn't, yet I do. You see I hav
her mother was too old to wear had no time to think of how I let
myself get old. A mother only
fashionable clothes, and because looked save only to be neat. Then
older than a child, when
she had Ted as a house guest on too, I had lost my mother and your married as young
as I was should
her hands.
had no one belonging to be sl companion as well as a moth
I
father.
tv,o1ta a mnnlrbv me but
"T"fY,'t lot
were
you
helpless.
to
er
child.
that
of you, Mumsie," Jonn said after It is no youand
wonder that I gave all my
"You have always gone everyher mother explained that Mrs. time and thought to you' instead where
with me "
Walters was to help her select of clothes. I was
"Yes, dear. But I have gone as
some new ulothea.
lonely."
an
older
with
person one
"You admire her, the ' way she
"But I wasn't always little and pleasure, a looker on through
at the hapdresses, why do you think she helpless,"- Joan interrupted.
amusements
the
others.
of
piness,
might make a monkey out of me?"
"I.o, dear, but as you grew older I don't want to live like that any
"Oh, she's different! She's al- I had become indifferent, in a rut. longer.
I want to share your
worn
ways
young things. But you But I feel that now I owe some
your pleasures."
look so much nicer in the kind thing to myself, to Margaret Hay- amusements,
There flashed through Margayou always have worn, then when den as well as to Joan Hayden. 1 ret's mind a picture
of herself at
you dress up the oh, people are feel you do not need me as you Joan's birthday party when she
always hanging around you!" Mar- did. You are a very capable young was 14. A lonely yound-ol- d
womgaret knew Joan had Craig Forres- girl, have your mends, your stud- an sitting on a log watching the
ter in mind, perhaps also men in ies, your amusements. I am again children
mnrshmallows,
general, as when visiting Mrs. becoming lonely. Often I wish to longing totoasting
be with them, one of
Walters at holiday time Joan had also have my friends of both sexes them.
saw
She
also
the rose colbeen jealous of the slight atten- just as you do; to get some Pleas- ored sweater she
which,
tions her mother received from ure out of life, some of the things because of Joan's wore, andthat
HAS
she COMEDIENNE
remark
hostess.
of
her
I
missed
have
because
of
the
too
was
years
to
wear Buch things,
old
guestj
CHRISTMAS
CHEER
she had sheepishly taken off and
warmed her fingers
and her
YEAR AROUND
THE
heart In its folds as it lay unobserved in her lap. Now she waited Joan's reply to her revolt
against being considered too old
to play, to enjoy, to dress.
Perhaps, Mumsie, I haven t
quite understood about the clothes.
I have thought so many times since
we have known Mrs. Walters. Yet
sometimes I think I have been
right not to want you to make
yourself young. Having a daugh- ter Is different than having a son."
Wen, dear, from now on I shall
try to enjoy life. I cannot accept
invitations, make Boclal engagements unless I have appropriate
clothes. We will not discuss the
matter again, but I am finished
with drab ugly clothes. Just as I
am finished In as far as I can
SELF-SERVINcontrol It with a lonely life while
G
'
you are with your young friends."

THE HEW GENERATION

But"

heavy-hearte-

GROCERY

The Columbians) .
Wabash Blues.
.3497
Tuck Me To Sleep fin My Old Kentucky
f oc;,.
I
Fox-TrColumbians
The
Home).
Ten Little Pinters and Ten Little Toes
(Down In Tennessee). Fox-TrTed Lewis and His Band
85c
Everybody Step. From The Music Box
Fox-Tr-

ot

I

Revue.

Fox-Tr- ot

Ted Lewis and His Band

Kentucky Home.
It's You. Fox-Tr-

Fox-Tr-

win

i

PaulBiese Trio)
Paul Biest Trio j

Fox-Tr- ot

y.

Catalina.

Fox-Tr- ot

Song of Love. Walta

Na-J-

Fox-Tr-

o.

Fox-Tr- ot

lie

Baking Powder of greatest merit. Honestly made.
.Honestly sold. Economical in every way. Every

you use it. Calumet is all baking powder. It begins to raise
bakings the instant they are put
into the oven. You don't have to
keep "peeping" to see if bakings
are all right. You know they are.
Calumet is sure
never fails.
That's economy. And true economy in cost

f ina a way.

Good

Took

But I'll

It Away

.

-.
.-

can......

We Carry a Full Line of the Very Best
Christmas Candies; Also Plum, Date
and Fig Puddings.

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
We Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
The Highest Crada Macaroni
Efg Noodles, Spaghetti and

& SKINNERS other Macaroni Product

Edwin Dale . ,.oa
rom snume mono
i
dwin Vale) ggc

From Me

85c

85c )

Blues.
Southern Quartet ,

Opera and Concert
"Chi
Sextette from Lucia di Lammermoor
ralfrena il mio furore" (Why Do I My Arm
Barrientos, Hackett, Stracciari,
Restrain).
Mardones, ATo and Meader

49768

$3.50
493SS

Le Coq d'Or "Salut a to! soleil"
Maria Barrientos
(Hail To Thee, Sun).
Hulda
Lashanska
Ago.
Long, Long
Shipmates 0' Mine.
Five and Twenty Sailormen.

$1.50
49963

$1.50

Louis Graveurt
Louis Craveure

t

Sleep, Baby, Sleep. Zimmerman and Grandrille

$1.00
1

85c '

Zimmerman and Grandrille t

One trial will prove it and show

you in results why millions of
shrewd, thrifty housewives prefer Calumet to all other brands.
The unfailing strength of Calumet guarantees perfect results.
Not only saves flour sugar-eg- gs,
etc but saves Baking
Powder. You use only a tea- you use two teaspoonfuls or
more of many other brands. ,

gpoonful

t

Instrumental Music
Pablo CasalsX

I'Miimmttl

f 9,79A

1 .
Spring Song (Songs Without Words).
Sascha Jaeobsen T.
Sascha Jacobsen)
Serenade,

Rocked In The Cradle of The Deep.

.

Jeunesse.

n

.

1

Doerrl'91

Clyde
Clyde Doerr

.

Calumet contains only such Ingredients as
have been approved officially by the U. S.
Food Authorities.

ffTHElUREloFU
I

Columbia Rcord
n Sal at all Colombia
Dalmra thm 10th and
20th at Eoaiy Month
jvWitf

Miss Dorothy DeTora.
Dorothy Devore, the pretty little
actress who appears in so many
of the Christie comedies, sent this
picture to the editor's desk with a
Christmas greeting. They send
them early from the coast, you
know, because they have bo far to
travel. Miss Devore was carrying
wreath
such a large Christmas
that there was not room for both
He who gives a book' pouches and her in the column, and I kriow
the springs of life, plays ufeon the you would rather have her pickeys of an organ whose notes will ture.
Miss Devore thinks good cheer
sound perhaps in, other lands and
should last all the year. Sho knows
In other centuries.
Roosevelt once told a friend that it pays, for she gets a fancy salary
he coulij remember the look of for being cheerful In comedies the
the page In one of Stanley's vol- year round,
umes that! kindled his faith and
fixed his will to be the man that
Getrude Atherton has isolated
he finally became. It was In read- herself in a small town in Califorthat
knew
Keats
first
Spenser
ing
nia, and is at work on a new novel,
himself a poet. , But even a poor according to word from the Gold-wy- n
stick of a book may feed the distudios. When the eminent
vine fire, Lincoln felt the heart of author goes Into literary hibernaAmerican history beat in him as tion she cuts off all connection
he read Weems's Washington. The with the outside world.
world laughs at Parson Weems
now.
Jacqueline Logan, new leading
But the world does not laugh at woman
for Goldwyn, is house
?
Lincoln,
hunting these days becauso her
(Books are food to eat, books aro father has Just joined her and the
air to breathe, light for the eyes. two are
going to settle down In
a path for the feet and a hand to California.
ciasp in tne dark.
Give books.
Robert Brunton, one of the leadSTRONG'S BOOK STORE.
ing California producers who resold his Immense studios in
cently
The Joy or Living.
No tine can reasonably expect to Los Angeles to an eastern syndiget much pleasure out of life when cate, Isho leaving for England and
says
may produce pictures
his bowels are constantly consti- there
conditions warrant.
pated. A few doses of Chamber- Amongif. the
be
will probably
them
lain's Tablets will move the bowels, some
Rudyard, Kipling stories.
strengthen the digestion and give
you a chance to realize the real
Journal Want Ads bring results.
Joy o( living.

34g(J

oe.

f

Bo Lonesome.
)
Sotitliern Quartet

Telli the Kory of the
record, txplaim the
erriitf , and give you
an intimate and hitman picture of the

A

GREAT BOUK YQU

1

in use in time.

--

iiVii

85c

Al Jolson)
April Showers. From Bombo
Weep No More (My Mammy). Vernon Dalhart J 85c
Dolly JTdi)A.3502
Cry Baby Blues.
No One's Fool.
Dolly Kay J 85c

I

MILK! Key Brand,
tA
Eftch Tftll C&n
JLJ
MILK! Key Brand,
Each Baby Can
DC
Apple Butter, Heinz Product, small container. .33c
Apple Butter.Heinz Product, large container.' . .47c
Heinz Red Kidney Beans,
tA
Each Small size Can
XUC
Heinz Red Kidney Beans,
"I
Each Medium Size Can.
. ADC
Heinz Baked Beans, medium size can
15c
Tomatoes, Solid Pack, Two No. 2 cans, for.... 25c
....... .50c
Butter, Meadow Gold, each pound
Butter, Primrose, each pound
.........50c
47c
Butter, Brookfield, each pound.......'.
Sugar, always the same,' 16 lbs. for. . . ....... .$1.00
25c
Pineapple, Sunkist, each No. 2
.. ...26c
Cranberries, each pound.....
15c
Figs, for stewing, each pound

oe

Song Hits

A moderate Driced

You save time when

3504

--

The Happy Six)
The Happy Six

ot

Jabberwocky.

85c

.

Prince's Dance Orchestra)
Medley Walta
Prince's Dance Orchestra I

Plantation Lullaby.

particle is full of actual leavening value. A full money's
worth.

I

III THE GIFT OF

The Happy Six) A. 3498
The Happy Six
85c

ot

ot

if

109 North First Street

ot

ot

I'll Be

"RvT 9

Opposite the Y. M, C. A.
Phone 353

Dance Records

Maggie Magulre. Edwin Dale& William Morgan)
Edwin Dale
Mary O'Brien.

BULLETIN

GROCETERIA

Recouls

Jjove will

You'll Always Do Better at

II

?

A Dream of Your Smile.

REMEMBER

YZ 4

It started to rain a little this
morning and kepp on raining more
and pop started to look for his
umberella, saying, Wy Is a
llko a stroek.of lightning?
Because its allways somewharo elts
wile youre looking for it. I know
I left it in the hall rack so wy
izzent it there now? Nuthings sta
t lie
tionery in this house excent
dust on tho piano. Benny did you
see my umberella?
Mo thinking, Holey
smonks,
heck, on account of jest remembering ware the umberella was. Be
ing at my cuzzln Arties house, me
having took it over there yestiddny
to practice parashoot jumping off
of a barrel in Arties yard, ana pop
kepp on looking nnd I kepp on
looking as if I was looking too.
saying, It awt to be in the house
somewares, pop.
111 say It awt, and fcrthermore
Mo
it bettor had be, sed pop.
thinking, Gosh good nlte.
Oo up and look in the setting
room elosit, maybo some poor misguided sole put It In there Jest to
make It harder, sed pop.
Well in ease its there, pop, shall
I slide it down tho steps to you or
bring it down? I sed.
Neither, 111 telefnne for a messenger boy and send him up for It.
sed pop. Being snurcastle,' and I
started to go up stairs saying, Well
I kind of dont think its goins to
.
be there, pop.
On wnt do you base that assumption? sed pop.' Mooning wat
did I Mow about it. Me not say-lu- g
wat, thinking, O, darn it, I
better not tell him. I dont think
he's in a good entiff of a humor.
And I called down, It alnt up heei
pop. ,
Inr not serprlzofl, sed pop. Me
not being either, and pop terned
up his rain coat collar and went
out without a umberella tawklng
mad to himself, and after skonl I
went erround to Arties and got th?
umberella nnd brawt It home and
put it in the umberella thing ,ony
wen pop comes home and snes It
there maybe HI wish I left it erround at Arties.

Von and Schenck
Who's Been Around?
O'Reilly (I'm Ashamed Of You). From
Van andScl-enck- )
Ziegfeld Follies of 19S1

1- -1

mm

Complete January List
NOW ON SALE

J: lee Paps
5

'

BEAUTY GHATS

BENNY'S

rOTS& BOOK

KW'WprS.Y

I

CONTENTS

i

dSPKOITH

COLUMBIA

f reatctt compote.
Jutt what you need I
to tt the full enjoy

- " ,a"- -

LJJ'rUi

HAVE YOU NOTICED THIS?
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz. Some
baking powders come in 12 oz. cans instead of 16 oz.
cans. Be sure you get a pound when you want it

If you want something fancy, try our ICE CREAM;
Individuals, Bricks, Gallons. Yes we have bottled
WHOLE MILK. You take no chance. It is the
best quality the best, care and equipment

fllbuperpe

Co-Operat-

North Second

of

Mutic

ii.mm

I

-J

'CfW"'W!''

January Columbia Records
All Above List Can Be Obtained at

RIEDLIHG

MUSIC

COMPANY

221 WEST CENTRAL

Above

January Listed Records
NOW

ON SALE AT

BOTH MAN'S

ive

Dairy Association
321

1

Th Lura

GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, New York

GENIUS

1

ment and appreci
Qon of the beitiniuioj

Phone 351

MUSIC AND JEWELRY STORE
117 South First.
Phone

917-- J

1
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This Beautiful Sedan?
GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

Schedule of Credits and Subscription
Price of the Morning Journal

MMHMnMMnan

THIRD

M

1

"

TWifVfc9W21

S5

V

it

PI

,1

From December 18th to December 22nd (last week of Campaign), the following number of Credits will be issued on subscriptions:

-

r

1

6
1

....

In

CREDIT PERIOD

i

Price.

Months
Year

2

Years

3
4

Years

5
6

Years
Years

T'iT iTMTMTr'iTi'iT1ViiTi'iT'i
.-

-.

Years..

........

...... ...
.-

-.

....v,

i..y"

.

..

.

..' .

.... .v.

.. .

$

...

4.75
9.00

... ... ,v
..
-

27.00
36.00
.? . . 45.00
.' 54.00

Credits.
2,500
6,000
15,000
30,000
60,000
120,000
180,000

In addition to the above vote schedule, 100,000 EXTRA FREE VOTES will
be given with every $27.00 "club" of subscriptions turned in.

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

FINAL FATEFUL HOURS

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

.

With the final hour, 10 o'clock Thursday night, emblazoned on their minds,
stirring scenes are being enacted by candidates in the Salesmanship Club Cam-

'
paign, now swiftly drawing to a close.
Aroused to unprecedented opportunities of winning the beautiful Studeb'aker
Sedan, Studebaker Touring Car, the Chevrolet Touring Cars, and many other big
prizes, each passing hour is instilling new energy into ambitious workers. Everywhere they are swarming in eager and anxious quest for subscriptions that will win
them the big credits and in the end an automobile.
These workers pay no attention to frequent rumors that circulate with the hope
of damaging effect. Misleading stories have one object influencing some candidate to retire for fear of being passed by someone else in the race. Such tales have no
foundation whatever. It is obvious that no one can determine the ultimate result of
I

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
No Personal Checks will be accepted in the Sealed Ballot
Box. If any are deposited in the box, they will be thrown out and
no credits issued. Only Currency, Gold and Silver, Money .Orders, Express Orders, Cashiers' Checks
will be accepted.

and

Certified Checks

Candidates will during this last week of the campaign have
all checks made out to them personally and cash same and deposit the money in the box. This ruling is made in fairness to all
candidates in the race and will be strictly adhered to.

TUTTD)'

the campaign.

Courage and downright hustle are the two main things to observe. Credits are
the only things that will win the prize, and every candidate should and, for that

matter, is taking upon himself and herself to just annex as many credits as
sible between now and the closed
v

EE

MORE

How to Get the Most Credits
A glance

pos-

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

at the credit schedule will show you the big credit

value of long term subscriptions. For example, one six year subscription counts 180,000 credits; while a one year subscription
counts only 6,000. In other words, one long term subscription is
v
many times more valuable than a one-yesubscription.
Figure this out for yourself. It is easy to see that the club
member who gets one or two long term subscriptions this week
is the one who has the best chance for success. In fact, a few long
term subscriptions turned in from unexpected sources would
make a new leader in the race.
ar

Keep in mind, too, that every $27.00 "Club" of subscription
collections turned in entitles you to 100,000 EXTRA FREE

CREDITS. Besides the regular number of credits allowed on
the subscriptions.
-

remember to keep after some of those long term subscriptions which are the biggest in credit value. That's the way
to win the prize of your choice.
So

1922

MODEL

STUDEBAKER

LIGHT

"6

TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.
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up fiercely, ready to demolish one
HUNTER RETURNS WITH
another, amid spitting and snarlHELEN KELLER "HEARS" VIOLIN WIZARD THROUGH FINGERS
WITHDRAWAL OF
CONFERENCE OF
CAT INSTEAD OF QUAIL ing. Triplett fired again. One of
the cats bounded away over the
Fred G. Trlplett of this city, who hill. The hunter fired twice more.
unable to
went quail hunting to Rio Puerco The remaining cat was some
P CONTROL 15
times,
spent
12
(By The Annoclntpd Pre,)
and
move,
Trlplett
a
FRENCH, BRITISH
with
returned
Sundnv,
animal.
i"
Dec. If. Liberal and
Berlin,
he had shot. searching for the escaped
pound wildcat, which saw
cat
dead
the
Mr.
brought
coytwo
Triplett
radical
newspapers,
X
...
commenting
1
Thinking that he
of a back with him, and took him to a
on the letters exchanged be otes sleeping on tho ridge shottoday
ru
taxidermist. He is having a
BELIEVED NEAR tween former Emperor William, hill, he loaded his 20 gauge
PREMIERS HELD
and fired. The animals Jumped made of the cat's hide.
Field Marshal von Hlndonburg, are gun
'
unanimous in the declaration that
F
Other Features of the Far their publication Is a monarchists
Discuss Germany's Plea
Intended to hamper the govEastern Situation Are At- trick
That She Can't Pay in
ernment of Chancellor Wirth and
the democracy.
Full the Next Two Repatracting Attention of Arms discredit
The Vorwaerts, socialist organ,
declares that the former emperor
rations Installments.
Delegates.
Is carrying out propaganda for the
.v.
1 PS
sale of his book, which it thinks
'I (Br The Associated FreM.)
(By Th Associated Trent.)
Washington, Dec. 19 (by the As- is a largely useless compilation.
) C London, Dee. 19 (by the Anno- sociated Press.) As the Japanese-Chines- e The only surprise In It Is that the
elated
Lloyd
Press). Premiere
!
one
a.-..'?- ,
emperor unloads the
.......
i
ii
negotiations over Shantung blametime
George c( Great Brit: In and M.
for hu flight on von
Briand of France today had a
approach a decision the arms delelasttns several hours, disgates are turning their attention to
J s
The Vosslsche Zeltung expresses
cussing almost exclusively German
other features of the Far Eastern the belief that the letters were pub.
and
Germany's plea
reparations
situation and may resume within a lished by von ITlndcnburg and Wilthat she will ho unable to pay In
few days the committee meetings liam Hohenzollern under the imfull the January and February inpression that It wns the proper
as
Helen
he
violin
Keller
Jascha
HeifeU's
on
her
holding
finger
tips
play.
stallments.
interrupted to give the Shantung time
to "boost the old regime." It
on
a
clear
field.
Aspirin say Bayer
No official information is ob
problem
for her. As he played she held
Helen Keller, deaf and blind
During the recent visit hi DenIt appeared tonight that the cen characterizes such an effort as pure
tainable as yet as to the attitude
disof
on
the
ver
celebrated
her
folly.
boasts
of
of
his
now
Jascha
the
keys
finger
Heifetz,
tips
100. Aspirin Is the
tral question of the Shantung disor France and Great uritain to- -' marvel,
The Frelhelt declares that the efWarning! Unless you see the tles of 24 and
instrument and "read" the notes
cussions withdrawal of Japanese
Tootnacne, lum
ward Germany's nlea. The official tinction of having had a concert violinist, he was introduced to he
matlsm.
Earache,
on
who
or
"crowned
deserter
of
tho
fort
Miss Keller. He offered to play
control from the Tsingtao-Tsina- n
xinnie "llayer" on package
'
played.
staged for her individual benefit.
communique asserted that the con
in a lnnd of plenty" tablets you are not getting genuine bago and for Pain. All druggist
sojourning
Fu railway was near-- a solution is
versation was on Eeneral economic
Tablets ot Aspirin in
prejuand that the Japanese and Chinese Is a hare faced attempt to
prescribed by physicians sell Bayer boxes
These questions werei
of 12, and in
questions.
and give Aspirin
tin
German
dice
the
people
e
handy
and
proved;
twenty-ontor
years
be
into
might
complete the monarchists an opportunity to
brought
CHARLIE CHAPLIN IS
given over to French ana Britisn
TH!RSTY EXTRACTED
mark of Bayer Manufacture
only
Take
Aspirin
millions.
accord
Wfe
by
shortly.
a
submit
will
report TOMMY GIBBOUS
experts who
out the catastrophal policy as told in the Bayer package for of Monoacetlcacldester of Salicylic-aci- d,
Among other Far Eastern ques- carry
SUBJECT OF KING OF
tomorrow.
LIQUOR FROM CHAIRS,
tions the Chineso request for abro- thov began before the war.
Headache. Neuralgia, Kheu- As far an can he seen now there
.The nationalist press editorially Colds,
demands
ENGLAND, HE CLAIMS
Is no nrosnect that a meeting of
PRO AGENTS ASSERT gation of the twenty-on- e
of
the
the
that
publication
agreements and the proposal for hopes
the supreme council will follow the
'
withdrawal of the powers from oc- letters will prove thnt tho former
By The Atmorlated Prrw.)
OVER
informal conversations, but possiThe Associated Ttm.)
IS
(Br
is sincere. They sny that
Salt LaUo
ty, Utah, Dec.
New York, Dec. 19. Isaao Ein- cupied territory in China are at emperor
bly one outcome will re an ecohe always has acted In the best inIB. On tlio ground Uiat he is
tracting increasing notice.
nomic conference on the stabilizasaid
he
stein,
agent,
of
terests
prohibition
Germany since "his
Chinese Issue Statement.
a subject of King Goorvo V.,
tion of European exchanges to
discovered today why the seats in
The Chinese delegates, who are
of Kngland, and not a citizen
which German and Russian repre
so
were
popBoylan's saloon
BARTLEYMADDEN of tlio United States, Charles Tony
maintaining that they still representatives presumably would be in
ular.
sent the CAinese
"people even
Chaplin, movie comedian, tocited. The belief is expressed mm
DAMAGE IS
the
drinkers)
Whisky
preferred
though the Pekin cabinet has been ENORMOUS
day obtained removal of a
Dr. Walter Rathenau, German fiOther
colors
chairs.
mahogany
tosuit
is defendant,
Issued
statement
which
a
in
he
overthrown,
ERUPTION
BY
CAUSED
nancial expert, may be called in
also
had their partisans. Einstein
(By The Axnoi'lntod Prrn.)
from
Hie
district court
declaring that the twenty-on- e
after the present conversations.
claims that their popularity lav in day
Grand Rapids, Mich,, Dec. 19.
VOLCANO
demands agreement must he abroOF
hero to tho Fnltod States dis' t 1W Ertnnrt declared his converCHILEAN
the fact that each color designated gated if the decisions of the conTommy Gibbons, St. Paul, light
trict court. The action against
, sations Kith
Lloyd George had heavyweight, won over Bartley
In
a
brand
concealed
of
the
liquor
several
to
ference
are
to
amount
"more
instituted
Chaplin,
ne con- Madden of New York, in a
(By The Awinoliited Vretn.)
Ibeen extremely cormai.
than scraps of paper."
weeks ago, is to collect J25.000 , false bottom of the chair.
BuenoS Aires, Pec. 19. Advices
versation will continue tomorrow,
It was a "pay as you enter" plan.
bout here tosame
the
At
the
for
fees
duo
time
nlicccd
Solid Mahogany Rockerg
Japanese
attorney
be
today from Barilnche, in the Rio
f There also will be a meeting
One entered the saloon, paid his attracted added
in the opinion of newspaper
.attention to the Negro territory, says that the eruplegal services claimed to have
tween Louis P. Loucheur, Frencn night,
chair
his
and
over
out
cuts
men.
Gibbons
money,
picked
In
opened
his
of
been
in
rendered
question
city
Overstuffed Rockers
territory by tion of the volcano Renihue, In the
minister of liberated regions, and both Madden's eyes early in the
then pulled out its liquid contents. revealing theiroccupied
desire to keep their Chilean territory In the Andes,
August. 1920, in connection
Sir Robert S. Home, chancellor of contest and this handicapped the
No .explanation was made an to roops in northern Saghallen
action.
divorce
well
as
with
enormous
damChaplin's
to
cause
continues
Wilton Rugs
the exchequer, regarding repara New York fighter.
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be in Domingo cemetery. Crollott She left yesterday to assume her
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E. C. Comstock of Clovis Is in gestion, hf irtburn in five minutes. Japanese
from Portland December 15 for
' MIRABAL
Adolfo MIrabal, 76, the city to attend the funeral of Sour, gassy, upset stomach, acid- Kobe, reported by wireless todav
At 9 o'cloclt this morning Albuquerque's newest business makes its
resl-- s
ity, dyspepsia; when the food you that she was leaking badly and
I died yesterday morning at his sur-I- Mrs. J. P. McMurray.
;
dence at Los Griegos. He Is
bow to the public. We take pleasure in announcing to the public
Clyde Oden left yesterday for eat ferments into gases and stub- had lost two men overboard as a
vived by one son, Eliseo MIrabal, Oklahoma to spend the holidays born lumps your head aches and result of a storm encountered 900
that we are ready for business and we cordially invite the public to
and one daughter. The body was with relatives.
you feel sick and miser: hie, that's miles off the mouth of the Colum
call and examine our immense stock of shoes. For the past few
taken to Crollott's funeral parlors
There will be a regular meeting when you realize the quick magic bia river. She had a crew of 48
''
of the Woman's Benefit Order of of Pape's Diaperain. If your stom- and a cargo valued at $338,000.
pending funeral arrangements.
weeks
our buyer has been busy selecting this, our opening stock, and
Maccabees at 2:30 o'clock this af- ach is in a continuous revolt If
we feel that we are opening with a most complete line of shoes;
McMURRAY The funeral of ternoon at the Odd Fellows' hall.
you can't get it regulated try
Mrs. J. .P. McMurray was held at 1
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all new, and purchased at the new low prices.
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Numerous at 1023 West Central avenue over then fake a little Diapepsin. There
hy Father Mandalarl.
will not be any llstress eat with(By The Aasorlnlrd rim.)
friends from out of the city came the holidays.
children of the best quality obtainable for the money. Every pair
Pittsburg, Kans., Dee. 19. Tho
expressly for the funeral services.
There are undelivered telegrams out fear. It's because I ape's Diaof shoes will be sold with our personal guarantee. Not only as to
Burial was in the family lot in Cal- at the Western Union for Dr. Cary pepsin "really does" regulate weak procession of women, alleged to
Ftomachs that gives it have participated in ths marching
Strong Brothers V. Rogers, W. A. Greene. Ernest
QUALITY, BUT AS TO FIT.
vary cemetery.
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Worley and C. F. Mefflcy.
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MINOR AND MAJOR LEAGUE PILOTS
TALK SHOP AT MAGNATES' MEETING PECAN YIELD
Scores of men rightfuly listed
in baseball's Who's Who are at.
tending the meeting of the major
leagues tin New York, Jack
Miller, one time first baseman of
the Phillies, is now managing the
Pacific Coast
San Francisco
league team. George Gibson, for-mbig league catching star, is
bossing the Pirates now. William
J. Clymer, former biff league
player, is now piloting the
Newark team.
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er

Prediction That Skycrapers
Would Be Laid Low Is
Not

TEXAS

SE

three-fourt-

one-thir-

'
(By The Associated Press.)
New York, Deo. 19 (by the Asso-

ciated Press.) No developments.
This was today's report, both on
Becond explosion against which
Wall Street had been warned, and
the government's Investigation on

the

11)20

CE

(B The Associated Trese.)

Seriously;

blast.

Lower Manhattan
apparently
failed to take seriously letters
mailed to brokers, predicting that
by nightfall skyscrapers within a
live block radius of the stock exchange would bo laid low.
Clerks appeared concerned only
with getting to work on time. J.
p. Morgan, who was supposed to
be the chief object of the plot, arrived, unattended at his office at
his regular hour. The usual noonday crowd at Wall, Broad and
Nassau streets seemed greater, If
anything, for New York Is a city of
the curioua.
True, a few more guards could
be seen,, and the special prerogative
Santa Claus to secrecy was
- of
latod as suspicious looking Christmas packages were searched.
William J. Burns, chief of the
of the
bureau of Investigation
department of Justice, was still
from
cabled
reports
here; awaiting
concerning the arrest ac-of
- Warsaw,
Wolfe Llndenfeld,
alleged
quaintance of Lonine, In connection with the 1 920 explosion. Ho
professed himself mystified at the
of any such reports
and scanned with Interest
ated Press dispatches, volunteering
the comment that the correspondent
was getting "good information"

1921

although

some Individual

growers have been grading their
nuts for some tirhe.
The drop in the market price of
pecans recently was attributed by
Mr. Wallace to the large shipments
made by individual growers. Shipment of all the pecans grown in
Dr. liulril haa ab.oluie proof that lu- Texas through a central exchange,
berciiloula can be healed In all climates
said Mr. Wallace,
would
help b THE INHALANT METHOD. Ueaulta
create a stable market and higher ara
For further particulars
prices for the product.
address THE INHALANT METHOD CO.,
Relative to the Texas pecan crop, Sulta t0 Union Lmuua Bids., Key Jo.
Dr. A. C. Ellis, professor of educa32, Los Angeles, Calif.
tion at the University
of Texas,
said that in his belief thcro were
20,000,000
pecan trees in Texas, For Indigestion ana Constipation.
"which, os soon as they are properThere may be people In this
ly grafted and budded, will make Vicinity who are afflicted with inmore clear money than the cotton digestion and constipation, and if
crop." Dr. Ellis has- Introduced a so, they will be interested In the
method of grafting- by which, he experience of Mm. II. C. Gotty, Insaid, the large "paper-shell- "
pecans diana, Pa. When visiting in Mt.
of tho gulf coast, which are scarce, Jewctt, Pa., Mrs. Getty was adcould be successfully produced in vised to try Chamberlain's Tablets
the pecan belt of central west for Indigestion and ccnstlpatlon,
nation-wid-

Austin, Texas, Pec. 19. Texas'
pecan crop, which is said to furnish
of all the pecans
grown In the world, is estimated at
d
pf normal this year by
0. L, Wallace, assistant to J, II.
Burkett, pecan specialist of the
State (department of agriculture.
Pecans are plentiful in southeast
Texas, particularly around Wharton, this year, Mr. Wallace said, but Texas.
the crop was badly damaged by the
frost in north Texas, especially
around San Saba and Marshall. CHANGES
IN VISIBLE
The damage by Insect pests which
SUPPLY U. S. GRAIN
destroy the young nuts was comparatively light, he said, although
the insects caused considerable
(Ily The Arwclnted PrataJ
damageiln the trees around
New York, Dec, 19. The visible
The newly organized Texas Pecan supply of American grain shows
Growers' exchange, of which Mr. the following changes: Wheat, inBurkett Is secretary, has shipped creased 1911,000 bushels; corn, Inabout four cars of pecans, or about creased 2,308,000 bushels; oats, de120,000 pounds, to market thus far, creased 92,000
bushels; rye, deMr. Wallace said, and is preparing
creased 297,000 bushels; barley, defor a better season next year.
All pecans shipped by the ex- creased 223,000 bushels.
change are graded, according to
Mr. Wallace. The extra large nuts
REDUCTION IN FORCES.
are placed In grade 1, called
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 19. A 75 per
are
cent
reduction in the forces of the
"Jumbos," snd the others
placed in three succeeding grades. repair shops of the Mobile and Ohio
This was the first grading of pecans here will go Into effect on Tueson a large scale, the exchange re day, it was announced here.

Morgan Is Unattended.

the

IN

ported,
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Jack MDler, standing; George Gibson, Bitting at left, and Bill Clymer,
snapped during a conference at the big
pow-wo-

PRIMITIVE METHOD OF
CLEANING STREETS IS
STILL USED IN JUAREZ

Theaters Today
!
Theater Thomas Melgban
Ricks, witn
starring in "Cappy
Agnes Ayres. It is a Paramount
one.
Also prea
good
picture and
"Travsenting Burton reelHolmes'
or two of "Curelogue" and a
rent Events'" pictures.
IatIc Theater The Uoldwyn
Corporation presents Will Rogers as
the leading star n "A Poor Rela-

(Bj The Aaeuelnlrd Preaa.)

Is

1

0

''

El Pa.so, Texas, Dec, 19. Juarez
is dryer than El Paso. This stale
ment is paradoxical, but easily understood If Juarez is visited, es
pecially on a windy day.
Juarez still uses a primitive
LEGION WILL CARRY
,
method of street cleaning. It has
CHRISTMAS CHEER TO
a small army of. street sweepers
by Edward E. Kidder; also and all use brooms nothing more
DISABLED VETERANS tion,"
a Gayety comeuy, "wiia ana wn- - than a bundle of thin sticks cut
from bushes and tied together.
(Bjr The AMoctnted Fresa.)
Fastimo Theater wiiuam rox
The cleaners use these primitive
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 19. Dis- presents Barbara Bedford, a new brooma with a wide, sweeping
abled veterans and their depend- film star, in "Cinderella
of the movement which stirs up lots of
ents in every community in the Hills;" also showing the latest dust before
any trash la gathered.
United States will be cared for Fox News" and "Mutt ana jen After the trash
Is gathered, It is
Christmas day by Amerlcanlegion cartoons.
in
rans
and then transferred
placed
members, according to plans an- to old fashioned, horse drawn carts.
nounced today by national head- AGNES AYKES, NEW STATt,
Occaslonalls', when there is some
men a
auarters of the
JU
THOS.
StPlXJRTS
special event, the few paved streets
Jljii.i.i.
organization.
KICKS"
"CAl'l'V
THE
IN
are
partly sprinkled and then beVisits to the homes of sick and
come muddy.
men and to
wounded
newAnother reason Juarez is dryer
Ayres, Taramount's
their families will be made by the estAgnes
than 7S1 Paso is the absence, of
star, will havo cause to rememleclonnaires and BPecial commit
leada
as
sodded
last
ber
lawns. There are practicher
appearance
tees Will take cure of the men still
in a Paramount pic- ally no trees In Juarez, but many
Entertainments and ing woman
In hospitals.
stardom
8he was elevated to
in El Paso. There are practically
presents will be provided for the ture.Paramount
while working as no lnwns in Juarez, but there la a
by
veterans.
Moig-ha' Incapacitated
woman
Thomas
with
sodded place around the statue of
In connection with the Christmas leading
In "Cappy Ricks," a compilaBenito Juarez.
visits, legion investigators will obbreezy
tain Information in regard to strik tion of Peter B. Kyne's will
be
which
of
tho
Bea,
stories
ing cases of neglect of the disaoiea
and their families, following which shown at tho "B" theater for three NIGHT SCHOOLS HELD
local
today.
of
beginning
the
members
days,
action the
FOR THE BENEFIT OF
The company directed by Tom
posts will take up the claims of Porman
some
tlmo on the
spent
.PRISONERS IN TEXAS
these men with the government
Maine coast off which the wreck
and will assist their families in get' scenes
made.
wore
After
returning
care.
ting proper
(By Tlie Asnclnfi"t PrM.)
Miss Ayres
Information in regard to the lo from the locations
Huntsville, Tex., Dec. 19. Night
ration of disabled men will be as received instructlona to report In school Is held for the benefit of the
certained through
legion post Hollywood to begin her first pic- prisoners In the Texas state peni
meetlnirs. the Red Cross, local meet ture as a star.
In Huntsville, according to
The "Cappy Ricks" company tentiary
leal organisations, county end city
the board of prison commissionofficials, and, If necessary, through worked day and night for a week, ers.
work by legion with only a few hours between
The subjects taught In this
scenes, to complete tho episodes lu school Include
arithmetic, spelling,
"Thin t not a charltv affair," which Mi)s Ayres appears. The
writing and other elementary subeald Hanford MacNider, national part of Florrie Ricks, heroine of jects.
in Rhorthand, freClasses
nmmnnrter of the legion, "It is the Kyne story, supplies Misj
quently have been held, the board
Ayres with one of her best screen said.
the Christmas thought of one
The
man for another who would characterizations.
support
When the means are available
expect his buddies to remember him generally is excellent.
prisoners received hero are, as a
if the nositions were reversed. It
rule, placed at work similar to that
does hot matter Wether the disabled W'CINDERTXL V OI'1 THE
which they have been doing before
lad is a leeion man or not; it is
IS 'J'lTLIO OF
HILLS"
their conviction, said O. F. Wolff,
Christmas greeting between ex
riCTinu:
fink
pastime
secretary of the board. Mechanics
service men."
are given mechanical work, car"Cinderella of the Hills," a Fox penters
work in their line, electriAmone the people of the Bal production
an opportunity to
presenting Barbara cians are
kans it Is believed that to die on Bedford as a new star, Is scnea- - follow theirgiven
trade and two printChristmas day Is of ill omen as re uled to come to the Pastime theater ers are used In the printing shop.
gards one s place in tne aner today, for a run of a few days. The
win
death life. .
picture Is said to be one that Who
AN OIL WELL SHOOTER
baffle the movie "Sherlocks"
can usually guess the Identity of
IS BLOWN TO PIECES
the mysterious stranger or the un
ri Tn
rrcmn.t
j
known murderer In screen Btones.
Oil City. Pa., Deo. 19. Charles'
YOU
in the
TRUST DlavThe n.mysterious person
is fiddler, and not until the Klrkwood, an oil w.ell shooter, was
very last reel is the audience let in blown to pieces, two other persons
There were seriously
on the secret of Identity.
Injured and two
several other puzzling situations houses damaged by an explosion of
CALOMEL AT ALL are
that help complicate the plot ana nitroglycerin today. The explosive
make it a thoroughly enjoyable and was discharged when Klrkwood's
automobile dropped into a deep rut
clever one.
j
Howard M. Mitchell directed tne on a road near here,
screen
Test's
from
Dorothy
It's Quicksilver, Salivates, picture
version of the "Story "The Little
causes Rheumatism and
Fiddler of the Ozarks," by John

For

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

In
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
the world to physic your liver and
bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds, Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach Is
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

completely by morning, and you
will feel
"They work
splendid.
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir ycu up or gripe like Salts, Pills.
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

"

Spell it backwards

J

n

--

r

PT

j

FRSSHML&rPOWD'EReD

No waste. You

'

make no more
than you use

house-to-hou-

Ehfu4

'

at

Had your iron
today?

Abm-it-

CANT

Eat 'more

raisins

j

Breckenridge

Bone Decay

"

,

'

Ellis.

ROGERS IS HERE
The next dose of calomel you WILIj
AT THE LYRIC THKATEl
take may eallvate you. It may
IN "A POOR RELATION"
shock your liver or start bone
It
Calomel is dangerous.
Those who have seen or have
Is mercury, oulcksil.er. It crashes heard of Edward E. Kidder's fam
Into sour
bile like dynamite, ous comedy, "A Poor .Relation,
cramping and sickening you. Cal- will be dellchted to know that this
omel attacks the bones and should successful play has been made Into
never be put Into your system.
a photoplay by Goldwyn, with. Will
If you feel bil'ous, headachy, Rogers
in the role made famous by
and.
all knocked out, the late Sol Russell. The picture
constipated
to
and
a
go
get
your
at the Lyric
druggist
just
will be presented
bottle of Dodaon's :L,iver Tone for theater for three days, starting to- a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
The part or tne poor reiauon,
calomel. Take a spoonful and if It Noah Vale, a town character wno
doesn't
start your liver ' and is both philosopher and Inventor,
straighten you up better and quick- fits the actinn methods and the
er, than nasty calomel and with- temperament of Will Rogers per
out making you sick, you Just go fectly. It is one or tne nest ruiea
back and get your m. uey.
that an actor of Mr. Rogers' type
Don't take calomel!
It can not can hope for. Whoever has seen
be trusted any more than a leop-sr- d Will Rogers' Goldwyn pictures, will
or a wild-ca- t.
Take Dodson's know that his Noah Vale In "A
Liver Tone which straightens you Poor Relation" is certain to be a
right up and makes you feel fine. masterly characterization.
No salts necessary.
Give It to the
In support of the star are such
children because It Is perfectly well known players as Sylvia Brea-me- r,
harmless ar can not salivate.
Molly Malone, Wallace
Mac-Dona-

Sydney Alnaworth, Little
Robert De Vilblss, George Williams
and Jeannette Trebaol. Clarence
Badger directed the picture.

'Beauty Contented1
Touvt always confident
thit your beauty has betn
developed to the highest
of lu possibilities after

EMPHASIZES NEED OF
BETTER ROADS TO THE
PARKS, MORE HOTELS

using Ceunud's Oriental
Cream.
15c for Trial Stu

I. Il.pllm.43i

(By The Associated Preaa.)

Bait Lake City, Utah, Dec. naStephen T. Mather, director of
tional parks, in address before park
officio i railroad Dassenger agents
and others here today, emphasized
the need of more Hotels ana oeuer
roads to the parks.
He said that he would prophesy
that within a short time Kaibsb

national forests

CATARRH
...f-thBLADDER
j11

v"7

i

v Sit

HeetstfH

Bmrnnnfmtmttrtlf

In

Utah and

Ari-

zona would become famous as a resort.
Governor Charles R. Mabey welcomed the delegates to the meet7
was called by Mr.
tng, which
Mather with a view to discussingof
plans for the accommodation
visitors at the national ' parks next
:
year.- -;
,

In some lands It Is a belief that
are born at sermon time on
Christmas
morning you can see
spirits. '
If you

LEGAL NOTICE
BKKOKKTHK HOAKI) OF COI N
TY COMMIK8IOXKK8 OF THE
COT'NTY
OF BFHNAIJIXO,
STATI'j OF HKW MEXICO.
In the Matter of the Petition of Inhabitants and Residents of East
Albuquerque.
ORDER.
This matter coming on to be
heard upon the petition of more
residents of East
than twenty-fl- v
Albuquorque eituated within the
county of Bernalillo and state of
New Mexico, and It appearing to
the Hoard that the facts, matters
and things stated In said petition
are true, and that East Albuquerque is a platted townsite of an untown and addition
incorporated
thereof having a population of not
less than three hundred people situated Immediately east and adjoining the east boundary lino of the
city of Albuquerque and taking In
and embracing all tho lands and
territory Included within the limits
of an extension of the north and
south boundary lines of said city of
Albuquerque east for a distance of
about one and seven-tentmiles
more or less and containing an area
of about HOO acres and the limits
thereof are plainly marked by posts
at the corners of said platted and
East Albuquerque,
unincorporated
as shown by the plat thereof atas part
tached to said petition
thereof, and described ns follows:
R.
E. Cor. of
Beginning at the
Sec. 22 T. 10 N. R. S E. N. M. P. JI.
thence west along the south line of
See's 22 and 21 to tho east line of
the Albuquerquo Grant; thence
north along the east line of said
grant to tho south line of Coal avenue; thence west along the south
line of Coal avenue to the east line
of Mulberry street; thence north
along the east line of Mulberry
street to the north line of East
thence east
avenue;
Marquette
along the north line of East Marquette avenue to the east line of
the- - Albuquerque
Grant; thence
north along said grant line to the
Sec.
north line of
21; thence east
along the north Una of See's 21 and
22 to the N. E. Cor. of Sec. 22;
thence south along the east line of
Sec. 22 to the place of beginning.
And it further nppoaring to the
Board that the said East Albuquer
que contains streets and alleys, and
tho business and residential district
thereof, and business and residen
tial houses occupied and used by
the Inhabitants and residents there
of, and the plant, buildings and
campus of the University of the
State of New Mexico, and tne reservoir of the wnter works of the
city of Albuquerque and the Country club house and golf links and
divers other houses, buildings, im
provements and property which
are subject to great and irreparable
running at
damage by animals
large; and it further appearing to

the running at large of such animals within the limits of said Enst
Albuquerque; nnd the Board being
nniy auvisea in the premises, doth
grant said petition.
Wherefore, It Is ordered by the
Board of County Commissioners of
tne county of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, that there shall he
and Is hereby prohibited tho run
ning at largo of any cattle horses,
swine, sliocp, goats, burros and
other domestic animals within the
limits of East Albuquerque, the un
incorporated town above described
and as shown by the plat thereof
accompanying the said petition of
tho residents and inhabitants of the
said East Albuquerque
and filed
heroin.
And It Is further ordered that
this order he published once each
week for four consecutive weeks in
the Albuquerque Morning Journal
and Albuquerque Herald, newspapers published In the city of Albu
querque, In the said County of Bernalillo, State of New Mexico, and
that printed hand bills containing
such order be posted by the clerk
of this Board in at least three
places In snld East Albuquerque.
Done at a Special session of said
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of Bernalillo. State of
New Mexico, this 4th day of October 1621.
A. G. SIMMS,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:
FRED CROI.T,OTT. Clerk.
State of New Mexico, State Corpo
ration commission Of New Mexico. Certificate of Comparison.
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
annexed is a run, true and complete transcript of the Certificate
of Incorporation of North
End
Water Company (No. 11232) with
the endorsements thereon, as same
appears on file and of record In the
office of the State Corporation
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Commission of th"
Corporation
State of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the senl of said
Commission, to be affixed at tho
City of Santa Fe on this 1st day of
December, A. D, 1921.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS.
(Seal)
Attest:
Chairman.
A. I MORRISON, Clerk.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
NORTH END WATER COMPANY.
We. W. C. Thaxton, Florence L.
Thaxton, W. p. Carr. Scott Anderson and John F. 8imms. all being.
citizens of the United States and of
the state of New Mexico, and resi
dents of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
oo nereny certify that we have this
day associated ourselves together
for the purpose of forming a cor
under tho laws of the
poration
state of New Mexico, and in pursuance thereof we do further certify:
j. The name of this coroor .tlon
shall be "North End Water

ning point ot said water system'
shall be nt some point either In tha
Albright-Moor- e
addition to the city
of Alhiiqurrqtie, or upon the Ander.
son addition No. 2 to s.ild city, and
the terminus of the main line of
pipe shall bo at such point either
within or without the corporate
limits of the city of Albuquerque as
the needs and demands of consumers shall make necessary; th
general course of such pipe line,
mains and laterals shall he such as
shall be necessary to best reach
anrl serve consumers in said countv,
and whereever convenient shall be

........

1

share; J100.00.

Scott Anderson, Albuquerque, JT.
1 share, $100.00.
John F. Simniff, Albuquerque, N.
1

M.,
M..

share;

.'

.

GEO.

C.

SHEER

,.--

FURNITURE

$100.00.

Total 30 shares; $3,000.00.
6.
The period limited for the
duration of this corporation shall
be fifty (50) years.
7.
The affairs of this corporation shall be managed by a board
of directors of three, to he named
by the stockholders at any annual
meeting, provided that W. C. Thaxton, Scott Anderson and John F.
SImms shall be and hereby are
named ns the directors of this corporation who shall manage the
business of said corporation for the
first year.
8.
The board of directors shall
have power to mnke, alter and
amend
for tho government
of this corporation.
In Witness Whereof, the lneor
porators have hereunto tft their
hands and senls on this the 28tlx
day of November, 1921,
W. CT TUAXTON.
(L.S.),
FLORENCE L. THAXTON. (L. S.)'
D.
W.
CARR.
(U S.)1SCOTT ANDERSON.
(US.)'
JOHN F. SIMMS.
(L. S.)
State of New Mexico, County ot
Bernalillo, rf.
On this 2916 day of November,
1921, before me personally appear-.ed W. C, Thaxton. Florence
L.
Thaxton, W. D. Carr, Scott Ander
son and John F. SImms, to me
known to be the persons described,
in and who executed the foregolhaf
Instrument, nnd acknowledged that
they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal on thl
by-la-

-

,,...,14.,

n.rnnj
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DO YOUR "shopping" at Home your buying at the stores.
t
;i.
BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my

Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
Blocks
Dolls
Kiddie Kars

Battles
Eings
Wagons

;:.v-r-

,

:v,

,

AND Baby Betsy it's her first real Christmas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on
Christmas morn
-

...

AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.
GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.

I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of .The Morning Journal. We can "shop" there and save
hours and dollars.

S. 'Second

I. O. O. F BuUding

Bookcases
Cook Books

Pianos
Phonographs '
Silverware
Tea Wagons
,Vacuum

Cleaners

Gifts for Her
Flowers

Furs
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Lingerie

Jewel Cases

YOUR CHRISTMAS

VfllL

M

"

Necklaces

Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Canes
'
Hair Brushes
Razors
Safety
.
Tobacco Jars

CO.
Phone 431.

,

Gifts for the Home

SHOP THE JOURNAL WAY
,314-31- 6

It--

j2i,

QUALITY-SERVICE-PR-ICE

;

I.

The location of the nrlnclnal
offieo of said corporation in the Notary Public, Bernalillo County, '
state of New Mexico shall be in Al
New Mexico.
buquerquo, New Mexico, and the
My commission wplres April 15,
name of the agent In charge thereof and upon whom process aaalnnt
tnis corporation may be served, is.
ENDORSED.
No. 11232.
Cor. Reo'd. Vol. 7.
S. The purposes and objects for Page 116.
Certificate i Incorpowhich said corporation is forme 1 ration of North End Water Com
are to construct reservoirs, pump- pany. Piled in office Of State Coring plants, pipe lines, 'ditches, poration Commifision of New Mexmains, wells and other sources of ico December 1 1921, 11a. m.
water supply, to enlarge and repair
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
the same, to operate a system of Compared: ICK to JJO.
'
water supply for the purpose of
INDEXED.
furnishing water for Irrigation, State of New Mexico. County c8
Bernalillo, ss.
manufacturing, domestic and other
This instrument was filed fof
public u.es to the Inhabitants of
Bernalillo county. New Mexico, and record on the 7th day ot December,
to any municipality or the inhabiat :jb o ciock a. m. Ke
tants thereof. In said county, and corded In Vol.
"E" Mise. of Rec
In general to do all and every such ords of said county.
Folio 153.
act or thing in pursuance of the (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT, '
of
said
Clerk and Recorder. ,'
general purpose
corporation,!
as may not be Inconsistent with the By S. CROLLOTT. Deputy Clerk.
laws of the United States or thei Compared: Estelle Garcia to Cor
,
state of New Mexico. The begin dylla Whltlock.

i

v

ana

Bm'tfts

que, N. M.. 1 share; $100.00.
W. D. Carr, Albuquerque, N. M..

AND Dad, too poor Da'd, who usually gets
a smile and "Merry Christmas' for him,
a regular gift this year
,

Of all the Gifts you might choose, brings to every member of
the family a greater, measure of pleasure and service than any
..other.
J
t
;;: v.,
When selected from our ample stock", it combines in the most
attractive form both beauty and utility.
Christmas, is the ideal time to add a few pieces of furniture to
the home. A spinet desk, table, telephone stand, lamp, rocker,
fire side chair and many other items too numerous to mention
are appropriate gifts' that may be found in our store.
Make your selections early and we will put them in our
Christmas' bin and deliver your purchase on Christmas Eve."

v,

Let Ihe Journal Be Your
Christmas Guide

mas ever

-

,,lpuvv(i

5. The names and
postoffice addresses of the incorporators and the
number of slinrrs subscribed for by
each, are as follows:
W. C. Thaxton, Albuquerque, N.
M., 28 shares; S3. COO. 00,
Florence I,. Thaxton, Albuquer-

.

FURNITURE-

.

iru.-ui-

alloys, and the length of said system shall be such ns shall be neoea-sar- y
to reach and serve consumers
In said county.
4. The amount, of the total authorised capitnl stock of this corporation shall be Fifty Thousand
Dollars (SSn.OOO.OO), which shall
be divided Into five hundred srnres
(500) of the par value of One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per share,
and all of snld stork shnll be common stock; the amount of the capital stock with which said corporation shqll commence business shall
be Three Thousand Dollars

2.

V
'shopping at home?,'"
THERE'S Mother 'dear, old Mother, her
hair shows silver-gra- y
where once 'twas
for
be
it
her
must
the best Christgolden

;

The belief In a Christmas demon
la, widely spread over continental
Europe..

and says: "This medicine not only
cured me, but toned up my whole
system, so that my health has been
better than for years, since taking
It."

the Board that It Is the desire of
the Inhabitants and residents of
said East Albuquerque that an order may be made and entered of
record by thie Board prohibiting

COMPLETE

'
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matter at the poitofflee
st Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of
D.

March 17,

others. The charge Is made that 17 of these accl NOW
dents were the fault of pilots. The facts would In
dlcate that there should be a uniform system of
licensing requiring a rigid examination of thos-who would pilot aircraft. Particularly la this necessary where passengers are to be carried. Government Inspection of machines would be an added
Aviation will not make the
element of safety.
progress which Is desirable until It Is safeguarded
In every way possible.
The president's recommendation to congress Is
in the way of progress.

187.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 15c;
yearly. In advance, $9.00.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The
American
Newapaper Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
the use. for
of all news credited to
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
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"WHEN

DO WE

20, 1921

PAVE?"

The one dominant suestlon of the A. E. F. was
"When do we eat?" That was not the chief business of the expeditionary forces, of course, but It
was an Important part of the day's routine. It was
basic. Upon it depended the stability of our troops.
Frequently in Albuquerque the question Is raised.
"When do we pave?" To be sure we are doing a
little each year; quite a little In eome years. Yet
is unpaved and
(he great bulk of our
the majority of citizens feel that we are progressing rapidly enough In that direction.
Of fifty cities about the size of Albuquerque but
located in the middle and central west, 49 have a
higher percentage of paved streets than does Albuquerque. These cities were selected at random without previous knowledge of the amount of street Improvement there.
The average number of blocks of streets in the
all of 20,000 population or
fifty cities selected
slightly more is 1,002. Adding the districts in thu
highlands which are thickly populated and the settled territory of University heights, Albuquerque has
about 864 blocks of streets. The city proper has
over 800 blocks.
In the fifty cities the percentage of streets paved
Is 40.4. In Albuquerque, using 8 64 as a total, th'j
percentage Is 13. S. Should the exact number of
blocks actually within the city limits be taken, tho
percentage would be Increased only slightly. It
would still be less than half that of the cities selected, barely more than a third of the average.
People who are coming here to make Albuquerque their home are from Green Bay, Wis., Pine
Bluff, Ark., r.elleville, 111., Elkhart, Ind., and
la. These are towns used In computing th
40.4 average percentage of pavement. These folks
expect to find things here much as they left them
at home. They will find stores a little better, perhaps, than at home,. The schools, tho churches, the
homes will not differ greatly from those of Elkhart
or Green Bay. But the streets will.
Increased paving would lower delivery costs for
the merchants. It would raise property values. It
would permit more sidewalks and encourage the
beautlfication of homes.
The extension of paving in and around Albuquerque deserves careful consideration through the
early spring months If an adequate program Is to be
launched next summer.
street-surfac- e

THE IXWLY PEANUT.

OUR PRESTIGE

HIGH.

The Paris Temps says: "Never since the sum1918, when American soldiers landed in
France, has the prestige of the United States been
so great."
This will be sour reading to those who
told us that If the senate did not swallow the Paris
covenant, hook, line and sinker, America could
never hope to stand high with the world again.
Unquestionably, our stand in defense of our own
rights and against foreign Interference with our
President
foreign policies did hurt for a time.
Wilson had promised so much, and accomplished
so little, that Europe saw only the failure, and
could not understand that the heart of America
beat as unselfishly as ever;' that we of the United
States saw In the League of Nations not an Instrument for peace, but a constant peril to our friendly
relations abroad and an everlasting source of military activity In the settlement of petty disputes in
which we had small interest.
But the arms conference, under the masterful
leadership of Secretary Hughes, has set America
right before the world. Our purposes are no longer
doubted; our policies) no longer open to suspicion.
The very rapidity with which the great alms of the
gathering have been accomplished has done much
to restore our good name.
Nobody anywhere can question that, as President Harding called the conference, American
has been responsible for every big step forward along the lines of international peace, and
It will be America that will get the credit when
all Is done.

mer of
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PROMOTING

LET'S SEE WHAT ARE WE GOING TO GIVE EVERYBODY

FOR CHRISTMAS?

--

71
i

Btargaiers

Wp ?P'KU y 'A

have not always been taken seriously

but they have their mission if only to keep common folks from getting the big head. Most of
our Ideas of bigness are relative. The country boy
marvels at the bigness of the county seat. Few beas not to be impressed by the
come so travel-wis- e
magnitude of the earth.
But a world association of astronomers la engaged In a work which in the Imagination capable
of grasping, It, reduces our earth to a speck of dust.
On Mt. Wltson, using the huge Hooker telescope,
and simultaneously in the observatory at Arequipa,
Peru, the work of photographing the entire area of
the starry heavens goes forward. The result is a
revelation even to the astronomers.
Years of arduous toll will be required to com:
accomplete the task, but already enough has been
plished to give the basis of stupendous estimates.
count
Already the experts are predicting that the
And
of suns will total more than 8,000,000,000.
most of the three billions suns are bigger than our

1

I;

C. M. St St.

Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Co
Tobacco Products
Union Paclfio
United States Steel
Utah Copper
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Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Garls

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
CHRISTMAS BELL.
I

V.

S

g

no bell that would ring. There
was a bell on the telephone, but
Dr. Possum said he needed that.
"I'll have to try somewhere
else," said Uncle Wigglly. Ho did.
but it was the same story everywhere. Not a bell was to be had.
"I don't want to get a second
horn," sighed the bunny. "I want
a bell, Where shall I get one? I'll
tuko a walk through the woods
and perhaps I may have an adventure and find a bell."
Off through the forest hopped
the bunny gentleman. He stopped
every now and then to listen,
hoping he might hear a bell ring-in- s,
but there was none. Then,
all at once, out from the bushes
jumped tjie Woozio Wolf.
"Oh, ho!" howled the Wolf.
"You can't fool me as you fooled
tho Fox. You haven't any Christmas horn to make me blow, all
stuffed with snow, so I get dizzy
and fall down! Oh, ho! Oh. ho!"
"What do you want?" timidly
asked Uncle Wigglly.
"I want you!" snickered the
Wolf. "I'm going to carry you oft
to my den and what happens next
I'll tell you when you get there!"

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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"REG'LAR FELLERS"
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73
63
22
79
18

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City. Dec. 19. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
12,000; beef steers, fat
she stock, stockers and feeders,
to
steady
weak; earlv top steers,
$4.90; bulk cows, $3.604.25; odd
yearling heifers, $9.50; canners
steady to strong; bulk, $2.002.26;
other classes steady; many bulls
$3.00 0 3.60; better grades vealers
generally $7.007.50; early sales

81

47
63 4
126
84
63

5.00

stockers,

5.75; feeders, $6.35

6.0O.

4s.

4s,

4s,

N.
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'Of course I vriIl,64idHaMooCw
Well, Uncle Wigglly knew what
would happen. He would be nibbled! That was it. Nibbled! Oh,
dear!
"It I could only scars the Wolf
In some way!" thought the bunny
rabbit gentleman. "If I only had
a horn or a bell or a "
All of a sudden, through the
woods sounded:
"Clang! Clang! Clanglty - clang-clanDing! Dong!"
"What what's that?" whispered the Wolf, shrinking back as he
was about to grasp the bunny
by one ear "What's that?"
"It sounded like a like a bell,"
softly answered the bunny, wondering who could be ringing a bell
in the woods.
"Clang! Clangt Clanglty - clan
rang the sound again.
"It Is a bell!" howled the Wolf.
"Oh, it's a firs engine bell, and
g!
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recommendation embodied In a special message to congress by President Harding with reference to the establishment of a bureau of aeronautics
in the department of commerce, deserves more than
passing notice.
Already aviation has reached a
development which gives it significance in commerce and Its possibilities are sufficently demonstrated to warrant government encouragement
and aid.
The president's request for the establishment of
a system of national continental air routes undei
government control should have most serious consideration by congress.
Consistent with the administration's program of peace-tim- e
development is
this purpose to promote the use of the airplane In
carrying the mails; speeding the nation's commerce
and supplementing transportation.
Supervision by the federal government shoull
make for safety also, and experience has proved
that some general regulations with authority behind them are needed. There have been 40 serious
accidents to aircraft during the past year, resulting in trie death of 14 persons and injury to 52

Kansas City, Dec. 19. Butter, lo
lower; creamery, 43c; packing. 19c.
Eggs, lc higher; firsts, 43c; seconds, 33c.
Poultry, unchanged; hens, 14c
21c; springs,
18c21c; turkeys,

lc

Uncle Wigglly looked at the
DOESN'T CARE WHAT HAPPENS NOW.
on which stood the ChristThe former kaiser, rumor says, will soon marry mantel
mas horn. It was tho horn he had
an army widow. Houston Post.a
g.
bought to Mow on Christmas
&
morning, very early, to awaken the
1'TXXY AVE NEVER THOUGHT OF THAT.
animal
boys and girls, to let them
The only satisfactory way to fix the rules of
know Santa Claus had been at
warfare is to eliminate war. Boston Transcript.
their houses.
"But I wonder If It will make
STILT. RILL IS A GOOD ORATOR.
said the bunny to
Secretary Hughes la accomplishing a lot of thinas noise enough?"
as he twinkled his pink
Inhimself,
Bryan wanted to do but did not know how.
nose and looked along one side of
dianapolis Star.
It at the horn. "Some, of the boys
4
4
J
and
girls live far away. I wonder
WHICH IS SOMETHING 11 SE.
if
they will hear the horn?"
Some politicians implicitly obey the rule that
"The horn didn't make anv
It's best to say nothing, but they can't go so far noise
when the Fox tried to blow
as to keep their mouths shut. Washington Post.
it," spoke Nurse Jane with n
laugh, for Uncle WlgRily had told
her how the Fox had tried to
catch him the day before.
I had dropped
"Good reason
BRITISH EXCHANGE AND THE WAR DEBT
the horn in the snow and tho end
was ntopped up," chuckled Mr.
"But I am Just wonLongears.
(From the Chicago Tribune
As the probability of war shrinks with the grow- dering If this horn, even when I
It
blow
conwithout
any snow in, will
ing assurance of success of the Washington
be loud enough? I think I'll get
ference, talk is developing thero of a new conference on stabilization o' International finances. Sim- two horns. Two horns will make
ilar talk echoes from London, where German agent more noise than one, will they not,
have been discussing the urgent need of a mora- Nurse Jane?" he asked.
"Yes, I suppose so. Just as two
torium, and where Briand wi'.l soon meet Lloyd
a gate make viore noise
George on the same subject. Similar talk is brought pigs under
home to us by F. H. Rawson. president of the than one pig," answered the musk-r"But whv
of
economic
lady housekeeper.
Union Trust company, after a study
conditions In Europe. And Secretary of the Treas- have two horns? Why not try a
Instead of a second horn?"
ury Mellon halts the foreign loan refunding bill bellUncle
Wigglly thought for a mobecause It requires
payments of interment,
news.
in
one day's
est on debts to America. All this
blinking his eyes and twinkThe tendency is to develop popular realization ling his pink nose very fast,
"I'll do it," he said. "I'll go to
In the United States of the serious effect which
unstable International finance has upon our do- the store and get a Christmas bell.
with the horn, will make
That,
mestic prosperity. Such realization Is desired abroad
to pave the way for a more definite move to bring noise enough on Christmas morning so all the animal boys and
about cancellation of the war debts.
will awaken."
Many respected economists Insist cancellation girls
No sooner said than done at
must take place, at least in part, sooner or later.
Some assert with truth that Russia, Germany, and least starting. Uncle Wigglly hopoved the fields and through
perhaps France and Italy, can never bring their ped
inflated paper currency up to par. Some assert the woods on his way to the Monstore to buy a ChristDoodle's
that we already are morally canceling the debts key
bell.
by refusing, through high tariff, to allow Europe mas
"Hum!" said the Monkey Doodle
to pay us in the only manner possible with goods.
"I am sorry, Uncle
There is ground for suspecting an effort to stam- gentleman.
Wigglly, but while I have many
pede us. We should be cautious.
some made of
Christmas bells
One thing we know. British exchange on
11 Jumped 10 cents to J4.24H, a rise of red paper with green trimmings
no
have
I
Christmas bells that will
rnose than $1 since February, 1920. That may be
due in part to speculation and In part to Improved ring
"What am I to do?" asked the
prospects of peace, but probably It Is due chiefly
to the sound business policies and improved com- bunny.
"Try the drug store of Dr. Posmercial outlook of Great Britain. The one day's
rise of 10 cents on the pound sterling Is sufficient sum," said the Monkey Doodle.
to pay the annual Interest on Britain's debt to "If you can't get something anyAmerica. The rise of $1 in less than two years Is where else, try a drug store."
"I will." said Uncle Wigglly. and
enough to pay the entire debt. It seems reason
able to suggest, therefore, that Britain, at least, he did, but there was no bell to
be had in the drug store at least
pay her interest and retire her debt

A
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS

AVIATION.

-- 1

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Hogs Receipts. 8,000; good hogs
mostly steady; others closing dull,
easier; few lights and light lights
to shippers, $6.80; bulk of sales,
$6.45
6.70;
packers top, $6.70;
packing sows sltfW; good grades
$3.25; pigs strong to 25o higher;
best, $7.26.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Sheep Receipts, 18,000; sheep
steady; most fat native ewes, $3.00
Chicago Dee. 19. Wheat took an
3.75; lambs steady to 25o lower
upward swing today largely as a fed westerns. $9.90,
result of Indications of export business at Winnipeg.
The market
Denver Livestock.
here closed firm,
to 2'io net
Denver, Dec. 19. Cattle Reto $1.14
higher, with May $1.14
ceipts, 4,000; steady, 16e lower;
and July $1.04 to $1.04.
Corn beef steers, 5.00(3)7.00; cows and
c.
c
to
and oats V4.C to heifers. 4.00(3)6.60; calves, $6.60
I'm so nervous about fire engines! gained
Provisions varied from 6.95; bulls, $2.00a3.30; stockers
ct3c.decline
Oh, I must hurry away! Oh, Mr 5 cents
17 cents : dvance. and feeders,
to
6.25.
$4.50
Longears, you wait here
At first wheat showed lack of
come back, after tho fire until I
Receipts, 1,600; lOo high- engine support, with many traders cor- er;Hogs
$6.50; bulk, $6.006.9O.
top,
goes away, and I'll coma and
get rectly anticipating an increase of
Receipts 7,100; 25c low- you and take you off to my den
the United States visible supply. er;Sheep
lambs, $8.759.25; ewes, $3.00
and nibble you! Wait for me!"
Gradually,
however,
attention
feeder
4.25;
lambs, $$.00 8.50.
"Clang! Clang!" rang the bell. veered to the ascent of values
at
Off ran the Wolf, howling:
diswas
and
a
there
"Walt! Wait for me, Uncle Wig- Winnipeg,
play of enlarged buying power here PARISIAN CLEANING
glly! Wait till I coma back!"
on
based
the
that
gossip
Winnipeg
"Indeed. I will not!" laughed the advance
ESTABLISHMENT AT
reflected European debunny, happy now that tho.Woff mand. Forecasts
of a cold wave
LAS VEGAS ROBBED
had run away. "But who
ran? which might catch much of the dothat bell?"
mestic
snow
winter
without
crop
"I did," answered Mrs. Moo Cow'
Carrmpnndenre to The Joarnal.)
protection tended also to stimu- (Special
Las
and out of the bushes sho stepped late
N. M.,
Deo. 19.
some buying.
Furthermore, Thieves Vegas,
with a big brass bell about her
broke Into the Parisian
were
current
that
rains
reports
nec- :cienning establishment on Saturday
The bell clanged as she were
interfering with Argentina's jnlRht and got nway with about
two
walked.
harvest.
Under
such
circumstances
hun,ired and flfty dollarg worth of
"Oh, your bell saved me." cried the market finished at
over
practically
Uncle Wigglly. -- i never
collared
clothes,
fur
including
thought tne day s top.
coats and other expensive articles
of you having a bell. Will
you
Corn and oats rose with wheat, of
apparel. Sunday mornring it for Christmas morning'"
in the session the ing,wearing
although
early
while 4 worshipper was at1
wil1'" said Mrs. bulls had been at a disadvantage
'fr.'course
Moo Cow, and she did.
I'll owing to big receipts. On the other tending church someone stole ,a
tell you about that later But
In the hand, rural offerings of corn were spare tire from his car.
week.
Anyhow, the
was reported as small despite expected
saved from the Wolf, bunny
In the center of his Christmas
and If the colder weather promising to hardsilver butter dish doesn't hide
Russian peasant places a
table
1:1 en
muddy roads. Provisions were bundlethe
the china closet so the
of straw or hay. symbolic of
d
acIrregular,
fluctuating
chiefly
d
on cording to changes In the hog mar- the manger, and, before the meal,
?fgT.c,?n!tp,a5r
each guest draws from the bundle
ncxt ahout Unc'e ket.
.
w.iJn and
a blade of straw, the one who
the Christmas holly
Close:
draws the longest being destined to
1
wncat
May,
July, live the longest.
,
$104.
Corn May, 63 Uc; July, 54 o.
Weak Lungs.
Oats May, 38c: July. S9c
Those who have weak lungs can
Pork Jan., $14.65.
not
too
be
careful about taking
Lard Jan.. JS8.72; May $9.15.
Ribs Jan., $7.80; May, $8.05. cold, as unless promptly treated,
may follow. As a
pneumonia
(By The Anoelafed Preu.)
NEW YORK COTTON.
prompt cure for bad colds no one
New York, Dec. 19.
could
wish
a better medicine
Although
for
week-en- d
developments were main- New. York, Dec. 19. Cotton fu- than Chamberlain's Cough Remfavorable, today's stock market tures closed barely steady: Janu- edy. The success that has attendmoved irregularly In almost
not
all ary,. $18.40; March. 118.25; May, ed the use of this preparation,
branches.
Halls and a few afflli- - 117.82;
$17.80;
October, only throughout the United States,
July,
but in many foreign countries,
iues were the on y promt $18.60.
nent exceptions.
shows that it is a remedy that can
Selling pressure was more or less
be relied upon. It is pleanant and
NEW YORK METALS.
safe to take and only costs 35 cents;
sciicrai m nign grade oils, also cop.
New York, Dec. 19. Copper large size 60 cents.
pers, sugars, rubbers and unclassi
ilea specialties. Heaviness of Mex- steady; electrolytic spot and nearicans was ascribed to reports from by,
later, 14c. .
standard oil sources which re- Tin easy; spot and nearby,
iciTBu m pessimistic tones to oil $33.00; futures, $33.00.
conditions In Mexico.
Iron steady: No. 1 northern.
Coalers were the chief features of ?1V.5U&Z0.50;
No, 2 northern,
the railway division.
MONEY TO LOAN
$19.0020.00; No. 2 southern
Lackawanna and Western making $17.5018.50.
MuiiiiV 'lO LOAN On "w'atchfn,"
lunuer response to prospects
Lead, steady; spot, $4.70 4.80.
sum and everything valuaole.
of an extra dlviden
ZIno quiet; Fast St. Louis de Mr.' B. Msrciii, S13 S..uth
distriFlnt.
bution. Some aranirera and rnttnn livery, spot, $4.90 4.95.
MONET TO LOAN on diamond!, watches
carriers, notably Atchison, Atlantic
Antimony spot, $4.60.
liberal
and sold Jewelry:
reliable, conCoast Line and New Orleans. Texas
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st
Foreign bar silver, 66 c
ana Mexico, were firm to strong.
Mexican dollars. 46 He.
CONFIDENTIAL loona on Jewelry, diaSporadic gains and losses marked
monds wntchei. Liberty bonds, plan is,
the uncertain course of food, chemautomobiles. Lowest rates. Knthman's
NEW YORK MONEY.
T South First.
Bonded to the state.
ical, fertilizer, tobacco and chain
store issues. Final prices were not New York, Dec. 19. Call money FOR
RENTOffice Rooms
much altered by the sudden rise of strong; high,, 6; low, 6; ruling rate,
can money from 5 to per cent. 6; closing
meani
otflcu,
last loan. 6. tuH Kltl.NT A (tractive
bids, 6
furnished.
and wnter
heat, light
Sales 785,000 shares.
Time loans firm: 60 days. 90
Wright bu Idlng, tipposlte postuffles.
Constructive Incidents included a days and 6 months, 6
FOK" RENT Three very desirable office
reduction of the federeal reserve
prims mercantile paper, 5
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
bank at Atlanta, a brisk recovery in
sepurately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner,
international currencies and more
S1SH West Central, phone 23.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
foreign
financing for round
amounts by American Bankers. .
WANTED Salesmen
New York, Dec. 19. Foreign ex- WANTKD Salesman, a practical houseSterling exchange rose 2V4c from
last week's final price and French, change strong. Great Britain de
hold article, liheral cnmmlBilona paid,
Belgian and Dutch rates were mand, .4.20U;
cables,
4.20. 118 Harvard avenue. Geo. D. Albright.

4s,

.

LOOKS LIKE A ZERO MARK.
Germany wasn't invaded, but the war left Us
mark on her. Columbia Record.

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Potatoes.
Chicago, Dec. 19.
steady; receipts, 57 cars: total U.
S. shipments.
419 cars: northern
white, sacked, $1.65(5)1.75 cwt.; ditto bulk, $1.651.80 cwt.: Idaho
russets, sacked. $2.0002.10 cwt.
il

8s

Here is the place for laughter, and here Is tho
place for song.
And here is the place to set cur hearts to the task
of helping along.
Here is the harbor and haven of all things beauty
would seem,
And here is the place of the vision that blooms
from the bud of dream.

place of beginning of toil for the desend,
a crown in heaven till we've earned It
my friend.
Baltimore Sun.

.92

New York,! ' Dee. 19. Liberty
bonds closed:
$93.70; first 4s,
$98.70 bid; second 4s. $94.64; first
$96.80; second
$96.50;
third
$97.70; fourth
8
$96.62; Victory
s, $100.04; Vic$100.02.
tory

road we go.

Here is the
tined
And never
here,

Belgium demand, 7.73 ; cables, 7.74.. Germany demand .54;
cables, .54', Holland demand,
36.60; cables. 30. 66. Norway de15.80.
Sweden demund,
mand,
24.90.
Denmark demand, 20.90,
Switzerland demand, 19. CO. Spain
14.4a.
demand,
Greece demand,
4.22.
Argentina demand, 33.50.
Brazil demand, 12.90.
Montreal,

19
27
26
66 H

LIBERTY BONDS.

the place to be happy and here Is the place
Here
to show
The secret to friends and comrades as over thu
Is

Here Is the place to be honest and true and sure,
For the taks nnd trust that are duty's 'must,'
and that forever endure.

Franca dpmand, 8.0!): cables,
Italy demnnd, 4.5H; cables,

Chicago livestock..
Chicago, Dec. 19. Cattle Receipts, 23,000; few sales beef steers;
she stock and bulls 23c higher;
quality plain; bidding lower on veal
6
calves; stockers and feeders steady.
10
Hogs Receipts, 48,000;
75
like Saturday's best time;opened
later
41
steady wltn Saturday's average;
64 '4 bulk, 190 to 240 pound average,
25
$6.70(96.90; 160 to 180 pound aver110
age, $7.007.10; light lights and
114
pigs up to $7.25; pigs mostly 10o
27
to 15c lower.
17
21,000;
Sheep Receipts,
all '
classes opened about steady; fat
,, 89
74
lambs to packers early. $9.75
79
10.25; good fed shorn lambs, $9.25;
84
light fat ewes, $5.00; good come
.. . 15U back
feeder lambs early, $9.75.

P

soutnern racino

20, 1921.

8.10.
4.55.

fi--

Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel ft Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
jvennecoti copper
Louisville
Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Paciflo
Montana Power
New York Central ,
Northern Paclfio
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.
Reading
Rep. Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining,

luminary.
To the follow who gets an exaggerated notion
of his own importance a few suggestions of universal bigness may be salutary. Let him think of
our great world, 26,000 miles in circumference.
Then tell him that big as our world is, 830,000 of
them would be required to make a mass of the size
of our sun. And then lead him on to Imagine
other suns, each, perhaps, encircled
own
system of planets, and every sun of them
by Its
him how much
bigger than our sun, and then ask
he stacks up In such a layout. Nothing could be
better devised for the reduction of a,magnlfled ego.

here;

Scandinavian
remit
stronger.
tances were features,
however.
1
Danish bills rising
3.10o on announcement of a 830,000,000 loan
to that government.
The Increasing Importance of the
united States as a center of world
finance was further Illustrated by
tne saie in tnis marKet of 825,000
000 Canadian Pacific railway de- nenture stocks. All previous
i
nancing by that company had been
in
London.
Bonds
followed
placed
the uneven course of stocks,
erty SUi showing marked depres
sion, while Victory
duplicated
their recent maximum. International Issues, including various municipals, strengthened on the news
of the Danish loan. Total sales, par
value, aggregated $18,775,000.
Close:
8 3 14
American Can
American Smelting & Ref g. . 44 V4
American Sumatra Tobacco. . Z
116
American T. & T
American Zinc
13
Anaconda Copper
484
Atchison
93
Baltimore & Ohio
85
Bethlehem Steel "B"
57
20
Butte and Superior
49 4
California Petroleum
121
Canadian Paclfio
80
Central Leather
5 6
Chesapeake ft Ohio

4s

LOTS OP SCNS.

s

There has been issued a report on the peanut
industry in the United States in which the statement Is made that the value of the annual goober
crop Is now 8100,000,000 and Is Increasing. In addition to the peanuts produced at home the Aemrl-ca- n
people are consuming large quantities imported
from Spain, Africa, China and Japnn.
In some respects the story of the peanut resembles that of the tomato. Neither was highly regarded In this country a century ago, but today both
find a great variety of uses. Peanut oil and peanu
butter are being utilized In many forms; peanut
hay is being fed to cattle and hogs, and so also is
the meal that remains after the oil is extracted from
the "nut," which , by the way, Is not a true nut, as
botanists use the term, but a pea.
The rise of the peanut suggests that there may
be other vegetable products In the world, more or
less ignored today, yet possessing possibilities which
if developed, may give them as important a place
in agriculture as the once lowly goober now occupies
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AN HONEST TO
GOODNESS HOME
Built for a home less than a
year aero, but must sell now.
Close to car line and school In

ANY

STEADIER TOO'D
BE. MOTION LEW
--

OU ARE-

)n

I

WERE

George McManu

a

-

the Heights; east front, adobe
stucco, nice sized rooms, oak
floors
throughout,
fireplace;
Root! basement
with hot air
furnace, etc.
All timbers lr this house were
ordered
special for owner's
own home; Its genuine, you'll
when
you see It. Shall
admit,
we show you this morning T

('.

voo- -

ja

ARE

SELLING
HOTEL STOCK
ONLY

QTIT PAYTVO nrcNT
iO LOOK AT
North Eleventh Stree
for a good three-roohousi
on a lot 100x100 feet, fine garden Boll, well and ditch water,
electrlo lights, etc. Easy terms.
Its worth the low price.
ARP! vor r.OOK.XO FOR
A PEACH OF A NEW

.

1208

IN SOME

m

OF.THIS STOCK

-- AND

Ml

WATCH

'

1921 BY.lNT'L

FSA1URS

m:G.Low

SERVlCf. INC,

This Is a swell home for that
Christmas or New Year home.
It's located In the Fourth ward
block off carllne paved streets,
etc. I,oqk what It Is for only
Four
three"
$3,850:
rooms,
porches, flrepbce, built-i- n cupboards, sidewalks, shade, etc
Easy terms. Let's show you It

ALBUQUERQUE

ONLY

.

D. T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insnrance.

Phone

210 W. Gold.

90T--

A REAL BUY- furnished,
Completely
fire
brick, two sleeping porches,
n
feaplace, good floors, built-itures, all modern Improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location In Highlands.
six-roo-

Ackerson & Griffith,

120 S.

Fourth. Albuquerque N.

M.

FOR SALE
frame cottage, aleeplng
furnished, corner
porch, completely
lot: highlands, one block from Central avenue; terms.
8,000 One of the finest hornet on East
Silver avenue; eeven rooms and bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full basefine
ment; hot water heat, laundry, vita
electrical equipment, good garage
servant's quarters.

32,100

A. FLEISCHER, Eealdar
In

nil

Itn

"SOME
23-

CENTRAL AVENUE HOME
3f five rooms, two porches, fire
features. Complace, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishes and kitchen utensils. Gard
lot. Make this
age,
your Christmas gift to HER.
full-size-

Priced at $5,500. with reasonable terms.
ROLJ.IN E. GtlTHKIDGE,
314 V. Gold.
Phone 1023.

34-

BARGAINS"

.....$

750
frame
frame
....$1,100
- Room
$1,250
frame
- Rooms,
two lots
..$1,550
McDOXALD & WORSHAM

- Room
- Room

Male.

.

m

HOW

Phone

FOR

108 S. Third

060--

SALE

Miscellaneous

400
FOR SALE- - -- Airedale pup.
Second,
FOR
HALE - "Sargum"
hay.

North
Phone

SALE Fresh eggs.
East Lewis.
FOR SALE St. Bernard
FOR

1182--

314

SNAP
brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
off the kitchen,
porch, also one
latest built In features, hardwood
floors and finish throughout, large
city limits. In
lot, Just outside
Fourth ward; 32,450 cash will hsn
die. balance of 42.000 at 4 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment,, three
rooms and bath, close In on South
Arno street.
A. C. STARES,
Thona 16S.
819 West Oold Avenue.
A REAL

FOR RENT

Rooms

South Edith.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light housekeeping, close In. 409 West Iron.
Cook. Apply 809 West Copper.
WANTED
FOR RENT Large front roum, suitable
for couple; heat. Phona 1S30-WANTED Experienced collar girl, Ex- cetsfor Laundry.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
WANTED Good girl. Apply Bt. Joseph
Sanatorium.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
front
room, adjoining bath. 311 West Iron.
85c per month.
WANTED Salesladies, Spanish speaking.
Phone 1949-115 South First.
FOR SALE Cheap, Hawaiian guitar With FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms
for light housekeeping. 609 South
case and Attachment. Phone 2185-WANTED Waitress.
Apply Presbyte- rlan Sanatorium.
NAVAJO RUGS Positively at cost.
FOR KENT Furnished room with priviWANTED Girl for general housework.
North Mulberry, phona 1730-.of parlor; garage available. Phone
lege
Apply 519 North Second.
FCTl SALE Winter dog house,
two 1714-J.
WANTED- - Glrf for general housework!
.new
710
West
feather
pillows.
pairs
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
Lead.
Apply 323 North Thirteenth.
room, close In; steam heat. 317 Souh
WANTED Girl for general housework; FOR SALE FLEMISH Giants and Bel Third.
310 North Thirteenth.
09
good wages.
West
etc
hares,
hutches,
gian
RENT Furnished rooms; also canFOU
WANTED Maid for general housework. Lead.
for sale, 218 South Walter,
ary birds
FOR BALK
Victrola, cabinet size, with
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper.
1067-sixty select records. 475. tot South phone RUNT One
WANTED Woman for general house- Arno.
FOR
nice large room for
705 West
work; must ba good cook.
housekeeping, for lady employed. 617
Lead.
FOR SALE Edison machine and forty- - West
Silver.
five records; good as new. Phone
WANTED Girl for general housework. 2404-JTOR KENT Sleeping rooms for gentlefrom 7 i . m. to 4 p. m. Apply 600
men employed, 18.01) up; no sick. 318
FOR SALE Drop-hea- d
West Oold.
Singer sewing West Silver.
machine, practically new. 1316 North
WANTED A good girl for general house- Seventh
FORsRENT
Nicely furnished room, out-sld- e
work. Mrs. J. E. Johnson, 421 Luna
entrance; also garage; no sick.
boulevard.
FOR SALE Ona heating stove, good con
1118
Second.
North
or call at 632
dition. Phone 1134-WANTED Girl to wash dishes and do
FOR RENT Two furnished light househousework; must speak English. 611 West Marquette.
keeping rooms; no children. 118 North
FOR SALE Clark Jewel gas range, with
South Broadway.
Walter.
WANTED-Seeon- d
regulator;
practically new. FOR KENT
girl to assist In care 805Loralnn
Single rooms and light
West Silver, phona 1114.
of Infant. Mrs. 8. J. Lewlnson, (0D
housekeeping rooms. Imperial Annex,
FOR SALE Electrlo vacuum cleaner;
Luna boulevard.
and
Central.
First
woman for a
guaranteed like new; with all attach
WANTED A middle-age- d
FOU KENT One room for
little light work In exchange for room. ments. 618 North Third.
for gentleman. Address P. A.,
FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson man
Grand Central Hotel. '
Care Journal.
dolin
(flat model), leather cas, cheap. FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt
WANTED A cook In a family of four; Call
605 North Second.
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party.
housekeeping; no children. 604 West
FOR SALE Blue velvet suit nutria colWeinman. 703 'West Copper.
Silver.
lar, size 46; belted pony akin coat, size
WANTED Woman to wash and iron by
DESIRABLE room for gentleman,
, cheap.
214 West Gold, phone 442-the day. Call early In tire morning,
410
bath, outslda entrance.
5
100 South Arno.
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
prepared to work.
North Walter.
with
Hardware
Departgang plows.
WANTED Girl for general housework;
houseFurnished
RENT
FOR
, light
no cooking; good wages; go home ment J. Korber A Co.
room for lady, 510 a month.
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment 405keeping
nights. Apply 105 South Cedar.
South Edith.
n,
of
tnkA
15c
to
the
Robert
nrdets
Indies
WAVTunVhiinff
plnons,
pound.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep1114 West Central.
for beautiful medallions) go id pavl
ing porch, gentleman only, 224 South
Call mornings, E05 North Bacon 1
d
FOR SALE
cornet,
Walter. Phone 2272-make, or wilt trade for good FOR RENT Two unfurnished ri.ui.s. or.e
WANTED Reliable girl for ge leral
housework; good wages. Apply Mrs. Tiolln. Jones, 1310 North Fifth.
block off Mountain road; reasjnabla.
Albert Stern. 1123 West Tljeral.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Thera Call at 1051 North Eighth.
la only ona place to obtain tt. Albu
EARN BOARD Room and 410 month
RENT Housekeeping rooms and
FOR
whlla attending school; catalogue free querque Dairy Association, phona 851.
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
Mackay Business College, 90614 Soui FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot children.
110 South Walnut. ,
Main, I.os Angeles.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon IMPERIAL ROOMS
rice, clean rooms;
Bwaync'a Dairy, phona 1915-WANTEI -- Ladles all over New Mexico lots
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
to take orders for my medallions; good FOR SALE Chtcken sandwiches, Plg'n Theater.
21 1 H West Central.
Harry
Whistle candles, best lea cream In the
pay. Write me for particulars.
porch and two
Wa deliver free. College Inn, FOR KENT Glassed-i- n
Rea, 605 North Second, Alb iqu roue, city.
airy rooms; board across street, lit
New Mexico.
phona 241.
1886-North
Maple,
phone
FOR SALE Lady's new
brown wool
Mole snrt Female.
a rl
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
Bm fnV 1 1
WANTED Man and wife desiring to lo114
2.
aleeplng porch adjoining bath.
child's
52;
blackboard,
level,
penter
to
new
and comfortable home,
cate In
North Edith. Phone 2278-case
iron.
lis
see ma on good proposition; living
upstairs
Selected strictly fresh FOR RENT Two furnished
will not amount to as much as FOR SALE
rooms for light housekeeping; lights
whlta eggs at market price; deliveries
cost to rent. Address 117 South Glrard,
806
water
West
and
Coal,
F.
Address
and
paid.
1623-Saturday.
Wednesday
phone
W. D., enra Journal,
FOR KENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch; lights and water
SEND a genuine NAVAJO RU'3 r
FOR SALF Furniture
PILLOW TOP homo for ana use or oain, sss. rnone aon-m- ,
buf-fc- t,
Cen-tra- l.
FuK SALE Heating stove," dresser,
1005
East
ELGIN HOTEL Bleepina rooms and
bargains at
kitchen cabinet, library table, sani- Christmas;
phone 1419-W- .
housekeeping apartments, by tha day.
tary cot, two rockers, book case. ' 411 FOR SALE One large heater, 516; three- - week
or month. 60! H Weet Central.
West Marble
dintwo
six
rockers,
quarter bed, 35.50;
front room with
FOR SALE Two
library tables, two ing chairs, library table, center table. FOR RENT Furnished
sleeping porch, next door to boarding
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm 1103 Grand, near North Mulberry.
416 Bast Silver, or call 1840-- J,
house.
odd
several
one
kitchen
table, and,
chairs,
BUTTER Ask your grucer for
RENT Two
FOR
nice unfurnished
chairs. 4U5 west i;entrai.
Dairy Association butter; If
rooms with bath and large sleeping
One bedstead, mattress an
for HALE sanitary
your grocer can not supply you, call at porch. 415 West Mountain Road. Phone
gas
couch
and
pad,
1
springs,
North second.
the dairy,
502-range, arm chair; all tn good conamon, PLAYER nlano for a Xmas gift, with
FOR RENT One room, upstairs, fursever used ty sick. xu xNonn jtmo.
for
sala
Liberty
records,
cheap;
thirty
nished for housekeeping, sink and runwin RALE Dressers, chiffonier, child's
bonds taken; terms to responsioia party. ning water, 510 par month,
614 Wast
china
1
desk, Morris chair, wardrobj,
1018-1223
Central.
West
or
Phone
Coal.cabinet and complete stock of good used SOFT
cushions
Heel
arch
and
SPOTS
F.rst.
S2S
Well
South
furnished Iront room,
FOR RENT
furniture, nrleed right.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
steam heated, hot and cold water, also
FOR SALE Suitable for- - Jfcmaa gifts, troubles.
41. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. garage: no sick. 411 Wast c0aL phona
ivorv dresser, chiffonier, child's rocker, F. Keleher Leather
4Q
west wentrai, 1102-- J.
Co.,
few nice pictures, three layer sleeping
Fine apples, by the box; FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed
bar. Roman bench, fine brass bed, 119 FOR SALE Roman
Arkansaw
Beauties,
Jonathans,
room, close In; soma ona employed;
North Elm.
Black, Oanoa, Ben Davis, Wins Sappa. heat furnished. Call after 4 p. m. 406
1628-or call Wm, Dolde, 706 West Coal,
Phona
DRESSMAKING
South Broadway,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
'
WANTED Dressmaking; children's sew FOR SALE Fox terrier pups, six weeks
gentleman; fleam heat, bath adjoin1130-Mrs.
Baker, phnna
old. front
stock, well ing,
ing specialty.
428 South
close in. Phona 17S1-HEMSTITCH INO, pleating. Williams' Mil marked; ready for delivery Christmas. Third.
W.
N.
Prices 416 and 120. Address
linery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 777-- J,
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
Jemea Springs, N. M.
mtKKSMAKJNG.
also men's shirts, neatly
clean rooms and housekeeping apartROOF PAINT
412
day, weak or month.
done; reasonable. 106 West Iron, phone noon ASBESTOS
ments,
by
41
of
roofs.
par gal South Third.
for all kinds
1174.
110
South
Mezano
Co.,
The
lon.
sida and box
1834-J- .
pi, BATING, accordion,
a built up FOR RENT Two wall furnished rooms
orders. N. Crane, III North WsJnut, phona as long asTry
mall
for light housekaaplng, with
large
the building.
Seventh; Crana Apartments, phona 314, roof, will last
sleeping porch, alectrio lights and gas;
new
80(1 pound platBrand
FOR
SALE
no
DRESSMAKING Young
children, 410 East Central.
oil
atova,
also
form
scales;
ladles' dresses a specialty; reasonable, and
FOU KENT Nicely furnished large, well
large lea box, suitable for store or
bed room; hot and cold water
Miss Balclruck, 109 5t West Central, phona
market. 537 lor au. scales gione wwm In heatsl
694-close In; no sick. Phona 1174.
the money. Sea them at 124 North Mul 808 room;
,
West Iron.
FIRST-CLAS- S
work n1 berry.
'
dressmaktng,
hats
also
designed,
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
style guaranteed;
bed room, in private home, bath adtrimmed and remodeled! Prices reason
able. Phfme 2QQ1-rnn air.ie mv hundred shares of City joining, furnace heat; employed gentleno sick.- - 404 West Marquette,
man;
K.
Dr.
Railway, below par.
MATTRESS RENOVATING U Electrlo
.
phune 1524-Kuat, M. T. Arm! Jo building.
FOR 8AL13 Cement blocks, cheap. 62
South Walter, phone 2314-FOR SALE One J500 diamond ring; will
117 South First.
sell cheap.
FOR SALE One first-clas- s
piano, sllght- ly used; a bargain, 1225. Phone 108.
DENVER POST delivered at your door.

.'..,.. I,

Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furniture packing, Phuua 471, Ervln Bed
ding Company

SPLENDID

....

EFFBCTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing, Effacto Auto Enamel,
Valanar
Enamels on automobiles,
PAINTING
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
Plymouth
Floor
Roof
Paint and Cement. Sat
YOU
puooe
Paint.
consider
painting,
WIIJS
lr.A7.W: eaMmetea furnished free: all isfaction assured. Thos. P. Keleher Leath- or Co., 40$ Wast Central fihane 106T-- J.
work guaranteed; no Job too large,
USB

FOR SALE
For SALE Kins

Real Estate

on East
60 foot
L Ham- Silver at reduced price,
mond. 824 East Silver.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 166x171. In Albright addition, on North Sixth street,
aulck sale.
souther
facing: chean for ........
v
Phona MM,

Te Husbands
Every Mother longs for "Horna for
self and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe it to her to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start Delay Is dangerous and time la fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a con'.raot to
one of our choice
'oi. Tou
will both be happier for the glvl;ig,
420 cash atarts you "Homawxx-1.W.

C.

THAXTON

Mountain

705

211 West Gold,

HOMEY HOME.
brick sleeping porchfive rooms, basement,
furnace, es, modern, built-i- n
dining room
built-i- n
furnished ready and kitchen features;
features;
garage,
to move- in; good terms, and lawn, shade, a fine location.
'
move
to''
it.
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
,.
priced
3. P. GILL, Real Estate.
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
115 S. Second.
Phone 723-'
204 W. Gold
Phone 442-- J
we'll

built,

Four-roo-

m

t

J.

CLOSED ALL DAY
Doing our Bit to put Over
the Hotel.
J, L, Phillips, Real Estate,
110 S. Third.
Phone 854--

FOR RENT
KOK KENT
I'hOne 252.
FOR
RENT

An

Dwellings

FRUIT

FOR SALE

Houses

FOR SALE by owner, four-roo- m
houtt.
Inquire 1015 West Fruit
FOR SALE
brick house,
North Edith. Phona 2401-R- t.
FOR tiALii; Good
nouse, gar-se- a
and smalt ffrne.rv. fall at us
South Seventh.
FOR SALE By owner, new modern
739-J- .
house, near Robinson park, 4750
FOU RENT Nicely furnished cottage, cash.
60 per month.
Phone 1825-on a corner; not modern.
901 South
FOR SALE Flvo-rooframed modern,
convenient for two
large lot;
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house. east front; highlands. families;
Phona 16-furnished. 804 South Walter. Inauiro FORSA"le
OR
TRADEModern four-roo614 East Santa Fe.
house,
sleeping porch, gar,v,.i,
FOR KENT Small
house for full slza lot; a bargain,
1631 East
light housekeeping or batching Quar
ters. 803 South Arno. "
FOR SALE Five-roobungalow and
FOR KENT Several cottages, furnished.
three lots, at bargain; six blocks from
125, 435. 340 and 345. on car line. In
car line. Call phone 2384-Bee owner
quire 121 South Edith.
atlanSouth EcRth.
FOR RENT New cottnge, two rooms, FOR SALE
By owner, 715 West Coal,
porch, water, ready December 23, 314
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
month. 1S06 South Edith.
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
FOR KENT Apartments
and houses; Terms If declred. Phone 1803-some furnished; steam heat; close in. FOR SALE A four-roofurnished cotW. IT. McMilllon. 2"6 West Gold.
tage on 60 foot lot near R. R. shops.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
four rooms, Only 4750 for quick sale. J. A. Ham-mon824 East Silver.
Phona 1522-bath, basement and two porches, at
1201 East Copper.
Inquire at 210 North FOR SALE OR RENT Six brand new
Cednr. phone 2378-four-roocorner
Ninth and
houses,
FOR Rent Three-roofurnished house, Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
sleeping porch and hath, at 201 Sou.n terms. See F. H. Strong, or I C. BenEdith; will be vacant December 13. In- nett. Phones 76 or 146.
quire 224 8outhEdith
FOR SALE Account leaving city, furfive-roomodMODERN
nished or unfurnished
house,
garage,
ern house; screened porches, nicely arFourth ward; three and four-rooWest Central,
houses, highlands or lowlands. Rollln E. ranged for two families.
near park.
Phone owner, 2204-Guthrlilge, 314 West Gold.
FOR
and
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooRENT Unfurnished
house of five rooms with large lot, at
large front porch, modern bungalow,
418 West Atlantic avenue; very handy to
n good residence
section; east front,
railroad employes. City Realty Co., 207 lawn and treos. In very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sala; leaving
West (Told, phone 617.
Ph"ne 1486-FOR RENT Two nice four-roomodern town.
houses, ujifurnlshed. and same as new; FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth
Also houseof two rooms and sleeping
mudern bungalow, gar
ward,
porch; rent reasonable: will pay com- age, has light and heat; very best resimission to real estate man for nice ten- dential district In city; priced right;
ants. Call at 1415 South Arno, Decem- easy terms; not priced over phone;
ber 20, 21 end 22.
shown by appointment
only. Phone

CHANCES
SALE
Garage, best location In
town. Phona 879.
n
FOR SALE- - Small grocery and
dwelllngi Call at 316 South Seventh.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything
complete. Call at 1105 East Central,

FOR

T66--

FOR SALE One of the best business
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotal
FOR

SALE
confectionary
shop, handling high-grad- e
goods; good
location; low .rent Address Shop, care
Journal;
FOR
automobile
SALE Established
specialty business; will take 57,500 to
handle. For full particulars write Box
15, cars Journal.
OPPORTUNITY Is offered for Investment In local commercial enterprise;
safe and profitable.
Address Postofflcs
box 14aAlbuquerque. N.
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second- hand pool tables and one billiard table,
in first-clacondition; also one twelve-foaoda fountain, A- -l condition. In
qulra at 120 West Sliver.
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established
mercantile business, located on rail
road. Will aell for value of Improvements
alone.
Good reason for selling. If interested In good-size- d
proposition, address postflrboxeaslbtmuerque
Poultry-Egg- s

2040--

four rooms and
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and
back porch; big basement; furnace; com
pletely furnished; large lot; this is a
good buy; easy terms. Address box C,
care Journal.
FOR SALE Estea bungaiow, a delight
ful new home with new furnishings;
modern and complete; splendid construc
tion; light, sunny rooms, glassea ana
screened porchee; beautifully located.
Owner leaving city. Easy terms if de
sired. Make an offer. Phone 2325-modern bouse in
BY OWNER,
' Fourth
ward, hard wood floors, fire
three
nlace. large screened porches,
light, airy bed rooms with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
Phone
terms If desired.
condition;
FOR SALE

1977--

House,

J.

AUTOMOBILES,
FOR SALE Ford truck, enclosed "bbtly
Phona 420.
WILL PAT CASH for used cars. 324
North High.
FOR SALE Good Ford truck. Inquire
710 North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE Ford Truck, good condition,
cheap. 1524 West Mountain road.
EXPERT " Radiator Repairing. O. K.
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Third.
5
Bulck souring car;
FOR SALE
flrat-olaa- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

FOR SALE Bulck light six,
condition 411 North Third,
phone
SALE Live turkeys, 40o pound,
'
1779-South Ninth.
TURKEYS Milk and grain fed. Pop- WANTED Six Fords; will pay cash;
ask for Ed.
any shape, phona 1227-lar Dairy Farm, phone 2410-R224 North High,
FOR SALE Choice milk and grain fed
Some
extia good used cars;
turkeys, ducks and chickens. Phone FOR SALE
1870-easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, 504
West
Central
WB BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of
model Nash,
404 South FOR SALE 1920 sport
all kinds. Phona 452-cheap for cash. Apply Central Auto
Broadway.
Works.
Machine
and
S. C.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro-bregood
R. I. Reds, breeding pens ir singles; FOR SALE Dodge touring car
or
also a flna lot of bronze turkeys.
Mo.
condition, bargain. Phona 1613-114 South Edith after 5 p. m.
H. B. Watklns. phone 2416-JRED POULTRY YARDS
Thoroughbred FOR s SALE Oldamoblle six. In excel-or
S. C R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
lent condition; a bargain; caeh
cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green terms. 1304 West Central, phone 1488-418 West Atlantic, phone 14H3-bone.
FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade (or Ford
FOR SALE All kinds
of nice young
302 South Broadway.
hens, reasonable; also springs, ducxs, runabout.
852-402 South FOR SALE Ford light truck, 4160; one- geese, turkeys. Phone
5
Broadway.
ton Ford truck, 300, worm drive;
4&0. lit
BABY CHICKS HATCHING EGGS
light Bulck, 50; B ulck
Gold.
West
FROM our bred-to-la- y
White Leghorns.
Chicks 520 per 100: eggs 512 per loo. SEE MclNTOSH AUTO COMPANT for
Chicks
R. I. Reds thst are real Reds.
used tires, all sites, used parts; Max523 per 100; eggs, 614 per 100. Hatch off well, Studebaker, Rso and Chalmers cara
each Monday and Thursday, Parcel post 608 West Central.
prepaid. Mesllla Valley Hatchery. Mrs. FOR SALE A used Dodga Brothers
H. V. Bundy. Las Cruces. N. M.
touring car; also a Ford touring; terms
can be arranged. J. Korber 4s Co., Auto
CARPENTERING
Department, phone 783.
PETTIFOBD THE ODD JOB MAN.
WANTED USED CARS
A' . kind of work.
Phone 1678-WB PAT CASH for used cara of any
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paint-Inmake, regardless of condition. Vladuot
Oarage, (00 South Seoond.
and roof repairing. Phone 1468-- R
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; large
FOR SALE Rtmchet
Jobs or small; work by contract or y
ths day: careful mechanics and reason FOR SALE Forty-aoie- "'
alfalfa ranch,
able prices; work guaranteed; estimates
four mil- - s from city. Inquire 404 West
free, call 17D6-gold.
FOR BALE Country home, atucoo house.
FOR RENT Ranches
- seven
rooms, steam heated, electric
e
FOR
KENT OR SALE Elghty-acr- s
ranch; In alfalfa and
lights; on
ranch, four-roohouse, seven miles orchard. Address Postoffice bos 577, or
east of townt fireplace, water and tele. phona 4407-RCall at 1106 East Central, phone FOR SALE Four-acr- e
phone.
ranch, two mile?
765-from poetoffioe, on main ditch; double
chicken
house,
houses, t 'uls,
garage,
PERSONAL
blooded chicken and turkeys; also furBARBER For private homes, ph. 14U-J- ,
niture; terms, Fhont 2U8-Jb
FOR

113

A

YOU MAKE PRICE
fine ranch, 13 acres, nil kinds

2
house,
alfalfa,
from postoffice, $8,500, 9
all cultivated, a bargain. 2
lots West Fruit. $675.
house, $5,500.
W. H. McMlLLIOV, Realtor.
200 West Gold.

fruit,
miles
acres
fine

first-cla-

ss

$8,500,00

Worth of lots on saast Silver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few choice
lots left At
5500 and up on aasy terms.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 East Silver.
Phone 182 K

today?

THIS WF.KK IS
JUST Till: Tl.MU TO GET
THAT CMVKRKinr

iii:k;hts

Surprise her with a new hom6
wo have thorn terms
to suit.
Lots In the Anderson Addition.
Easy paymenla.

FRANKLIN

& CO,

Realtors
Third and Oold.

Rent-Roo-

I'hone

a

C5V

with Board

m

40c

South Broadway.
FOR RENT Room
South Broadway.
M'H KL.V1 Rooms
hoard.. 120 West
NICELY
furnished
private family; no

Per Pound

Foot Delivered!
GEORGE A. PFTatSE,
Grants, N. M.

with

bo.irl.

a

rargALi

213

BARGAIN

STOKE,

at

315

South

MIRAMONTF.S-ON-THE-MES-

for tubercular
First, will pay the highest prices for A SANATORIUM-HOTEconvalescents: graduate nurse In at
your second-hanclothing, abnes and tendance:
rates by tba week or month.
858.
furniture. Phon
Call 240O-JHUti
MATTKESSKS

OLICANEKii

$1,300;
Highlands,
and $30 a month.

furnlshsd,
casR

$200

Three-rooand bath, new
furnished house, garage; Highlands, half block from street

car, $3. GOO; $500 cash and $6vi
a month.
Two adobe houses on one lot
near shops, $l,4ft0; $100 cash
and $25 a month.
New
frame house,
good lot, $800; $100 cash ana
$2", a month.
Three-rooframe house,
close in, $1,650; $50 cash and
$20 a month.
frame bouse
Now three-roowith sleeping porch, furnished.
$1,500; $600 cash
Highlands,
and $30 a month.
Fine corner lot with
frame shack, $600; $10
cash and $20 a month.
Two-roomodern adobe
house, plastered Inside and out,
$1,250; $250 cash and $2S a
month.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
409 West Copper.
two-roo-

two-roo- m

m

PROFESSIONAL
A,

CARDS

iltr.n).

W. WILSON,
Attorney.

JOHN

RENT Furnished room with boar 1.
$3
and op, FOR
first-clas- s
home oooklng, for two genfurniture repaired and packed. Brv.n tlemen:
private entrance, 311 per week,
Redd inn Co., phone 471.
315 per month; all conveniences.
702
BUTT Ell
Do k A ft FINISHING It la South Third.
bettor. Return postage paid on mail RESERVATIONS
may now be had at St.
orders.
The Barn urn Studio, 219i West
John'a Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
Central,
Albuquerque, N. M.
317.00 to 323 per waek; Includes private
CLEANING PAI'EU and kalsurnlne, wax-Inroom with sleeping porch, connected to
floors, house and window cleaning, bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
and all kinds of repair work; work guar general nursing; excellent meals, tray
anteed. John liV'odson, phone o.n-J- .
Rervlce; no extras. All rooms have steam
hot and cold running water. Rev.
WANTf.D
Careiui Kodak finishing. heat,
II. Ztegler,
Phone
Superintendent.
Twice daily aervlce.
Remember, satis W.
401.
Send
faction guaranteed.
your finishing
to a reliable, ecuiblieh.-llanna
firm.
WANTED
Position
ft Hannw. Master Photographers.
CLEANING I 10 Kciteral house cleaning and flojr
WINDOW
ALBUQUERQUE
CC. Windows
cleaned
waxing. J..W. Lowe, phone 1430-and floors
scrubbed; stores, offices and houses WANTED Wishing and Ironing to take
108 East Coal, phone 1505-home.
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest
work.
Postoffice itox 101, A. Granone;
Healthy young married man
leave your calls American Grocery, phone WANTED
wants work. Write E. C, cars of Jour262.
nal.
DRY AND "WE
SUNSHINE
ROUGH
WANTED To prune your fruit trees,
WASItJ We are ready to do that wash
first-clas- s
work guaranteed.
Phone
we
Ing you dread,
guarantee our work, Rlkes. I423-J- .
7&o
tt Is all handwork.
beoause
PRACTICAL NURSE 'wants position,
75c for 15 pounds rough dry: 4c each ad
Mrs. Harter, 004
charges reasonable.
dltlnnal pound; 60c, 15 pounds wet wash;
South Third.
3c each Additional pound.
Phone 216-- J
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
FOR RENT Apartments
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep books.
room 8 Mellnl building.
Phone 701 W.
KENT
FOR
Housekeeping apartment,
furnished; no sick. 503 North Fnir.h. NURSE wants position, nursing and keep-infor
or
house
invalid
healthseeker;
FOR RENT Furnished, two rooms. h.itli two
years' experience in hospital. Ad1117
and 8 largo sleeping porches.
dress N. C ear. Journal.
East Central.
WIDO'.V wants laundry
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for AMERICAN
do at home; 60 cents rough dry; one
light housekeeping; adults; no sick. dollar per
dozen
1302 South
finished.
724 South Second.
Hl(,h.
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeep. MEN'S
furnishings salesman wishes pes!
Ing rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
tlnn at once; steady and reliable; best
1004 Forrester.
porch.
s
Ad
experience.
references;
FOR RENT Two smalt furnished house
dress Box 450. care Journal.
no
no
rooms,
sick;
modern;
keeping
man
YOU
IF
an
need
young
energetic
children. 723 Sotrth Edith.
in your business and want to help
FOR RENT A sunny furnished apart
man (not alck), who has
ment of three rooms, bath and screened located In town, kindly write Box A. just
L.,
401 South Seventh.
porch.
caro Journal.
fur
room
with
FOR RENT Two
bath,
WANTED Position as housekeeper, by
U7
mlddle-aarenished for .'ght
d
housekeeping.
for
refined,
woman,
South First. I quire Savoy Hotel.
widower or bachelor; good home more
618
South
than
REH
Two
rcms
and
Sixth,
sleeping Important
wages.
FOR
porch, unfurnished; private entrance; care Home Grocery.
no small children. 208 North Walnut.
OfcVlCE position wanted by experienced
furnished apart
FOR RENT Three-rooaccountant, auditor, credit manager;
ment, hot and cold water ana steam prefer steady position rather than hlh
421 South
and
heat; light
salary; In Rood health and wish to re' telephone paid.
Address Box 450,
main permanently.
Broadway.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished apart-ment- a care Journal,
for housekeeping; modern ex- WANTED Healthy young man dm.res
cept heat. Inquire at 516 Suuth Sixth,
position as auto electrical moohnnlc;
p h ona 1377-understands motors, generators, all kind'
FOR RENT New rurnlshea nt,t..mollt, of Ignition and lightlnir sysMnn; reltr-cncej- i.
half block from Central avonuj car
Albert X laickraft, 718 8 uth
Una. Call 1321 East Central, Woodlawn Arno,
1575-or
phone
Apartments,
Position as store manatcer or
three rooms, WANTED
FOR RENT Furnished
salesman In grocery, dry goods, or Ken-erprivate bath and sleeping porch; heat,
store;
prefer mining camp or counwater and light furnished. Apply 1006 try town: am
thirty-sigyears old, in
West Central.
good health1 nd havs had fifteen yean'
vrtn ntnvT Thrua rooms and sleeping experience as manager and salesman In
anj the general mercantile business; can and
porch, completely furnished; one.
one-hablocks from postoffice; no sick. will do anything that Is to be done In a
store; can show clean past record and
Inquire 70S West Silver.
furnish any references which may be reFOR RENT Apurt men ts furnished comquired. Address M. C. K., care Journal.
plete for light housekeeping, Including
lights, heat and gaa. 215 North Seventh.
PAINTING
PAPERING
Crane Apartments, phone 314.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for WHEN considering painting, paperhang-in- g
or kalsominlng. call 234, or call at
light housekeeping; porch and all on
five minutes from Central,
207 East Central, for Hanson A Powers,
car line, 430. Call afternoons, 70a North first-clas- s
painters and paperhangera;
Third.
we guarantee all our work; no lob too
big o: too small.
CO

frame,

Six-roo-

with or without
Marble.
tuirn. with board;
alrk. 1027 Forrester.
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch.
WANTED Miscellaneous
JH3S least Central.
Hoj'iining nam,
FOU RENT Canvas sleeping porch, with
WA.M'KIJ
to
L'uttitt
fee J.
i'lturit
board, 350 per month. 1207 Knst fen.
2toy-Ktrnl.
WANTKU
A 1'u;b1i iniik,
X'hune CAN
me lady conval
AOCOMMODVTBi
escent. Apply Caaa da Oro. C13 West
W'ANTKD' tit s toil
bull
Phone Oold.
pup.
UStO-after 0 p.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch
; Xjiut uiul set vi ii jf dinners
and
with board. 315 Stanford. LTnlv...-uTTelRhts.
pan i. plume irihU-W- .
8 OVES i'UL.lbUli.U unvr net tip.
FOR
RENT Room
and board, with
Betiding Co., ph"ne 471.
hoard. .10
sleeping norch: first-clas- s
HAL'LIMJ ot all klndu Uune. Joe Coro- - East Central.
na, phone IfCO-M- .
FOR RENT Large furnished room with
tottie board; rates xfor two neonle. 217
OKDK1.S lor pits ml nee, apple, ttc. ;
South Fourlh.
large ones, 2oc. ll'i Kast Iron.
Ideal location for
SCA V ENG KU A NDTe N KHAU
HAUL- - JAMESON'S RANCH
few reservations now
healthsockers;
ING.
rates. K. A. Gritfit-i- ,
available.
Phone 2238-IZi Kast Iron, phone
EXPEUT PIAnTT'tunino"" and "player F vR RENT rioom ana sleeping norch.
gentle
piano repairing. James Duran, phone men 1th board for convalescentt: 2148-1974-only, private hnme. Phone
,
lijUO New York.
WKLDING
ANU CUTTINU
of metoU; HOME HOARDING HOUSE Nice, warm
rooms;
home
sleeping
also welders' uuppllcs and carbide for
good
cooking.
904 South
aale. N. M. Hee. Co.. Inc.. phone 11J47-Thlrd;short walk from station.
WANTED
Second liana
furniture ami FOR RENTwithNice rooms wUhsleeplng
porches,
board, for eonvaleacnnta.
trunks. "We buy everything in houseM.s. Reed. 512 South Broadwav. uhona
hold goods.
Max's
Bture, 315 626.
858.
Suth First, Phone
MAX

COMPANY

REALTORS.
Socond and Oold Avenue.
Phone
(40

ROOM and board.
823 North Eighth
BOARD 38 per week.
Mrs. Knight. 200

On

iot

They are a SAVING ACCOTJN1'
ANU INVESTMENT. Only ll
cash and $10 per month. Better get yours today.
Come In let's show you the
official map or we'll drive yon
to the lots any time.
A Frw Houses to Rent.
SERVICE 18 OUH MOTTO,
ASK US TO SERVE YOU.
Wo Do It Gladly.

That Christmas Present

For

unfurnibhed residence.

SALE

410

FROM

Furnishes, bouse, four
rooms and bath. 425 West Santa Fa.
One
RENT
side of double house.
unfurnished, 3.10. 206 South Broadway.
FOR RENT
four-roohouse, at 321 North Fourth.
Dr. Eaa- terday.
FOn RENT Cottage In highlands. Ap
ply room 26. A. Armiio bulldinsr. nhona

TCTR

Realtor,
Phone

TREES

SHADE TREES ANU ORNAALBUMENTALS
.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
CO.
J. T. YOUNG
Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR

phona

When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of savins; rent receipts,
save monoy and before you
realize it your homo will be
paid for.

J, D, KELEHER,

Road

SOLD

WHY PAY CASH?

HOME

East ' Silver, new,

on

DIEKMANN REALTY CO.
rhone 70.
09 West Oold Avenue.

fir

1

CHRISTMAS REAL.
her a present of a home
an infestmcnt. Let
is
also
that
us show you this one with ten
nice rooms, completely furnishsteam
ed.
heating
Splendid
plant. Running water In every
bed room. Is In good condition. Location Is ideal. Will
serve as a home and bring excellent return on investment.
Owner has moved away and is
very anxious to sell. Communicate with
A. L. MARTIN CO., Realtors,
223 West Gold.
Phone 158.

To Stop Faying Rent,
Small payment down buys either of
.
the following;
Two-roofrome, aleeplng porcn,
lot; 11,700, 1250, $25
bath,
per month.
Five-roobrick, two porches, bath,
lot; 44,760; 76, 50
garage,
month.
per
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
lot, Fourth ward; 11,250; 1500,
I2S per month.

dog.
Inquire
108 East Silver.
TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
Plrone 2413-RFOR SALE Ona Wing sis Sons' piano.
1125.
pnone ion.
FOR SALE Guaranteed
Navajo ruga. FOR RENT Koim. 120 SoutU
j'ler
208 South Arno.
FOR RENT Large furnished front rom.
FOR SALE Two beds, complete, .114.
414 West Gold.
inquire 1317 North Sixth.
ion Office.
FOR RENT Nice newly furnished rooms.
.
FOR SALE A cook stove.
1103 East
1 1 5 y, West Old.
WANTED Man to work eight hours per
near Mulberry avenue.
Grand,
FOR RENT several anfurnlsbed rooms.
dny: salRry $180 per month; chance FOR SALE Fresn corn-fe- d
halves
C.
care
H.
pork;
W.,
124
advancement. Address

WANTED Man to sell pressure cookera
on the payment plan. Addreea H. C.
W., care Journal.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE We furnlih all
kinds of help. Try our aervlce. Ill)
South Third, phone S54-WANTED Twenty extra boys with bicycles, needed for December 24 and id;
leave name and address at Western On-

t,purnal.

MAKE

Give

Real Estate Insurance

240D-R-

HELP WANTED

.

SUDDEN

branches, Loans,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourlh Street, Next to P. O.
l'tione 671.

Insurance

Ill

8EBV1CE.
The Red Arrow (all over the Wait) render! Hidden aervlce on Kodak finishing
Worlc
to people who demand quality.
:n before 11 a. m. mailed aame nay.
next
noon
4
m.
mailed
Work in before
p.
Address work to
day.
THH RED AHROW,
B. Leg Vsgss
Albuquerque
(We want a representative to XO'JR
territory.)

FIGURE UP
The amount of syour , rent for
1921. What have you to show
for ItT Also figure on this
home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and ee tf you
don't feel better in 1922.
SHELLEY REALTo CO.
Realtors.
21$ W. Gold,
Phone 459-J- .

Ho rus 15. 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.

Phone 1153-I'HVNKIANS AM) SCBOsMtnt.
.

i. m m on,

OUeaaes of tna Btaajiach.
Suits, 9 Bartiett Building.
IjR, 8. C. Cl.AKKE,
Eye, Kar. Nosu and Throat.
Barnatt Building.
Phone 444.
ONt3 llours
4 to II a m . and t to 4 p. m.
PR. 1A7(JARKT ( AKTWRKiHT,
Office .Jrant UUIg., Room 16. Phona ITS,
Residence 1123 East Central
Phone 571.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practice Limited to

GKNITO - CKINAHY DISEASES
AND DISEASES) OF THE SKIN

WasHcrman

Citizens

Liinoriitnry

Rank nidff.

tn Coaaactlass.

Phono

v.

in and

Chiropractor,
20 Armljo Building.

FOR SALE

Livestock
Phol

ersey cow.
FUK

does
West Lead.

SAl.EBucks,
710

rabbits.

ill

SAUC

Milk

Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
Fine bred rabbits; all voun
stock: new hutches; wilt sell reastn
able; must leave city. Call uorulnc.
rear 211 WeBt Marquette.
FOU 8A1E Ten head ot Missouri mulea,
ten head of work horses and mares
and twelve head of Holsteln and Jersey
milk cows, for sale cheap or trade. Cows
at corner of Mountain road and Fourth;
mules and horses at Bell's Livery Stable.
or 45.
I'hone 94
Mr,

FOR PALE

TIME CARDS

Train.
No.
No.

1

Na

T

No.

4

v

4

Nor 311
No. 27

WES1UUUN.3 Dslly.
Arrive.
Tha Scout.... 1:30 pro.
Calif. Limited. lu:30 am
Fargo Fast. .10:50 am
Tha Navajo. .12:35 am

3:30
11:00
11:30
1:44

El Paso Exp

10:14 pm
11:24 am

SOUTHBOUND.
Rl Paso Exp

Depart.

EASTBOTJND.

No.
No.

3
4
3
10

From
mii Vv'tiHt Murquette,'
I'hone
white Angora kitten; reward.

401.

LOST

'

TYPEWRITERS,

TYPEWRITERS All makea overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every maExchine, j Albuquerque Typewriter
23 South Fourth,
change, phona 404--

Seven-roodwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 160 Feet
Be Sold at a . Sacrifice. Easy Terms,
Will
Frontage

P.F.
Ground Floor

am
am
am

The Navajo.. 3:10 pm 1:44 pm
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:44 pm
B. F. Eight., 7:25 pm 4:10 pm
7:54 am
No.
Tha Scout.... 7:20 a
FROM SOUTH.
No. 13
From El Paso 4:35 pm
No. 30
FTom El Paso 7:00 am
No. 40 connects at relen with Ho. It
for Clovls, Peces Valley. Kaur City and
O
Coast,
41
No. 49 connect, at Bel.a wlta N
from Clovls and points east and aanth
No.

LOST AND FOUND

K. M.

trying

Koats,
cheap; also
R. I. hens and two rooet
twenty-fou- r
ers. Call at l!)10 South Edith.
FOR HALS
Two horsea. two colli, 10fl
chickens and irnod collie doc, cheap,
FOU

STRAYED

Wrist watch with S. A. P. on
back, In Woolworth's or lo to 51 .store;
return to Journal Office: reward.
LOST Little white spits pup. answers
to ths name Fluffy; reward; return
1223 West Mountain road, phono 1474-LOST Check No. 300,064, on Bank of
Commerce, Correo. N. M In the name
of Manuel Mares Rlto: 43 reward if returned to Tranqulllno Juramlllo, Correo,

86.

CHIROPRACTORS

Cromwell

Building.

Page Twelve

BOILED CIDER

Enjoy a Cienulne, Mexican
Dish or
B AltttFCTK,
J'fCl1 1T.A1) AS,
TAMAI.KS
AND CHILE
COX CARVE
at the

SYEET CIDER

Brookficld' Pure Pork SausiiRo.
Fruit cake, pound 65c. Can you afford to make It for that.
Mincemeat, In bulk, in tins and filass.
Swansdown cake flour, regular and instant. Have It In the

rium Pudding, Fisr pudding.
Canned blueberries, fancy blackberries, extra red raspberries,
extra strawberries.
Cranberries, lieautles, pound, 30c.
Shelled pecans, walnuts, almonds
AVo
have them In fancy
Buy HIM a box of good cigars.
email boxes.
Only four days more to prepare for two days.
WARD'S STORE

CRESCENT GROCERY

HOMER H. WARD
f 15 Marble Avenue

ROBERT JONES

North rirst

31S

Exide

1

That

Milk and drain

A New

Taxi & Baggage

158

Call "6

JEWELRY

J.

W.

218 South Second. Phone

Phone

Is the

Tflonrc

r
s.
Of spitz

Mflir
FKS
3Z5D0RrH TtrVTH STfST

II

Ready
Made

i'otato

Inventor and Proprietor of
the F. 8. S. Sunshine
and Separating

nv nasal

Nut-Shelli-

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

delivery

by Albuquerque
Chip Company.
Phono l.V.fl-- J.

Crisp

Price, $11.25 Per Ton
Least Expensive

-

Taxes for 1321 will be payable
January 1. Delinquent February 1. Five per cent penalty
added 15 days after delinquent.

DIAMONDS

Treasurer

ELMS
HOTEL
300

Phone

The Mama Doll she walks and
Mandell-Dreyfuis unbreakable.

talks and

ss

Co.

KI.KC'JBIC 8IIOB SHOP
!I3 Smith Second.
rhone
Free Cull and Deliver.

;v

Don't

waste

money

on

SB7--

The Mama Doll

mas present.

the Heights
atmosphere
these days Is as clear as a crystal. Stern Osteopathic
Bldg. Tel.
Quite a contrast from the

Specialist.

701--

J,

2033-W-

.

$25 up

WANTED

she walks and

talks and is unbreakable. Mandell- pharmacist, yesterCo.
day purchased two choice lots on Dreyfuss
Cornell avenue, south of Coal.
IT. CONNFR, M. T. D. O.
C.
The
on
W. H. Otstot,

Mann Garage,
213

West

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
319H South First. Phone 221--

STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

am
am

$1.00

dear

Store,
Central .

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Laa Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.
Gold.

price.

When price Is the main consideration yon will
find thut our prices on the common grade of goods
are the lowest prices that can be made
on
that are fit to eat. Nothing is offered for goods
In
our store until after It has undergone thegale
.most
rigid inspection as to grade, quality and value to
the customer. This guarantees our customers good
values.
Yon are Invited to visit our store and ask the
clerks to show you the different grades of goods
and the different prices. Our clerks will Iw glad
to show you the different grades and the different
prices and give you information on any points that
you may bo Interested in,
AVe sell for less and the goods must be good
goods or the sale is no good.
,

'

modern.

Ninth

"CURRENT

EVENTS"

REGULAR

PRICES

COAL
The very best quality, full of heat and satisfaction.
GALLUP

DAWSON'

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let Our

PHONES

1 TO 11

CONTINUOUS

F. M.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

CANOY CITY.

5

COLDVVY

present

Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.

ls

Dainty and genuine

modern,
from Central.

two

blocke

Heirloom Silver
lasts a life time

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are Intending to buy
investigate these first.
831 West Silver. Phono 1919--

WEEK

THIS

ONLY

for Christmas

Add-A-Pear-

Cen- -

one block from

OFFER

Silver Pieces of.
Every Description

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

tral.

SPECIAL

Rugs

DAILY'S KASII AND KARRY
206 East Central Ave.

$3

Grocery orders delivered

$1,000 WORTH

OF

CANDY

EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES
For Churches, Schools and Sunday Schools on
Candy, Oranges, Apples, Nuts, Etc. .

A GOLDWYN PICTURE
ADDED

PRESENTS

"WILD

Tapestry, Rugs, 9x12, assorted patterns;
regular price $29.50.
Q r7p
Christmas Special. ... . , . . .y.
tpXt I O

Regular price $35.00.
Christmas Special. ... .

directed by
CLARENCE BADCER

by

EDWARD E.KIDDEH

.iir-. (gfti
Ptc
.-

ATTRACTION

AND

A GAYETY

WILLIE"
Comedy
PRICES

REGULAR

rjff
D

Seamless Axminster, 9x12, assorted patterns;
regular price $49.00.
(JQ HfZ
Christmas Special
.
. . P04le I D
v

French Wilton, assorted
patterns, 9x12;
regular price $95.00.
Q Kfi
Christmas Special. . . . ,T.
....
Big assortment of Small Rugs,v
(19 Q ft
27x54.
Christmas Special. ........ vOeOD

pOtOU

25

Cent Taxi

Prompt Day and Night Service

Phone

17

JOHNSON

COAL CO.

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Tiiimn $11.50 a Ton
5900 NORTH FIRST STREET.!

Open and Closed Cars.

i'lione

388--

Auction Sale

TUESDAY, DEC. 20, AT 332 NORTH THIRD ST.
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.

Kansas City Meat
Please give us the bulk of your orders before
Saturday, as delivery at Cash and Carry prices will
make it impossible to give service Friday and
'
Saturday..

205 S. First St.

AND

hardware co.

Fountain Pens
$2.50 to $35.00

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all

and

Free Meat delivery.
to Highlands.

WILLY-NILL- Y

"HOLMES TRAVELOUGE"

SALE

ON

ATTRACTIONS

CENTRAL

Eversharps
to $35.00

pm
pm

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Singer
210 West

W.

"Picard" Gold Ware

Albuquerque. . 7:45
Id Ranta Fe. . .10:45
Santa Fe
4:00
In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone 600

205

Beautiful

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

There Is as much difference in groceries, rege.
tables and fruits as there Is In automobiles.
We
rarry three grades or goods: Common, medium ami
liiglt; with corresponding differences In prices. We
advise you to buy the lienor grades of rtods as
they nre much better values at but a small difference In

gjgjt,

IJSEH
?X

Copper.

ss

Goods

91.

List Yonr Cars
With Fs for Sale,

CARD OF THANKS.
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
I wish to express my heartfelt Phone 939.
appreciation and thanks to my
many friends for the comforting
The Mama Doll she walks and
words and deeds of kindness
Mandell-Dreyfushown in the sickness and death talks and is unbreakable.
Co.

Grades of

to $200

1333

STABLISHED

Motors to Clean By New Process Guaranteed
Repairs on
all cars. We call for and deliver cars, day or night.

We deliver any size any

The Different

and happiness!

25 PER CENT
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

watches of unknown quality
when you can buy "Gruens"
at $25, $250 and up
(ask those who have one)
Gentlemen's "Gruens"

CITY

A. D. Kinnlson expects his new
home on Cornell avenue to be completed this week bo as to enable
his family to move in as a Christ-

CAST INCLUDES AGNES AYRES
A tale of the sea and the world of ships. And a man
who could face a storm, a fight or a glorious love and
see it through!
AH hands on deck for a picture freighted with thrills

WATCHES

i North First.
rooms In the state-st-eam
hot and colu
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 ween
Transient rate $1.50 Blngle;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.
Finest

917-- J

CO.

"CAPPY RICKS"

DISCOUNT

Our New Shipment
Of the Celebrated

and Collector.

Longer

MEIGHAK)
r
i

ADDED

it GRUEN" WRIST

Music and Jewelry Store
First St.

PHONE

ST

PRICES

ROTH MAN'S

COAL

CARVERS

E. B. SWOPE,

AT REDUCED

117 S.

Send a Man

Us

Burns

Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

To replace that broken window
srlnss. Albuquerque Ininhcr Co..
423 North First
I'tione 421.

TO TAXPAYERS

Tel. 802
exclusively from and
at my factory

Machine.

Bold

IIAKH

Let

FANNIE S. SPITZ
323 N. Tenth St.

I

TEfCfcMAS

O T

Chicken Tamales
TODAYat 11 a. m.
for

NOTICE

Send for price list
order sheet

price and

917-- J

Jeweler

Careful Attention.

pinoninurs
Copyright, 1921,
by Fannie S. Spits.

highest quality obtainable
fully guaranteed.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
21 )j S. Second St.

for the

J.

was married yesterday to Eli Sanchez, of Atrisco. Miss Joy Miller
will fill the position left vacant by
Miss Armijo.
The DeMolay will meet in regular
session tonight.
Professor Zimer
will deliver an address of Interest.
There will be election of officers
and refreshments.
Rangers C. L. Warnock and
George Bcckwith of the Tljeras sta-- ;
tion were In the city yesterday.
Mr. Beckwlth is taking hlu annual
leave.

,

127.

OUR JEWELRY

Jewelry
Just out of the nigh rent district,
Opposite Postoffice.
123 S. Fourth
I'hono 003--

WATCHES

CLEAN
SHELLED
WHOLESOME
DELICIOUS
SWEET
Mail Orders Given

iffiBuauwoyK,

BRASFIELD

FOGG, The

terian sanatorium.
Miss Pauline Armijo, a teacher
at the Ranchos de Atrisco school,

of my beloved husband, Charles F
Austin: also for the beautiful flowers presented to him.
MRS. CHARLES E. At'STIN.

Rightway Shoe Shop

.

Crol-lott-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

158

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and
American,
English
makes.

117 S. First

They "Just Roll Out"
of my machines

Men's 45c.

WATCH CS MOVE
(Moving is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular pcoplo.
AND
BROWN'S TRANSFER
STORAGE

PRICES

j

Machine-Shelle- d

No cheap work. We use only
the best material and skilled
and the prices
workmanship
are low but we never allow
look
to attach itself.
cheap
that
We call for them and bring
. 'cm
back.

8"

7

(pammounl

PINON NUTS

LADIES' RUBBER
HEELS, 40c.

AND

Uoal Supply ('
i'iiuue 4 and S.
Guadalupe S. Garcia, naval uvia-to- r

stutioned at l'ensacola, Flu., arrived here yesterday to spend the
holiday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Pedro C Garcia, of Alameda.
Ada Phllbrick Phone 1418-JAlbuquerque camp Ko. J, W. O.
TV., will meet tonight at K. of P.
hall. Initiation.
Catholic lidy Foresters will meet
tonight at 7:31) o'clock at St. Mary
hall. Refreshments.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-Mrs. prank Butt has us her guesi
for the holidays, Mrs. H. H. Hawkins, of Kedalia, Missouri.
All members
of the Fraternal
Aid union, of Coronado lodge ISu.
's
907, are requested to met at
funeral parlors this evening
t 7:30 to take part in the funeral
of brother Pedro Chavez, who died
Monday evening.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars, llahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
Thomas N. Wilkerson, attorney
ot this city, Is seriously ill with
He is at the Presbypneumonia.

"SAY IT" with the F.
S. S. Sunshine Package.

Huning

illlllllljf
I

Machine-Separate- d

WRIP.HT'5!

Also "FOX NEWS" Events of the Day
"
"MUTT and JEFF" Cartoons

LOCAL ITEMS

Greeting

Electric Company

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Trading Post,
VY XWVJl
1
Building
Opposite rostoffice.

of tlio Ozark Mritinlalns

ADMISSION1

CO.

Your Xmas

4

RUGS

NAVAJO

and Urllllnnt Star tn

REGILAU

241Q-R- 5

CURIOS

"CINDERELLA OF THE HILLS"
A Ronuincc

will

Arno

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

PHONE 35

General Distributors

Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

Phone

TODAY

Fed.

Dairy Farm.

Poplar

J jfgf

COAL

end your car
far as batteries are concerned.

TURKEYS
LET'S GO

STATE

troubles, so

Coal and South Walter
576
Phone

Phones

NEW

Per Ton

You may win the Christmas Coal

Battery

Call

3 7

Order Today

to yourself an

Give it

TRANSFER

GUYS

$11.50

PRESENT

Return this coupon and receive
a 6 cent discount.

20, 1921.

THEATR

GALLUP EGG For the Range and Heater.
SWASTIKA LUMP For the Furnace.

CHRISTMAS

St.

December

GUARANTEED COAL

REGULAR

A

Deliciosa Barbacoa

house.

J. A. SKINNER

MORNING JOURNAL

ALBUQUERQUE

LIVINGSTON FURNITURE CO.
215 West Gold Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M

Five rooms of furniture to ko to the highest bidder. Note the
following articles to be sold: ,
Dresser, chiffonier, bed, aprlnps and mattresses; Wilton velvet
rug, extra large; Body Brussels rug, extra large; rockers, dining table, heaters, oil cook stove, side board., kitchen cabinet,
library table, bookcase, commodes, drop head sewing machine,
kitchen safe and many other articles not mentioned
that are
useful. Don't miss this opportunity to buy furniture at your
own price. Be on hand
pippmptly.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

If anyone has odd pieces of furniture they want to put
this sale, call Gober by Monday night.
'
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

,

la1
,

'

r

